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Welcome to Ihe 33rd issue of MIDNIGHT MARQUEE, celebrating our
21st year of publication. First of all, to everyone out there who supported
FANTASY FILM EXPO/FANEX 84, I personally thank you. The horror/

science fiction film convention, scheduled for August 17-19. 1664. at

Baltimore's Hyatt Regency Hotel, had to be cancelled for two very simple

reasons. First, because of the over-abundance of people flying coast to

coast during Olympic August, we were lold by travel agencies that we had
to book our guest's flights (transporting West Coast people here to Balti-

more and back again) no later than late April. Our expenses would be in

excess of $5,000 which we didn't have in the kitty. Secondly, the response
to our ads, especially from dealers, was pathetic We needed to make a

specific amount of money from selling Dealer's Tables In order to finance

our other expenses. However, we only sold lour or five tables meaning we
had no working capital. The bottom line is that we needed a sponsor with

big bucks that could front us the money we would probably later makeback.
When all the money had to come out of the pockets of two modestly-

incomed couples, FANEX 64 died. All of us involved are sorry. Maybe in

another year or so FANTASY FILM EXPO might return. Keep watching the

On a happier rtote. Sue and I ware married June 30, 1984 (three months
earlier than reported last issue!) The wedding Itself was a fiasco - literally

everything that could go wrong went wrong. We planned an outside garden

wedding and it rained. We rented a small rural lodge as backup and
discovered lour hours before the wedding that the lodgedid not have Indoor

plumbing, instead two out-houses were In backi The band cancelled the

evening before Ihe wedding. Sue and I. with some help from her relatives

and grandmother, made all Ihe food (25 pounds of potato salad and 15

pounds of meatballs, among other things). We were fortunately able to rent

Ihe local firehall at the last moment lor our reception (thus squeezing 70 plus
people Into her aunt and uncle’s small kitchsn/llving room area for the

ceremony itself) - the oul-houaea were outi But that meant that Sue and I.

three hours before the wedding, had to help decorate Ihe hall, ael up tables

and chairs, blow up balloons, etc. DuNng the sweltering wedding ceremony
the reverend forgot lines to prayers, confused our specially written wedding
vows, dropped Ihe ring, and forgot to tell the groom to kiss the bride. Sue
and I both agreed that a quick visit to the county courthouse would have

(Editor's Remarks continued on Page 31 . . .)
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Modern day film criticism got Its start in America In the Sixties about the
tune Andrew Sams imported the aultur theory to these shores. For those
untsmilisr with it, the auteur theory basically stated that film is a visual

medium, atx) slttce the director is the one responsible for setecting the visuals

and guiding the actors in their performances, then the director can be said to

be 'author" of the film, the mam artist responsible for creating it. In the case
of whter/dlrectors like Kubrick, Kurosawa, Coppola, and others, this view is

in a large degree true. Some directors like Hitchcock and Hawks, while they

didn't write their screenplays, had a large Impact on the sTtape and direction

of the story in their films. Mainlytheaufeurtheory concentrated onselectrng
common themes and stylistic nuances in any given director's work.

Unfortunately, this view of film ignores the fact that film is a collaborative

art. The director is often lionized to the exclusion of all others which is a
distortion of how films are made ar>d why they work. Since we will be dis-

cusaing his work frequently, we'll use lor our example Roger Corman.
Corman has depended on many craftsmen for what quality there is in his

films. There is the tasteful photography of Royd Crosby, the inventive art

direction of Daniel Haller, and the wonderful performances by actors such
as Karloff, Price, Lorre, and others.

In addition, Corman does not sculpt the screenplays of his films in the

way a Hawks or a Hitchcock would. He depended on a stable of talented

writers tike Richard Malheaon (HOUSE OF USHER, PIT AND THE PEN-
DULUM, TALES OF TERROR, and THE RAVEN), Charles Beaumont (THE
HAUNTED PALACE. MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH), and Robert Towrts
(LAST WOMAN ON EARTH, TOMB OF LIGEIA) who later wrote Such highly
regarded screenplays as SHAMPOO and CHINATOWN.

Of all the writers who worked for Corman, the moet unjustly neglected
is Charles B. Griffith, whose contributions are often Ignored when films

such as NOT OF THIS EARTH or LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS are dis-

cussed. As a writer, Griffith's contributions were vital In making a number
of these fondfy remembered, off-beat films as enjoyable as they are. Before

an actor can say a witty line or a director visualize a plot, the wrltor must
breath life into his creations in that most difficult of forms - the screenplay.

In getting these filma made, Qriffibt has had a number of bitter experi-

encea, not the least of which was having his story and charactars from
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS rnada Into a musical without his knowledge
or cortsent. (Howard Asherman, who wrote and produced the musical

remake, dealt only with Roger Corman who claimed to own all rights. Since

then, there has been a settlement which will give Griffith credit on future
productions of tne play and the proposed Martin Scorsese film that Is to be
made from it.)

After fashioning entertaining scripts tor films with low budgets and
encountering endless hassles, Griffith has trouble workirtg today because
he has been classified a writer and director of nonsense. They think of me
as a crazed, far-out writer, so I'm not taken seriously where I can get work."

This is a highly unfortunate view since often it was Griffith's contribution
which made the films on which he has labored a bit more enjoyable and
notable than they would oOierwise have been. It Is not Corman's direction
that draws people to LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS, It is the bteckfy humor-
ous plot and outrageous comedy. Griffith's film GUNSLINGER was the first

western to have a female rnarsnall. NOT OF THIS EARTH was an intelligent

science ticlion revamping of DRACULA. ROCK ALL NIGHT helped
Introduce the fabulous Platters. THE WILD ANGELS led to a series of
"biker" movies and helped launch the careers of Peter Fonda and Bruce
Dem. EAT MY DUST, which was written and directed by Chartes Griffith,

was the lop-grossirtg New World film for some tlrrte. beating out many
illustrious rivals such as films by Bergman. Kurosawa, and Fellini. Mostly,
he will be remembered for the wild comedy of LITTLE SHOP, BUCKET OF
BLOOD, and DEATHRACE 20(X} which' made viewing one of these "B~ •

movies an unexpectedly delightful occasion.
OF: Could you give us a little background about yourself?

CG; No one ever asks that. My roots were In show business. Mymotherwssan
actress: my father, when a young man, was In vaudeville. And my grandfather
was a tightrope walker In the circus, so It apparently went on like that. It was
automatic that I'd go into the business. I went to military school . . . nolhirtg

else really interesfing ever happened to me. I got Into the picture busineas
because I did some scripts lor my grarvdmother who was Myrt of "Myri and
Marge" - my mother having been Marge - and that was the original "soap
opera" back In 1931.

OF: How did you start your association wrth Roger Corman?
CG: Well, I was out here with my grandmother writing TV scripts which were
not made and trying to break in as a screenwriter. I wrote e lot of picturee -

1

think about seven screenplays - and Jonathan Haze was working ^th Roger
and Dick Miller and Bobby Campbell and a lot of other people - they were all

crazy acniuba in the early Fifties - so Jonathan took all my scripts over to
Roger. Roger called me and hired me to write a western, which I did and it
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watnl made, and than another tvettem which wasn't made. The first one

was THREE BRIGHT BANNERS, a Ovil War western, and then Conman
taught me about budget. 'Pte third time was GUNSLINGER, and that one

That was made In 1955, and it was supposed to be the last six day picture.

But it got rained out, so It took seven. It was shot in the rsin around an old

ghost town, and It came out gorgeous. No one had shot in that light. They

always thought you had to have hard light and hard reflectors and every

thing, you had that English countryside look hght out In Topanga Canyon.

DF; I understand your first science fiction script was IT CONQUERED THE
WORLD which was credited to Lou Rusoff.

CG: Lou Rusoff had a brother dying In Canada and he needed money so he

did this scnpl which was very confusing. Roger gave It to me, and I had three

days to rewnte It. so I started from scratch.

DF: I noticed you appeared In that film as a scientist.

CG. Thai's nght. l was also the sailor that died at the beginning of ATTACK
OF THE CRAB MONSTERS. Beech Dickerson was steenng the boat, and he
swerved and I fell out of the boat. The boat went over me and the propeller

hit me, and the sound man ran to rescue me, which got Roger mad because
he ran into the shot. I also appeared in NOT OF THIS EARTH. LITTLESHOP
OF HORRORS. ATLAS, artd played the drunken pool attendant who falls

into the pool In HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD.
OF. Despite their cheap appearances. I noticed that the science fiction films

you wrote in the Fifties were more Intelligent than most of the others made
in that period. Your films centered around some interesting Idea like depict-

ing the horrors of mind control. NOT OF THIS EARTH used teleportation

long before THE FLY. It seems like you worked hard to coma up with some-
thing interesting.

CQ: Oh sure, always Bacause the films were a bit rushed, working on them
felt more like play than work. We were just dashing around. We didn't feel

any different thari the people who were doing live television at the time.

Nobody thought that anybody cared about any of these pictures when they

played weeks later or months later because until now there never really was
a buff movement. was thinking about It the other day when somebody
asked me what the cull movies were when I was a kid, and there sveren'l any.

It was the silent era prior to that, and those pictures were just unavailable.

They were inaccessible and nobody knew whet they were, except the

comedies They are still finding them.

We didn't have anything to look back to, and the old studio pictures were
not very accessible GUNGA DIN and CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
and all those were favorites with the kids and stsyM favorites, but there was
no television, no revival theaters tor most old movies. Who could imsgine

that this garbage from the Rftles. which was a big production era, would ever

be seen again? Maybe if they had, we would have been able to take a little

more care and they would have been better.

OF- The first film of yours that I saw was NOT OF THIS EARTH.
CG: I had done GUNSLINGER and had patched up IT CONQUERED THE
WORLD • this was early '56 - and I went over to Roger's office which was the

size of a dinette, and I said. “Don't you think It's time to do another science

fiction?'' And he said. “Okay, go ahead.' and that was that.

DF. He didn't give you a lot to go on.

CG: Yeah So l wrote NOT OF THIS EARTH and that started all this X-ray

eye business. Most of Roger's themes got established nght in the beginning.

Whatever worked, he'd come and lake again, and a lot of things got used
over and over Like in THE WILD ANGELS which started the whole motor-

cycle business In, when was it, ‘65? Hedid two motorcycle pictures and then

never again, and everybody else did thousands of them arvi they were all

the same And then EASY RIDER came in and added "the linger" ar>d a lew
other gimmicks, and then that was In all ot them.

During the production of NOT OF THIS EARTH, I was married to a nurse
at the trme and she helped me do a lolot medical research. I remember we
cured cancer In that script. Somehow the film was a mess when it was
finished She would never go to see any more of them. About the time we
saw GUNSLINGER, my wile was so shocked at the dillerence between the

script and the picture that she never went to see arwiher movie of mir*e.

OF I found ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS rather interesting In that

the aliens assimilate the humanity of the protagonists and use It agaimt those

that are left. How did the film come about?

CG: Roger came to me and said, “I want to make a picture called ATTACK
OF THE GIANT CRABS'" and 1 asked, does it have to be (about) atomic

radiation? He responded "Yes." He said It was an experiment. "I want

suspense or action in every scene. No kind of scene witnout suspense or

action." His trick was in saying it was an experiment, wnich it wasn't. It was
just that he didn't want to bother cutting out the other scenes, which he would

do.

We didn't cut much In those days because the pictures always came in

short. So that's what happened. There was always something going on in

that picture. It was so dumb. I mean In the script Mel Welles says. "Strange,

there's no sign of life on the island" and Roger cuts to seagulls taking off

from the cliff, (^w. caw (Griffith chuckles)!

DF. Why did he do that?

CG: Oh, atmosphere. He wasn't really listening to the dialogue

OF You didn't like the silly idea of radiation making things big'’

CQ: It was called "goobly-gook" and was meant to sound raiiortal Ok) you

know that Ed Nelson was under the crab prop? He later ended up starring in

PEYTON PLACE. And Jack Nicholson may have been under rt part of the

time Yeah, he was around the set ichl^ppmg in those days too

DF. I remember his great bit in LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

CG: Yean. Sometimes it's missing from the prints. Collectors steal It and
keep It in their library.

DF; How did NOT OF THIS EARTH and ATTACK OF THE CRAB MON-
STERS do?

CG: NOT OF THIS EARTH and ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS ware

on a double bill that made 4004li profit the first week. They had a crab In the

theater in L.A. It was made out of styrofoam and fiberglass around an

aluminum frame, and it wouldn't sink. I had to shoot It underwater, and
there was no way to gel It underwater. (Griffith was 2nd Unit Director on
CRAB MONSTERS.) We tied iron ar>d rocksand things on it, bulthsre was
no way. It flew up out of the water whenever we tried to get it to sink. The
crab was IS feet long and coal $400.

The monster from IT CONQUERED THE WORLD was not much of a

monster. When Beverly Garland first saw It she said. This son-of-a4IKh

couldn't cohQuer anything." gave It a good kick, and knocked It over In NOT
OF THIS EARTH. Paul Birch was supposed to wear wrap-around glasses so

you couldn't see the sides of his eyes. They stuck gaffer's tape on the sides

olhisglssses. You can see it ll you look. Inthalfilmlwasinthesceneatthe

newsstand on Las Palmas.

I had the worst time with titles. I hated some of those titles they put on

the films. I did one called TEENAGE DOLL where every page of the script

was rejected by the censors and I had to write II over again during the

weekend i once wrote a musical in 24 hours called ROCK ALL NIGHT.
Lord Buckley was supposed to be in that. He was a friend of mine, arvd I use

to write material for him. Lord Buckley was a great character, and he was

supposed to play Sir Bop in that picture, but he was on the road somewhere

so they got somebody else

DF. After that was THE UNDEAD.
CQ: One day Roger said, '

I want you to do a Bridey Murphy picture"

because BRIDEY MURPHY was being done at that time as a big budget

picture, and the book was still relatively popular. (The book and film were

about a woman, who when hypnotized, remembered her past lives.) I

thought It would be dead by the lime we could get anything out. l wrote this

thing called THE TRANCE OF DIANA LOVE. Curiously, I separated all the

different things with sequences with the devil which were really elaborate,

and the dialogue In the past was all In lambic pentameter Roger got very

excited by that. He handed the script around lor everybody to read and

nobody understood the dialogue, so he told me to translate it into English

It was just really ruined, but it was a tun picture to shoot because il was done
in ten days at the Sunset Stage, which was a supermarket on Sunset

Boulevard. We filled it with palm trees and fog and it was (he first time Roger

had used any of that stuff. He didn't like to rent anything

It was a lot of fun to make You could see thezipperon the wKch'sdress

and all the gimmicks were very obvious and phony . Roger deliberately

played to skid row. a degenerate audience

DF. I was surpnsed to see that you directed your first film in 1957

CQ: I started out as a director with FORBIDDEN ISLAND I was trying to

Here Peter Graves appears to be having much more dlfflcully than Beverly

Garland had with the monstrous carrot from IT CONQUEREDTHE WORLD.
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rsiM money to make independent low budget picturea and wound up at

Columbia with a tive picture writer-producer-dlreclor contract. I made two
pictures unoer it. wrote and produced both of them, and directed oi>e of

them (The other was GHOST OF THE CHINA SEA with David Brian and
Jonathan Haze and was directed by Fred Sears.) They were really terrible,

and I wasn't ready to do all of this yet’ It stopped me for 20 years from ever

directing again. They were really rank. You see, I got chicken and started

to write very sately within formula to please the ma)or studios, and of course

DF: How did the idea of combining a monster movie and a gangster
melodrama come about'’ I mean, that's a rather bizarre combination
CQ. You see, we had set movies that we would do One ofthem was NAKED
PARADISE which was made m 1956 about a robbery in a pineapple planta-

tion in Hawaii where the hero is operating a small sail boat and is hired by the

crooks to take them to safety When there's a robbery in Hawaii, the

government shuts down the seaports and airports and nobody can get out.

So that was the thing The crooks hung around in this house waiting to be
picked up while all the action happened and they all kill each other off.

That was successful, so we did it again in South Dakota Roger says, "I

want NAKED PARADISE using a gold mine instead of a pineapple planta-

tion. Put it in South Dakota and add a monster." I didn't know how to add a
monster to that script, so I had it all wrapped up in a cocoon In a cave just

threatening to break loose all the time I don't know how it happened That
became BEAST FROM HAUNTED CAVE.

And CREATURE FROM THE HAUNTED SEA was the same picture

again, only this time instead of a pineapple plantation, it's the Cuban
National Treasury, and the same gang ot crooks taking off this time only
with an added zaniness because Roger wanted another comedy He still

didn't know they were going to flop - the comedies - so that was how that

one happened The monster was made by Beech Dickerson for 50 dollars

with a fur coat, two ping-pong balls, and garden trowels (for claws).

ATLAS was that picture again. They weren't robbing anything, but the

characters went through the same sequence of scenes

CREATURE FROM THE HAUNTED SEA was the simplest of the

comedies. Roger called me one morning, about three o'clock in the

morning, and he was shooting THE LAST WOMAN ON EARTH which
Robert Towne wrote and acted in down Puerto Rico way.
DF I understand that Roger had Towne acting In it because the script

hadn't been finished when he was set to start, and he didn’t want to pay tor

an extra plane ticket, so he had the writer double as an actor.

CG. Yeah. sure. So he got me to write CREATURE FROM THE HAUNTED
SEA in three days and I sent it down to him in pieces. I didn't get to read
the first scenes to see what the hell had gone on in them. It was definitely

off the wall. He'd shot about hall of it, maybe two-thirds of it. and Roger
wanted to play a character. So I wrote the character of Happy Jack
Monahan tor him to play - who commits suicide, falls In love with a whore,
cries, and who had to do every possible emotion. So Roger had to hire an
actor He was enraged (Griffith chuckles)!!

The pictures didn't make any money because he was releasing them
through his own FHmgroup Company, and he knew right away that comedy
was not automatically an exploitation market. He tried it again with THE
RAVEN
OF; The Richard Matheson film?

CG But that was the end of It though, and he's never made any since. EAT
MY DUST created a big fight, and he asked me to cut out all the jokes on

that, and I had to make up stuff on the spot while we were shooting, trying

to make it funny
DF: How much time did you have to wnte the screenplays for BUCKET
OF BLOOD or LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS?
CG Fivedayseach. WedidBUCKETOFBLOODfirst.whichwasnoimeant
to be a com^y according to Roger, but became one because of me. It was

the same situation where these sets were going to stand for another week.

DF- The ones from DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL BRIDE'’
CG Yeah, you know the story That had to be rushed through and thai had
to be a comedy. Roger asked me. "How do you shoot comedyt" and I told

him. "Shoot it like you would anything else " That was mat - instead of

having him trying to shoot comedy and be funny Well, that worked, and we
got applause on the set during the reading of the beatnik poetry That got

Roger very excited. It was the first time anybody had ever liked anything

so we had to do it again right away We sal down during snooting, and he
insisted that It had to be the exact same picture, scene for scene with just

some of the names changed and so on And I hgured oh wen I’ll just go
from satire to farce and he'll never know the difference

DF; Did you know that BUCKET OF BLOOD is one of the few films that

chronicles something of the beatnik era'’

CG: The beatniks m the coffeehouse scenes were an my friends. I guess
I didn't know too many of the poets, but everybody weni to coffeehouses
in those days. And the thing is, those were the sets that were there to shoot.

Roger said, "Write a horror picture lor those sets There was a beatnik

coffeehouse, a jail, a funky pad with nothing in it. and the lumberyard was
the studio lumber department - so there really wasn t much of a choice
Thai's what dictated it being a comedy
DF' And LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS was actually shot m two days and
three nights?

CG: Well, Roger shot the interiors in two days on the stage - SOpagesa day -

and I did the exteriors all arour>d town which took tour days and nights.

We were in skid row dey over into night Mel Welles who directed 2nd unit

on LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS, helped out. and that was me entire crew
Everybody else we got from skid row We gave them t0<a shot to act m Ihe

picture. We got all kinds ot good stuff We got 15 minutes of picture for

$1 too, which was not too bad The whole picture cost $27,000

OF. I noticed you appeared in LITTLE SHOP as a hold-up man
CG. I played four parts; theguy whorunsoulotiheofticewithhisear bitten,

the gangster that sticks up the flower shop and gets eaten by the plant, a

shadow on the wall, and Ihe voice of the plant, which was supposed to nave
been dubbed: but I did It on the stage. I did it on the stage so that jack Haze
would have something to play off and react to We just left it in Roger
wanted to play that, because to dub It over would havebeena little too much
money and trouble, so it stayed.

Alt my relatives were in that picture. My lather was the guy in the dentist’s

chair who got the mirror broken in his mouth. My kid brothers and sisters

were In Ihe crowd scenes At that point, Roger and I were galling along very

well, and I got away with a lot. I got away with rehearsing the cast ahead of

time. Roger wouldn't let you do that r>ow, it would take too much time
Now you can’t change anything unless he orders It changed. You can’t

try anything. The director ot DEATHSPORT came uptomeandsaidhe had a
fabulous Idea of shooting at night, i said, you'd better tell that to Roger He
had worked out how he could useflltersto get day for night. Roger told him
no night and no day for night. ThatwasiL Anythingyou'dsuggestlohim.
he'd say no. Anything. Ask anybody who works for him now. He'll gather
people together and tell them that nobody m this company knows how to

make a picture.

The talents that worked for Roger got their chance because they were
willing to work lor nothing. These days everytriing is stolen. Theideasare
stolen, the money is stolen from the people doing the work, the medical
benefits are stolen, Ihe residuals are stolen: there's no pension or welfare,

all of that is stolen, and then the final picture is stolen from the audience
because it's a piece of crap. That’s low-budget exploitation picture making.

Getting back to LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS. I didn't even know it had
been released I’d moved to Israel and moved to Rome after ATLAS, and I

was there for a couple of years when Michael Reeves phoned from Montreal
and said that he had to get oft the phone because LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS was on television and everybody in town was watching it. That
was Ihe first news I'd had that it was goir^g to bea cull picture. By then I knew
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there started to be such things as cult pictures

DF I am curious about ATLAS as I've never seen it

CG You're lucky I've got a print of ATLAS and it's probably blood-red

bynow ATLASwasamess It was a doomed protect Iwasouitheredoing

an Israeli war picture about helicopters whicti never got finished and Roger

wanted to rnake ATLAS. This was after LITTLE SHOP, and I wanted to make
It as ATLAS. THE GUIDED MUSCLE, but Ire wanted to make a Hercules/

Italian type thing Roger had a deal m Puerto Rico so that It was going to be

a jungle picture about Atlas and Zeus Ancient Greece couig have jungles,

so why noff

We were going to use thepostofficefront and the jungle, but I wasgoing

to Israel because of a picture that collapsed in the desert and I was supposed

to make It in Israel So Roger and I flew to New York together, and we worked

on the details of ATLAS and i boarded a ship gomg to Israel i made it to

Naples and received a cable saying the company was bankrupt and good
luck So I wasstranded for two years in Israel and Roger wouldn't send me the

fare to get out. so I wound up doing some pictures over in Israel (HATSAN-
KANIM and FRONTIER AHEAD)

Then, Roger called me up from Athens and $a>d he was going to do
ATLAS there instead of Puerto Rico, but I had to rewrite the script complete-

ly So I went to Athens and he paid me two hundred dollars to rewrite it and
U dollars a week to be associate producer, production manager, action

director, do first aid duty, and everything else. He picked up a girl in a bar In

Berlin named Barbara Comeau, and she did all the other work She was
wardrobe, script girl, and make-up. she had no experience at all "Women
know how to do make-up," Roger says, and anybody can do scrlptwriiing.

We used local talent from around the town near Athena, and the picture

was written in a tew days near Athens and it was terrible. Frank Wolff and a

couple of other actors came over and they were very rebellious. Roger was
in a lowering rage throughout. There was a Greek cameraman and a Greek
crew Nobody knew left from right The "army" couldn't march They tore

the nose guards off their papier-mache helmets so that their relatives could

recognize them in the picture, so there was this paper hangir>g down from

their helmets The lipsof their spears were hanging down because they were
made out ot rubber which I had to have done at a tire shop 'round the corner

Top: Jonathan Haze. UH Welles, and Jackie Joseph admire the plant from
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS who soon will demand, "Feed met" Bottom:
On-locatlon shooting during the production of ATLAS showcasing modem-

of the set one day. It was a lot of fun

We were shooting in public buildings Of course, theythrewusout of all

ot them The permits said we could shoot there, but not with actors So I'd

go to all the archeological sites and used the excuse that there were a lot of
wars around here lately (in the script). We bribed the guards at the gate to
let us in to shoot Roger broke his sunglasses in half and had temper
tantrums He went a little fnad during that picture We went olf afterwards
and got shipwrecked

One night we were in Athens just before ATLAS started and we went
out and met some pimps in blueshirts who were passing out leaflets for free

beer in one of those whorehouse night clubs, and 1 was trying to tell Roger

what It meant. He said, "Free beer. It says here one free beer, so let's get a

free beer" So we got a free beer and were husHed immediately by these
chicks with a glaring bouncer behind them, and we went out and had
another free beer until we came to this place that said it had a floorshow
at 10 o'clock and 2 am

Roger said, "Let's go back and see the floorshow at 2a.m " We returned

and there were these two hookers who came and sat with us. "Aren't you
going to buy us a drink honey?" So Roger started buying them champagne,
ordering all this champagne, and he had this girl sitting on his lap necking
with her and l was just silling watching all this And there was still no floor-

show, and he got rnad, and the bill came and n was $60 He said, "I'm not

paying $60 for this and there's no tloorshow'" The band started walking

across and we ran out. We escaped from the place and didn't pay the bill

But the Greeks froze the money we brought m to the value of the make-
up and other equipment that we brought m, and so we couldn't use the cash
to shoot the picture. We all had to share hotel rooms, but nobody did any
sleeping. They got me cheap at $50 a week
DF Weren't you supposed to write THE GOLD BUG for Carman's Poe
series?

CQ' Yes, I was supposed to write THE GOLD BUG for Vincent Price, Peter

Lorre, and Basil Rathbone. I thought, oh boy, what acast' I got very excited

and wrote that When they were doing MASOUE OF THE RED DEATH in

London, I met Vincent on the set and Rogerioldhim whail was doing and he
said, "Yes. yes, tell me about it." I said • well, you're taking Basil Rathbone
down a burned out corridor of your Southern mansion with no roof on it. and
the walls are charred, and you're using it lor a hock shop lor all the family
heirlooms, and you're showing him all the family portraits in the hall

He says, "Oh no. not agami I can't stand that cliche one more timei"

And I responded - yes. but the jMhrails are all famous cliche paintings that

everybody knows. You look at the last one and say, "This is my mother •

doesn't she have an enigmatic smile?" So he caught on right away So he
says you have to have "The Laughing Cavalier" as his uncle. Oliver Goldbug

It wasgoing to be LITTLESHOPOF HORRORS again where Peter Lorre
worked for Vincent Price as his sort of slave around the place in this huge
hockshop. and at night they would hear this haunted music and it would be
the gold bug dancing on the strings of the harpsichord doing the goldbug
rag Peter Lorre kept the bug m a snuff box and stayed friends with it by
giving it drops of Losovaich - Yugoslavian booze And il would sting people
or bite people and turn them into gold, which is a variation of LITTLE SHOP
and BUCKET OF BLOOD And there were all those famous poses loo
There was a one-armed bandit and a little girl by the pool in the White Rock
ad. and they offered the statues for sale Then when the buyers tried to

melt them down, they'd turn back into flesh But it was very long • over three
hur>drsd pages, and Sam Arkoff was enraged. It never got made I saw him
in Rome sometime later and tried to talk him into dubbing a lot of Italian

music pictures into comedies, and he says, "Why don't you write me a
picture about the Civil War'’" and walked away.
DF What did you do on REVENGE OF THE BLOOD BEAST (a.k a SHE
BEAST)?
CG. I wrote that in three days to gel an airline ticket lor my girl fnend
(Griffith worked as screenwriter and 2nd unit director). That was originally

a comedy about communistic Transylvania with Barbara Steele. Mel Welles,

and Paul Maslansky who played a cop and produced That was shot in a
couple of weeks there Not much I can tell you about it. It’s a buff (cult)

picture in Europe.

DF How did you end up working as a screenwriter on BARBARELLA"’
CQ: Well. John Philip Law was a friend of mine, and Vadim was looking for

another writer for BARBARELLA, and John recommended me and
De Laurentiis hired me I went up and stayed in their house with Vadim and
Jane Fonda outside of Paris for a month and worked on that script. They'd
already shot some of the picture when I was called to work on it. They'd
even scored it with Beatles music temporarily. It was really bad II was
stupid

DF. How come only Terry Southern got screen credit?

CG' He took the material from the comic stop, the French, and that was all

hedid Then they had fourteen other writers and then me. Ididn'tgelcredit
because I was the last one. I guess I rewrote about a quarter of it that was
shot, then rashot. and added the concept that there had been thousands of
years since violence existed so that Barbareila, all through the picture, was
very clumsy. She shoots herself In the loot and everything, and it was pretty
ludicrous.

There was a great scene that was cut out of the picture where Fonda and
Anita Pallenberg are in this bubble with a bed in the shape of a woman and the
magma at the end of it. Tha Black Oueen convinces Barbareila that it’s her
fault that the world was destroyed since she came up there and caused an
this trouble and ended herworld in boilinglava So Barbareila is conlriieand
says. "What can I do?"
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So the Queen says. "Now we both go on until we starve to death in this

bubble, so the best Ihirtg for you to do is kill me." And Barbareilasays. "No.
no. you kill me." The Queen replies. "No. if I do that, the magma will rush In

and gel me. so you have to kill me so that the magma will throw you up on
the beach " So Barbareilasays. "What do Ido?" And The Queen says, "Put

one knee here and one knee here" because they originally shot It with

Barbareiia saying. ‘What are we going to do?" and the Black Queen
responded. "There's nothing we can do. so we might as well make love." then

the two of them groped around trying to make love In the bubble

It was very awkward and embarrassing and stupid Neither one of them
felt It. and they didn't want to do it. This scene had the proper build up and
It was really something. David Bailey was shooting stills and he said. "This is

the hottest thing I've seen on film and it will never get through," and It never

did. Right in the middle of it. Barbareiia catches on as she catches Pailen-

berg leenng and stops the whole thing. The bubble throws them up on the

beach That's all you had in the picture, that entire scene is gone.

The stuff with Claude Dauphin is mine and the suicide room Is mine. ITs

been a long time, I96fi. But Ihe most fun was staying at their house and
talking all night with Vadim about politics - that was during the Pueblo
Incident - and talking all day with Jane about movies. At that time she wasn't
known for her politics or for being a good actress The military invited her to

entertain the troops in Viet Nam, but she was planning to defect and
entertain the Viet Cong Everyone was looking at her and imagining her
plowing through the lungie atone with the Viet Cong and what would have
happened to her

DF How did you get involved with DEATHRACE 2000?
CG I came back from Europe and l called Roger and he said, "I've got some-
thing lor you '

I looked at the script, which was by Robert Thom. It was
completely bizarre, unshootable. and crazy. It had a lot of interesting things

in it. And I said, "You’re asking me to change this?" because he and I were
always having trouble over the bizarre things in my screenplays He told

me that since (he script had been written by a bizarre person, he figured it

took another one to l>x it.

So we started from scratch There were some things we kept out of our
original version of the script. Frankenstein. I know, and those cars -another
idea of Roger's - were added later So I met Paul Bartel, who was already
set to direct it, and we reached a mutual conclusion that it had to be a satire,

somehow a political satire, because there was nothing elsewecoulddo with

Roger wanted a straight, hard-hitting drama, so it was aconspiracy with
Paul and everyone in the office al limes to keep Roger from knowing. So I

worked on a long lost and lorgotlenscriptthat was very funny andextremely
bizarre, and Roger found out about it and cancelled theentlrescripi He was
really enraged So we started again on a much more modified, similar,

straight version, which Paul shot He left out all the blood, so Roger hired

me to be a 2nd unit director and pul m all those blood bits I told Paul that

the way I would do them would be so absurd and so overstated that the film

would still stay lunny.

It didn't happen in the case of HECKYL AND HYPE. I (ought with the
producers over blood and gore versus comedy and lost as usual
DF I've been told that at one time Roger wanted to rev up the engine noises
in DEATHRACE and drown out most of the dialogue

CG He does (hat a lot. He'd play up thesoundeffectsorturnthemusic way
down so that it would sound very distant, and he’d play with the dialogue

loo He was very big on sound effects Yeah, he played with DEATHRACE
and tried to gel rid of as much comedy as possible
OF How did you go about doing 2n0 unit workt
CG The picture was in the can, ao t took the stuff and had to add a lot of

action. I looked through the material and added to it m different places. For
instance, (he scene where Sylvester Stallone drives down to Ihe end of Ihe

peer, originally, there was a man sitlir>g in the outhouse with the top door open,
and Ihe machine-gun car pulls up and there’s a conversation with Stallone

while this guy is still in the outhouse. A dumb conversation. So Stallone

An atfiiosphertc dance sequence from Ihe dream-llke THE UNDEAO.
Remember, this sequence was shot at asupermarket on Sunset Boulevard to
keep costs low.

backs up and knocks the outhouse with this guy into the river and drives on.
There wasn't enough action in that for Roger, and you could see when the
outhouse fell into the river, there was nobody in it.

So I went back, got nd of the outhouse, cut around the outhouse, and
had a fisherman sitting there and had Stallone chase Ihe fisherman up the
river There were bits and pieces from both scenes. All of Stallone's

dialogue was from the other scene There were little things like (hat

throughout.

DF: That was a fairly successful film for Roger, wasn't It?

CG: Yeah, it did about two and a half million dollars, so it must have been,
DF Were you involved at all with the semi-sequel. DEATHSPORT?
CG: I wrote about six screenplays of DEATHSPORT, and they were
supposed to go ahead with the last one when Carradine got taken away by
Bergman to be in SERPENT’S EGG, but I'm realty certain It was because
Roger hated the script

DF: What kind of person is Roger Conman’’ The stories I hear about him
make it sound like he's an idiol-sevanl - part genius, part deranged person
CG: Deranged, yes, genius, no. The geniusthai he might havehad Isgone.
He used to be full of ideas and Freudian concepts and things for pictures,

and he'd throw these things out to Ihe writers and get them all hot. and they'd

work like crazy and he would have forgotten what he wanted to do He was
only interested in saving money, so his intellect ground down to nothing,

almost nothing, so when you see this piece of crap, here and there are a few
moments of interest, right? Which wasn't true of some of the other shockers
that were being made at Ihe same time because those producers Knew what
they wanted and that was pure garbage and no great loss Roger's stuff was
99 per cent garbage and one per cent Is of interest.

DF: Nonetheless, he did show some technical skill as a director and his

films are usually well-paced.

CG’ He took out everything that wasn't fast and ruined every picture that

way. Absolutely* In recent years, he has ruined all of his pictures, and
they're losing money. They are incomprehensible. Did you see SMOKEY
BITES THE DUST? It went right through town without being seen
DF: Wasn't that the film built around stock footage?

CG; That's true. Roger hired me a few years before that, m '77 or '70. It

started with a news broadcast. Police were complaining that EAT MY OUST
and other pictures like it inspired kids to chase down the freeways and
challenge the copsand run other cars off the road. There were lots of people
blamed lor (his. and Sheriff Pritches called this "Car Wars " So as soon as
the newscast is over, (he phone rang, and it was Roger saying, "I want you to

do a picture called CAR WARS using the stunts from five old New World
pictures.

"

I wrote a script which wound up being called WHAM BAM. MERCl
MADAME. It was very Insane, and it used all (he stunts in different ways,
and he hated that script and he never did the picture

But last year he called again and offered mea lot more money than he
ever did before. I guess I got flattered, and I went ahead and did it He had
Max Apple in Texas go ahead and write a script around all the wrecks and
chases. But Max wasn't allowed to see them, it was too expensive to rent a

movleola end send him prints or anything else, so hehadonly vague descrip-

tions written down on what the stunts were - and nothing worked' So I made
a lot of changes in It, and that made Roger very angry, and he tried to cut it

just to the action of the old pictures, but he couldn't because he needed all

distribulion rights. Then he cut all the motivations and all the character

development. It was a mess, a jumbled mess! The same thing occurred with

UP FROM THE DEPTHS.
DF. UP FROM THE DEPTHS was German’s attempt to do a JAWS film,

right?

CG. Of course, he stole It from JAWS, JAWS II, and THE DEEP It was
written by a secretary at the office with the intention that 1 would polish it

up. I was hired to direct but he wouldn't pay Writers Guild prices - he thinks

the Writers Guild Is In aconspiracy against him personally -so the Idea was
that I would use my directors' perogative to polish up an impossible script.
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Chari** B. GrIHIth (waarlng «**rall*) dirtct* Jimmy McNIchel* who I*

ch*w1r>g on Jan*t Jullon’i anki* In ••giMnee from SMOKEY BITES
THE DUST.
Somebody would run up and say. "You know what happened? A monster

just ate a girl on the beach!" And that person would tell somebody else and
that person would tell somebody else and so on.

So I wrote a zany version called SOMETHING FISHY and the Filippinos

were crazy about It. They were dying to do a film. They made a funny

looking fish lor it which I have a picture of. They were all set to go, but they

sent the script lo Roger figuring he would love it, and of course he hit his

desk and (old them to fire me and everybody else. They wouldn't fire me.

but I still had to do the polish, so then I just did it for action.

There was a lot of rage to just go ahead and shoot it, but then the action

didn’t work because the Filippinos didn't work. The fish never worked once.

It was supposed to attack people, to chew them up and thrash and do all

kinds of things, and It didn’t do anything I had a right-to-left fish, and a left-

to-right fish, and a fin and a head which would come across the ocean on

huge bamboo rafts (owed by outrigger canoes. It would take them twohours

to cross the bay with this stuff. It never worked.

The speedboats never worked because the propellers were beaten up

by the coral reefs The underwater didn't work because there were no lead

weights to get people down. Theywere bobbing to thesurfaca. And nobody
wouldshowup. The extras wouldcomeforadifferent scene. Youwouldget
ballroom extras on (he beach and beach extras at the ballrom. The Filllpine

actors wouldn't show up. It was supposed to be Hawaii.

There weren't any American cars available because all American cars

belonged to rich people who wouldn’t rent them, so all the cars were

Mercedes. Thai was great being there for six months. I had a 106 minute

rough cut that l sent back, and when I flew back lo L.A. the next day, it was
75 minutes long. That was some of Roger’s creative editing. I've never seen

the picture I just saw the black and white work print that I was working on.

SMOKEY and UP FROM THE DEPTHS were the last two pictures that I did

(or Roger, and they ware both so butchered that it has made it impossible tor

me to get any work Those pictures are so bad no one can sit through them.

OF: What about DR HECKYL AND MR. HYPE?
CG: That’s my old friend Menahem Golan from Israel whose house I stayed

at ten years ago and worked on a couple of pictures that weren't made. And
he says, "Call me up if you want to make a picture," so I did. He wanted to

make HAPPY HOOKER GOES TO HOLLYWOOD. It took my agent too long

to negotiate so it was already in (he works with other people.

So Golan asked me. what do you want to do? I told him that I specialize

in black comedies, and I had a list of things that I wanted to show Francis

Coppola I showed him the list. There were a lot of things on the list that

were lOkes and were not intended to be pictures. He saw one. DR. FEEL-
GOOD AND MR. HYPE, in which a hippie invents a new drug that turns

everybody into advertising executives.

He said, "You want to make a funny JEKYLL & HYDE?" I responded
Sure. He gave me the go-ahead But I had only three weeks to write it and
to prepare the picture, one week of which was in Oliver Reed's hands, four

weeks to shoot, and two weeks to edit. It was terribly, ternbly rushed (or a
modern picture in color with lots of elaborate art direction and stuff. This

cost $750,000 and Cannon can’t release it. They don't know how to release

It. They don’t know howto releaseany of their pictures. They keep making
them, but they have a sales managerwhoonly knows how to sell pornos, and
nothing that they've made has made a nickel. Most of it never goes out stall.

OF. How can they stay in business or afford someone like Oliver Reed?
CG’ They paid him $100,000 cash and they owe him another $100,000 when
the film breaks even, which it never will. They owe me money when the

pictures breaks even, right? (HECKYL AND HYPE was sold to cable before

It could make a profit.)

HECKYLL AND HYPE could have been a very good picture, but we had
certain flaws, certain things happen - Or. Hackyl is a monster podiatrist.

He IS very humble and meek and helpful and nice to everybody. Hisattitude

is that good-looking guys can get away with murder. So when he takes Or.

Hinkle's magic diet paste which turns you Instantly thin, he drinks It all and

'-My god, I’m beauUtulI" thinks Oliver Reed from DR. HECKYL AND MR.

HYPE. Charla* Grftfith had only three weeks to prepare for the production,

becomes Oliver Reed, right' (Reed turning to the mirror and seeing himself

without the Dr. Heckyl make-up exclaims in mock-serious tones, "My God,

I'm beautiful!" This line usually brings the house down.)

But then we got the problem. Oliver was great as Heckyl. wonderful

He played the part with a kind of New York accent and everything, but when

he was Hype, he didn’t know how to do it. I tried to explain to him that Hype
was a figment of Heckyl’s imagination, that he was confused himself and
tried to live up to Heckyl's notions of what a good looking guy should be and
what should happen to him. When these things don't happen, he freaks out

and kills girls. But we got rained out the first week, and we wound up doing

the murders and the interiors and the night scenes. Reed played Hype as

Oliver Reed, slow and ponderous. There was no way - the contrast was loo

much -the performance would work. There was no reason for him todo that,

but he didn't understand my interpretation, so the picture tars and halt (he

people get up and walk out. The comedy Is wacky. There are guys with two
left feet - Chuck Howerton plays a guy with two left feel - and there was Mel

Welles. Ken Woolf, Jackie Coogan, Corinne Calvei, and Sunny Johnson,

who was in FLASHOANCE.
DF: What do you think of the violence in today's horror movies?

CG: Hate iti I was one who did it in the years when we couldn't show
violence. Forinstance.inTHEUNDEAD. I had a shot where we back some-
body against a wall and the headsman swings an axe cutting off the head
and the body slides down the wall with blood spurting from the neck. The
head stays on (he axe blade against the wall. In the Fifties filmmakers

couldn't do anything like that. So we were all frustrated in those years. But
boy, as soon as it started to appear on the screen, it made me sick. I don't

want to do It or see it.

We did it a little more elegantly in HECKYL AND HYPE He kills a girl

with a lion's head. It's a real lion's skin and Oliver was using it like a hand

puppet, and Hype takes over and kills this girl with the lion's head, bites her

neck, and there's blood all over I thought we would be able to cut the last

part off, but we weren't. He sticks a girl's toe In an electric light socket and
electrocutes her. and her hair stands up on end. That kind of stuff.

DF. What would you like to be doing? What are your future projects?

CG: I'm wnting one called OUTOF THISWORLD, v^ich isa very large scale

science fiction film. I can't tell you about it because the idea is the best part

so far New World wanted me to come back and write a Sword ar>d Sorcery

picture, but they didn't want to pay me. and I wasn't going todo it for nothing.

Let's see, there’s THE HEAL MCCOY and OY VEY, MY SON IS GAY, which
will bethe Jewish LA CAGE AUX FOILES lor Cannon. Thal’saboutaii lean

tell you about now.
OF: Thank's for the interview'

Charles Griffith's scripts have not lost their bite or cleverness as time

has progressed. Many of them have an important underlying theme - the

dangers of totalitarianism in IT CONQUERED THE WORLD, the price of

success in LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS, sports as a national distraction in

OEATHRACE 2000, and perceptions on the importance of inner and outer

beauty in HECKYL AND HYPE
In addition, Griffith has shown inventiveness in other areas. In DR

HECKYL AND MR. HYPE, the Old L.A.Zoo IS used as a convincing, dungeon-
like jail. The Fred Katz film score for LITTLE SHOP was bodily lifted from

another source and effectively paired with the film. His second unit direction

of the action scenes In Gorman’s THE SECRET INVASION is both exciting

and well-staged Griffith's talent, his gift (or inspired lunacy, has loo long

been Ignored!

PHOTOCOPY/BACK ISSUE SERVICE: We have a collection of the Tableot

Contents from Issue #17 through #33, photo-copies of which can be

purchased for .40t per page. We will be glad to photo-copy any specific

articles. Including those from "out of print" issues, for .40« per page.

MAGAZINE SALE: MAD MOVIES #26. #29 lor $4.00 per copy. SOUND-
TRACK QUARTERLY VOL. II #5. #6. #7 lor $2.00 per copy. Program Books
from STAR WARS and CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND
available tor $3.00 a copy. Contact the Editor.
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The Amazon myth of female supremacy first received its filmic due In

stories about primitive warrior women who existed either In the stone age
or in our century on some remote Island. The rationale of each plot was
that isolation or deprivation had forced their independence, end If the
women tended to be hard-bitten, it was because of male injustice or a latent

distrust of strangers. When the formula proved successful down here,
exploitation looked skyward, moving It Into the frontier of outer space.

Newsurroundingsdid little to revamp thecardinal cliches This wasfine
with male chauvinists, who were allowed to Identify with the heroes. Some-
times a woman came with them for token contrast, but the male viewpoint
shaped every impression. The discovery of an Amazon culture either sees
the women extend an initial welcome with ulterior motives or display out-
right hostility. No mailer how haughty or dominant they are, they need
men to improve their society or cope with some menace to It. A segment of

the women or just one woman experiences sexual desire, becoming
atliacieo to the men or just one particular male. The truly malevolent women
eith» belong to the ruling class or rise in some criminal manner to become
part of It. Rebellion follows or the physical environment collapses, allowing
the heroes to escape.

Solar sirens living on visited plants were only the beginning. Those who
descended upon us were often an invasion vanguard, accompanied by
monsters or somehow were monsters themselves From our planet, earthly

agents of )ustica like Barbarella. Stella Star, and the android Galaxina
operated in the future. Pornography - always the barrier-breaker for any
topic with possibilities of same -gaveusspace women whose receptiveness

to sex demonstrated the universality of the most common language. They
expanded its form of gratification or courted carnality in the traditional ways
to achieve another end.

The space women category this article Is concerned with was devised

by two authors who normally rale high esteem - Ben Hecht and Charles

Beaumont. In 1952, Hecht wrote Queen of the Universe, a satirical story

about incompetent women who could not properly manage their world. It

was not a film plot, but Variety caught the wrong drift and annourKed that

year it would go Into production.

When eating and not the degenerative disease dial killed him in 1967
was his main concern, Beaumontmimeographedscenarlosat Universal. He
wrote a space women spoof for Abbott and Costello that was politely

Beaumont found himself mimeoing a script based upon the idea.

The script was ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS (1953). Mis-

leadingly named. Mars sounded more commercial, although some of It look

place on Venus and the rest was earthbound. Orville (Lou), who does odd

jobs for an orphanage, crashes a model plane Into a store window Chased
byacop,hehidesin backofa panel truck. Arrother handyman, Lester (Bud),

drives to a secret rocket research base. Or. Wilson (Robert Paige), builder of

the rocket, invites some scientists to select its destination. Accidentally

launched by Les and Orville, the rocket creates the only real mirth during

some crazy astro-batica around New York. In New Orleans, Mars becomes
a state of mind when space-suited Les and Orville see weirdly costumed
Mardi Gras celebrants.

Bud and Lou had become so lethargic that asecond-team pair of funny-

men were added - Horace McMahon as Muggsy. a pseudo-intellectual

crook, and Jack Khruschen and his knuckle-brained partner, Harry

Escaped from jail, they discover the rocket, don extra spacesuils. and rob a

bank with paralyzer guns. They. Les and Orville, then fly to Ihe Venusian

realm of Queen Allura (Marl Blanchard). Under her are various Miss Uni-

verse contestants. Including Swedish Anita Ekberg and American Jackie

Loughery, once married to Jack Webb A guard captain is Jean Willes. Or.

Bennell's nurse in INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. The policy Of

recruiting glamour pageant winners became practically de regueur In these

films - probably in the hope that no one would notice flimsy sets if heavenly

bodies obscured them. Technically, GO TO MARS was solid, some of the

women spectacular, and those mentioned professionally interesting.

Ekbert did not look quite as erotic as she would when her weight increase

was limited to her bustllne.

Blanchard is surprisingly Inspired Allura. a classic wronged woman In

matters of love. Because her king had cheated on her tour centuries ago,

she had every male banished. Provisionally appointed the new king, Orville

must prove his fidelity by holdlr>g silver balloons that pop if he even thinks

of another woman. Asecond liedelectiondeviceshootshim lull of electrici-

ty. When the other women want the men back, they see images of exiled

adonises who balance the cheesecake with thick slices of beef By com-
parison, Les. Orville, Muggsy. and Harry are sad specimens. They are

allowed to leave, but since the secret of Venusian youth is allergic to
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Orville's kiss, s "young" girl becomes an old hag. Takeott is impossible

until a lockerload of lovelies he smuggled aboard is jettisoned.

The rocket returns to Earth lore second show of lancituUlight. Another

lady - the Statue of Liberty- sees It coming and ducks. Lee. Orville. Uuggsy,

and Harry are honored for conquering space in a gala tickertape parade.

Watching from Venus. Allure decides to send Orville her regards: a custard

pie dropped from a flying saucer.

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS was more eye-filling than

anything else they did In the Fifties, but when judged by their old criteria of

amusement, the film was a near disaster. Bizarre situations were often

trotted out for their own sake and some were actually tasteless (the aged

Venusian girl, made more repulsive by her sexy costume on the flabby,

wrinkled body of a real senior citizen). McMahon and Khruschen were

acceptable, but when considering them as challengers to the distinction of

the guys who invented ‘Who's On First?" and finding them funnier than

Abbott and Costello, it is an occasion to mourn, even if the teardrops reflect

some fine pulchritude. Thankfully, there were no songs. However, when GO
TO MARS wm issued on aight-milllmeter film, some Idiot retltted it ROCKET
AND ROLLI

Ben Hecht and Universal had the sophistication to create deliberate

camp. Not so was the first, most infamous, and only 3-0 space women
picture that pretended to be adult, CAT WOMEN OF THE MOON, also

filmed in 1953. Its producers were the philisteinian Al Zimbalist and special

effects technician Jack Rabin Rabin deserveda reprieve for Imagining what

was originally a cerebral idea. His cal women were a race who had

exhausted their natural energy. Through carefully directed thought-

molding. they imbued our greatest scientific geniuses with the concepts

they took credit for. Eventually, the cat women expected a rocket to visit

Luna and aboard it they could migrate to Earth.

Zimbalist hired marginal celebrities casting Sonny Tufts as rocket

commartder Laird Grainger, Victor Jory as Kip Reislar, and Marie Windsor

as Helen Salinger. Douglas Fowley, the dialogue director, and William

Phipps supported them as Walt Willis and Doug Smith, respectively. The

inclusion of Tufts was almost a certainty that CAT WOMEN would be

consistent with most everything else in his career. Richard Burton has

made bigger bombs, but Tufts stockpiled more than a few mini-megatons.

However, it is around Helen Salinger or because of her that most interesting

things happen. Immediately after take-off. she casually adjusts her make-

up and hairdo. During a trance, she utters "Alpha." To Laird, who loves

her, poor Helen hes a "touch of space madness."

The ship's navigator. Helen, suggests that II land in acertain area on the

dark side of the moon and leads the group In a particular direction. She Is

such a tobaccohotic that she carries her weeds In an outside pocket of her

spacesuil. One Is removed to demonstratehow lethal thesunis. Asmagical

as combustibility without air happens to be. so is an oxygen-filled cave.

A giant spider impersonating a horde of them is killed one way by stabbing

and another by Kip's revolver.

The Grecian-styled cat women city was supposedly assembed from sets

left over from MGM's version of MARCO POLO. The surrounding sky is

clouded and Monument Valley, Arizona, la pan of the terrain. The recasting

of period and geographic flavor as alien phenomenon was a shortcut that

went back to the Flash Gordon serials, where various beings named after

animals sported only their most obvious details. Similarly superficial, the

black-laotarded, Slamese-looking cat women first appear as fleeting

phantoms who tackle their visitors and vanish. This Is some way to make a

good impression. "Welcome to the moon," says their leader Alpha (Carol

Brewster). The others are Alpha's confederate Zeeta (Suzanne Alexander),

lame kitten Lambda (Susan Morrow), and the Hollywood cover Girls, played

by magazine models Judy Walsh. Betty Allen, Ellye Marshall, and Roxann

Oelman
For years. Alpha has been in telepathic contact with Helen and enabled

her to foln the crew This much of Rabm's idea came through, condensed

into the influence Alpha exerts over one Earth parson who, coincidentally,

is also female. Only Kip, himself in love with Helen, remains aloof from the

cat women's dubious hospitality. Lambda becomes attracted to Doug,

asking him, "Do you have a special Earth girl?" His idea of a heavy date -

which sounds lascmating to her-isdriving lothe beach and drinking acoke.

The cat women take over Laird's mind so he can give Helen information

that isessential to their plans. Sheiscontrolledbyalunarimageonherhand

that loses Its effectiveness when covered. Discovering this, Kip frees Helen,

making her realize that she does not love Laird. Walt finds some gold • a

common metal on Luna, but it's a bonanza for himselt. Zeeta agrees to show
him more If he will take her to the rocket to indicate how It works. When
Zeeta honors her half of the proposition, she knifes Walt in the back

Taking Helen. Alpha and Zeeta run for the ship as Laird. Kip. and Doug
follow Lambda tries to interfere, but Alpha kills her with a rock blow to the

head. Doug finds her body before Kip shoots the escaping assassins. We
have only his word to take tor their demise "Doug!" he shouts, "The cat

women are dead! " Only three ot them actually are and the fate of the rest

IS unresolved as Laird, Kip. Helen, and Doug take off.

Time has been pretty brutal to the scientific accuracy of most older

space film, but the technical naivety of CAT WOMEN was actually more
entertaining than the mam attraction - the cat women themselves Their

society has practically no context other than being a small group of women,
who. with the exception of conveniently sweet Lambda, share one mind

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS was Closer to the real spirit of

Flash Gordon, but the Venusian women had a history, surroundings with a

sense ol slruclured routine, and we knew why men were absent. Their

milieu was a lime light years ahead of Earth's, not a never-never land of

Top: The comedy team ol Abbott and Costello were s tired duo when they

made ABBOTT COSTELLO GO TO MARS. Space beauties caught the

viewer’s stienllon. Bottom: The sacrillclel liter sequence whereby enolher

Fire Meld will die from FIRE MAIDENS FROM OUTER SPACE.

derivative propn stale from exposure in their proper reality perspective. This

would be repealed in CAT WOMEN'S nearest Imitators • including one film

(MISSILE TO THE M(X)N) that played the same tune over with only the

mildest touch-up surgery.

Showing no skin, the cat women wore loo much, the only appealing one
was Lambda, and the Hollywood Cover Girls lacked the meal parade pizzaz

of space women who had been ex-MIss-something-or-another Even the

spider was not used to full advantage. It might have been more exciting had

It (or them II it played twins again) killed Alpha and Zeeta. Elmer Bernstein

composed the music and It wasn't as good as the stuff heard when Ro-man
was stomping around Bronson Canyon (his score for ROBOT MONSTER).

The audacity of CAT WOMEN earned it instant immortality via satire

mat could be appreciated for putting Al Zimbalist in his place Lee Carson,

a writer for "My Little Margie" radio show, had visited the CAT WOMEN set,

learned about Its story, and lampooned lion the show by having it mentioned

as an s-f film called CAT WOMEN FROM OUTER SPACE. Comedy showa

then labored overtime to send up the space craze, but this made no dif-

ference to Zimbatlat. who took Irregularexception. He Hied a lawsuit against

all parties charging that "My Little Margie " had insulted and parodied his

film, plagarizing the plot. Zimbalist demanded $1,200,000 in damages,

but the sun was settled out ol court.

Anthony Dexter, born Walter Flelschmann, had been successful on

the stage, bul his thespic lightning did not strike the screen. The first actor

stung by the Valentino fitm biography curse, he suffered professionally

because he was a new face in Hollywood. Rudolf Nureyev and Franco Nero,

when they made their versiorw, had already been well-known. Dexter's

career slid further into retrograde with FIRE MAIDENS FROM OUTER
SPACE (1956), a British swipe at CAT WOMEN written and directed by

fellow American Cy Roth. Like many flamboyant filmmakers who like to

Haunt their self-assured prestige, Roth gave his name the biggest and most

flourishy letters He had the charity, though, to credit the music by Borodon

- the reason why FIRE MAIDENS Is best remembered lor what it sounded

Tight-lipped, uncomfortable Dexter Is physicist Luther Blair, sum-

moned to England to take charge of hush-hush Project Thirteen, " . anex-

pe-dlt-ion in-to out-er space," stales a narrator with halting portentlousness.

Cockpitted in a control cabin the size ol a disc jockey's cubicle, Blair.
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Captain Larson (Paul Carpenter), Or. Higgins (Sydney Taller), Anderson
(Rodney DiaK), and Stanhope (Harry Fowler) V-2 It to the thirteenth moon
ol Jupiter. The crew is psychic - no one even knew about that moon until

1974. Not every chord of music Is pirated from Borodin. There is some
original music during the flight. Nearing the thirteenth moon, the group
receives a radio message from an old man who guides the ship to a landing

Other music from The Brain Machine creates a semblance of eeriness

in a forested area where the group is nearly hit by several thrown rocks.

They follow signals to a land beacon that transmits "Morris code." A
woman's screams direct them to beautiful Hestia (Susan Shaw) being
molested by the Creature (Richard Walter), a spindly throwback with the

lace ol a polka-dot Swedish Angel Scar^ off by gunshots, he emits a

strained roar ("Ra-a-r-r-r-f-r-ri ’).

Hestia leads Blair and Larson into a compound inhabited by the other

Fire Maids and their flakey male chaperone Prassus (Owen Berry), the man
whose voice they heard guide their ship down. These people are descen-
dants of Atlantiswho knew their continent would sink and somehow reached
the thirteenth moon. Prassus does not explain where the other men went,

but of the creature declares. "A man with the head ol a beast! It must be
destroyed' Yet it Is indestructible!" He thinks the Earthmen are divinely-

sent creature destroyers, giving thanks to a painting of the "queen" of

Atlantis - the figure In the Birth of Venus. By the ship, Higgins, Stanhope,

and Anderson see the creature. Bullet-proof, it runs from an exploding gas
grenade. Anderson likens It to a neanderthal -but is pu2zled by the presence

of the girls "You take the creature," says happy skirt-chaser Stanope, "I'll

lake the girl And I won't use a grenade. Just my ever-lovin' charm."
Hestia wants to marry Blair, but jealous Duessa (Jacqueliene Curlis),

the eldest Fire Maid, sees this as a violation of their mating code. While Blair

and Larson are tied up, Hestia is readied for sacrifice by a flaming altar

Prassus is sleeping off too much wine. Hlggms, Stanhope, and Anderson
tunnel their way in. Through the tunnel, the creature enters the compound
and strangles awakened Prassus It frightens everyone until a gas grenade
knocks It into the altar fire The Blair group leaves with Hestia. promising to

send future expeditions back here for future study.

Tony Dexter left acting to become a drama coach. Before the Medved
brothers wrote their first bad movie tribute. Cavalier printed an article by
Ron Miller that may have inspired it His piece began with a glum appraise-
ment of Dexter's career, considering FIRE MAIDENS to be the "all-time

worst film ever made!"
When Joe Besser replaced Shemp Howard, The Three Stooges

encountered two different races of space women in a pair of 1957 shorts.

Outer Space Jiffers were provided by girls who had electricity In their veins

while Spaceship Sappy took them to a world of vamp-ires Oneof the latter

was Marilyn Hanold. who became Princess Marcuzan in FRANKENSTEIN
MEETS THE SPACE MONSTER

During the late phase of its Monogram existence. Allied Artists had pro-

duced the ambitious 1951 FLIGHTTO MARS, in which some astronauts met
denizens of the red planet who thought that Earth meant them harm in 1956,

Allied Artists hired old-time Stooges referee/director Edward Bernds to

direct another film made around its footage, WORLDWITHOUT END, where

dized their longetivity with an insular social order. Both films resembled the

space women pictures in how trouble grew out of the intolerance of a
particular civilization.

Queen of the Lfniverse, in the meantime, had been bought by producer
Walter Wanger For shooting Jennings Lang, the agent/lover of his wife

Joan Bennett. Wanger had gone to prison. Privately, Hollywood sympa-
thized with Wanger. but his criminal action sent him to soundsiage Siberia

at Allied Hecht's tale had become dated, and working from Its title. Charles

Beaumont wrote the unhumorous script of what became l95S's QUEEN OF
OUTER SPACE. Ben Schwafb became the producer, meeting Ed Bernds,

who thought the comedy route was best. Allied envisioned QUEEN as

another wide-screen Cinemascope spectacle Bernds had to give the

company what it wanted, treating the film as sly parody. He and Elwood
Ullman, who had written some ol the Stooges two-reelers. revised the script.

One could imagine Bernds and Ullman trying to lop each other's lines as

they burned midnight oil, bolstered by booze or some controlled substance

Only Beaumont was given credit lor the script and Ben Hecht was given

credit for the original story. Although the queen was played by Laune

Mitchell, who had worked lor Schwafb before, the star was a rTtajor actress.

Zsa Zsa Gabor Deceptively dominant in the ad art, she was made to look like

the title character
Pre-credits exposition was quite lengthy The picture was set in a

"futuristic" 1985. but from the look of it, it Is the age ol Captain Video
Military strength inspaceisenforced by theU.S Rocket Squadron Captain

Nell Patterson (Eric Fleming), Lt. Michael Cruze (Dave Willock), and Lt.

Larry Turner (Patrick Waltz) are assigned to ferry Professor Konrad (Paul

Birch) to Space Station A, which he designed Turner's hasty good-bye to

a girl friend is every bit as lame as the musical number in CONQUEST OF
SPACE, which also starred Fleming. The Squadron crew wear FORBIDDEN
PLANET uniforms while their ship, the Starfire. inside and out, is the WORLD
WITHOUT END craft.

The space station's personnel have sensed that another world poses
danger to Earth. In the only original effect, an emerald beam trams itself

on the station, obliterating it In stow-motlon as the Starfire makes its

approach. Wounded by the ray, the Starfire is pulled to Venus via the hyper-

drive time warp effect for WORLD WITHOUT END. As It crashes in a

mountain snow bank, the film cuts to the ship from FLIGHT TO MARS
Surviving the crash, Patterson, Cruze. Turner, and Konrad trek below

the snowline to a jungle where they are captured by Amazon guards in mini-

dresses armed with weaponry from the CS7-D. They are taken to Kadir, an
outwardly Arabian Nights-like city and brought before Queen Ylanna and
her councilors, all of whom wear masks. The women have survived a nuclear

halocaust that destroyed their own men. Vienna has brainwashed most of

them into hating every male. She shows some amorous interest m Patterson,

but accuses the Earthmen ol trying to pave the way for an invasion from
their world. The green ray emanated from the Beta Disintegrator, a power-

ful weapon Ylanna intends to use on Earth Afterward, she plans to conquer
the entire universe.

Fortunately. Patterson, Cruze. Turner, and Konrad are belriended by
Taiieah (Ms. Gabor), a sympathetic scientist. She and her sister dissidents

are waiting for the right moment to openly rebel. "Vimmin." Hungarian-
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accented Talleah declares, "cannot live without men." Having been down

the marriage aisle so often. Gabor should know.

Vienna has Patterson summoned to her quarters so she can seduce him.

He tries to convince her that she Is wrong about all men, but she is determined

to go through with her plan. In a startingly horrific moment, Patterson rips off

Ylanna's mask, exposirtg a face horribly burned by radiation. Some of it also

affected her mind. On first viewing a sex reversal hommage to the unmasking

scene in PHANTOM OF THE OPERA carries a wallop. Subconsciously, we

probably knew that Vienna was hiding something (the masks of the councilors

are probably meant to divert that thought), but constant exposure to such

beauty conditioned us to feel the desired reaction. Not many color makeups

before had been this gruesome • certainly none on actresses. After Earth

is blown up. Patterson and his friends will die. On the trail of disgust comes

pity for Vlanna.

Talleah and her followers help the Earthmen escape, but they are re-

captured. Her role, luckily, is not discovered and another attempt Is made.

When Vienna is subdued, Talleah impersonates her behind her mask (this

way Zsa Zsa gets to become queen for at least part of a day) until the guards

remove it. Secretly. Talleah's group tampers with the Beta Oisiniegrator.

With the Earthmen forced to watch, Vlanna activates it. The guards and

the councilors are overpowered as a series of explosions kill Vienna -

making her whole body consistent with her face.

Talleah becomes the new ruler. Since it will lake several years for a

relief party to arrive, the Earthmen are appointed our ambassadors to Venus.

Without complaint, they surrender to a flood of affection - even Konrad.

His eye-rolling ecstasy is a kick because Paul Birch momentarily escapes

the patented prudery that had been so effectively mined by Roger Corman.

The feeling that this has all been a farce Isconfirmed in theend credits when

Laune Mitchell la billed as "The Wicked Queen."

QUEEN OF OUTER SPACE was probably the best-produced film of its

type after ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS. Certain improvements

could have made it the most watchable serious picture providing there had

been no others to dull the novelty. These Venusian women possessed the

power to actually destroy Earth: and their leader, though a victim of circum-

stance, was a psychotic monster with one of the most horrible female faces

ever seen Bernds was shrewd In realizing that the subject was too far down
cliche alley to be handled straight. His adroit coup was an eliptical miracle -

the making of a lampoon out of a dramatic idea that had been originated

by humor'
Apt casting was a bonus. Eric Fleming often gave stiff, sefl-conscioos

performances, but this only enhanced the discomfort of Patterson. Dave

Wiliock and Pat Waltz supplied sexist impertinence with such rerwriw as

"Check out that babe" and "How'd you like to drag that one to the high school

prom'»'' The wortven not only Included beauty contestants but a bevy of

striking little-known starlets like Lisa Davis, Barbara Darrow, Kathy Marlowe,

Marya Stevens and Lynn Cartwright. Natural oddity Zsa Zsa Gabor vras^
first wonder of Venus by default, but Laune Mitchell was abte to second hw

with the nearest thing any of the women gave to a real performance. Cart-

wright was also memorable as the most militant guard. The word "bachano

in their language is Earlhese for schrtel. When uncooperative Oruze tells the

Cartwright Amazon to go "bachano" herself, she prods him with a ray gun,

retorting. "Bachano .., manl"
,

.

The jokey mannerisms of Gabor were used in a scl-fi-ish way again in

ARRIVADERCI. BABV, a 1966 Tony Curtis comedy dealing with a modern

Bluebeard. Curtis, who most have known about the way Howard Duff was

wrongly accused of murder in SPACEWAYS, sends gregarious Gabor up in

a satelite Over a radio, her voice haunts him Incessantly droning. "Dahlink .

.

dahlink . . dahlink . .
."

It was also the last year in the life of Enc Fleming. He

and another actor, Nico Minardos, were on iheHuallaga River In Peru filming

sn episode of a TV adventure show when the canoe Fleming was ineapsized

and he was drowned.
Astor wanted Richard Cunha to make another film that could share

billing with his FRANKENSTEIN'S DAUGHTER. The company fall that CAT
WOMEN OF THE MOON hadn't been sexy enough, so Cunha directed Us

hornier 1959 remake, MISSLE TO THE MOON. First among their many
parallels was the name, a variation of CAT WOMEN'S reissue title ROCKE'T
TO THE MOON. This picture began with far greater promise, using a

pensive theme by Nicholas Carras that soared with haunting rhythms from

the most boundless void ever simulated in celestial music. Personality

dalinatlon In the introductory reel was vividly drawn and imaginary rocket

technology conthbuted to suspense.

For teen interest, two of the first people to reach Luna are juvenile

delinquents. Gary (Tommy Cook) and Lon (Gary Clarke) escape from a

county farm and hide in the missile, built by Sieve Dayton (Richard Travis)

and his eccentric partner Dirk Green (Michael Whelan). Gary • already a

thug - Is the corrupt Walt Willis counterpart. Decent Lon is another Doug
Smith. The person with some connection to life they will find is Dirk. The
government wants to take over this private project and make him and Steve

work under its supervision. Determined to take the missile up tonight. Dirk

enlists the aid of Gary and Lon. Steve and his fiancee. June Saxon (Cathy

Downs), are trapped in the lower compartment just before the igniters are

fired.

When meteorites attack the ship, Dirk "sees" them over a blank TV
picture lube radar before a loose battery falls on him. Giving Steve a

medallion, Dirk urges him not to change to preset course and dies gasping

"Lido." Another V-2, the missile lands on the moon by having its takeoff

shown In reverse between two foreground hills in Red Rock Canyon that

fail to camouflage the launching pad. While explonng the area, Steve. June,

Gary, and Lon are menaced by wobbling rock Gumbys that force them intoa

cave. It rtot only supports oxygen but wood lor burning torches. Suddenly,

they are subdued by sleeping gas.

The group awakens to meet the Lido (K.T. Stevens) and the other female

remnants of Dirk's people, all wearing Cat Women style makeup. Miss

France is Lisa Simone of THE GIANT GILA MONSTER: Renate Huy. Miss

Germany of ABBOTT AND COSTELLO GO TO MARS: Tania Velia. Miss

Yugoslavia of QUEEN OF OUTER SPACE: and Miss Illinois, Playmate

Marianne Qaba. They should haveall been naval-staplinggraduetesso they

could have been billed as the Hollywood Centerfold Girls. Blind, the Lido

pretends to mistake Steve for Dirk so she can learn more about the Earth

people. The ship that hadbroughiDirktoEarth never returned. Rapidly, the

oxygen here is disappearing. Dirk had been betrothed to another. Alpha

(Nina Bara). Special Moon Girl Zeema (Marjorie Hellen) has a name like

CAT WOMEN'S Zeeta.

Exercizing her right to challenge her. Alpha abortively attempts to

hypnotize the Lido. A second Lambda (Laurie Mitchell, demoted to hand-,

maiden here) shows Gary another moon commodity of wealth - diamonds.

Steve. June, and Lon return to the tunnel where they left their spacesuils,

finding them gone. Lambda tries to warn them about the lurking "dark

creatures ' More giant spiders, they are the poorly-reconstructed mockup
from TARANTULA! One kills Lambda In a scene that recent TV prints have

curiously deleted

Assassinating the Lido, Alpha replaces her, hypnotizes Steve so she can

marry him. and hashlmcondemn June to Iheextermination chamber Aided

by Zeema, Gary and Lon shoot the spider and tree her. Defying Alpha

Zeema liberates Steve from his spell. He, June, and Lon escape together

while Gary pauses to sack some diamonds. Alpha asserts her power on

Zeema, ordering her to release the gas. In a final gesture of defiance, she

violently destroys the oxygen supply, creating a powerful suction. Even

outside, Steve is partially enslaved by Alpha, who expires in a fit of histrionic

dementia, ordering him to return. Steve recovers.

The rock men surround Gary. Refusing to drop the diamonds, he falls

into the sun. Like Helen Salinger's cigarette, he burns up - but not on public

video of late. In the most persuasive death scene, his suit conflagrates, and
as the smoke clears, only a bleached skeleton remains.

Crude and comical after Its strong early scenes, MISSLE TO THE MOON
delivered the exploitation of CAT WOMEN better than it did. although it reeked

with the acidic nastiness found in Dick Cunha's monster fare. Musically. Nick

Juvenile delinquents Tommy Cook and Gary Clarke are amortg the first to

visit the moon in Richard Cunha's eheaple. MISSILE TO THE MOON.
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Carras left a lasting contribution, parts of wtiich were heard in BATTLE

BEYOND THE SUN, CYBORG 2087 <with Richard Travis in a small part), and

even the harrowing nighimara scene that opened the "Sweet Prince of

Delancey Street" episode of Nafred City.

The space women genre as the Fifties depicted It was over, but as a sex-

ploitation device, it atill caught producer's fancies. NATURE GIRLS ON THE
MOON (1960) was an antique nudle where lunar nudists hypnotized two

astronauts.

Although the Uranus women of the Swedish-Amencan JOURNEY TO
THE SEVENTH PLANET (1962) kept their clothes on, they were the ultimate

made-to-order sox objects, The hallucinatory harum of a subterranean

master brain, all are doubles of the girts' five astronauts (among them John

Agar) left behind, living in a facsimile of a Swedish village where their

commander, Barry (Carl Ottosen). grew up. Existing under cross con-

ditions, the women are fake, yet embody real ones who held meaningfor the

crew This paradox creates some poignancy following the destruction of

the brain when Barry leaves with his lady love Ingrid (Anne Smymer).

Alter takeoff, she fades away a willed-to-exisi being doomed by the death

of a powerful intelligence that created her (or evil The end can be seen as

the shattered wish-dream of those who try to rekindle romantic fire out of

spent ashes of memory.
WOMEN OF THE PREHISTORIC PLANET (1966) was a racial apace

opera that promised savage woman - showing only barbaric men on a world

that was actually infant Earth The real women were space crew members.

One came from a world called Centaur. Sheand her ^rth husband sired a

handsome Adam (Robert Ito) who mates with a half-Centaurian Eve (Irene

Tsu).

One of the Russian s-f films obtained by Roger German was PLANETA
BURA (THE STORM PLANET) With Curtis Harrington directing as "John

Sabastian," it became VOYAGE TO A PREHISTORIC PLANET (1967),

using brief footage of Basil Rathbone shot at the end of his QUEEN OF
BLOOD assignment. More film was taken of Faith Domergue, who inter-

acted with Rathbone only In the editing. Corman even recycled the title

when he had Peter Bogdanovich re-remake STORM PLANET as VOYAGE
TO THE PLANET OF PREHISTORIC WOMEN in 1968. The production

co-ordinator was Bogdanovich's ex-wife, Polly Platt, creditted with some of

h>$ early hits. He used the pseudonym "Derek Thomas" for directing credit,

but tipped his involvement (an economy measure) by narrating the story as

the voice of its confused hero.

A handy advantage of assembling films out of inserts is spot-lighting the

presence of name players whose scenes can be shot very quickly. Mamie

Van Doran was the queen of some normal-bodied mermaids who lounged

around a rocky beach hearing her communicate with them "telepathicalty"

in voice-over. A pterodactyl from the Soviet scenes was made their "god."

When the astronauts killed it, itslimpcarcass became something the women
wanted to avenge. Mamie's non-role was about (he last thing she did in films

after losing the protection of Albert Zongsmith, who made here sleaze star

in movies where she was more alive and actually part of something.

In Rowan and Martin's horror farce THE MALTESE BIPPY (1969), Dick

and Dan were the producers of an ersatz space nudie called LUNAR LUST
Pamela Rodgers, a lisping redhead comedienne from their show, was a jail

bail actress trying to play the retarded "Isis, Queen of the Moon. " Before

Martin, her makeshift leading man, can teach her the meaning of the word

love, the backdrop rolls up - exposing the one from SUBMARINE LUST.

Certain pictures have been adapted in photoplay periodicals. Zera was

a defunct adullzme that created its own fiction In pictorial form. One story

was adapted into 2ETA ONE (1969), an extremely obscure Tigon film tnal

uneasily blended s-f porn and James Bond par^y. Billed were ageless

British sexpot Dawn Addams as Zeta One, supreme ruler of the Angvians.

and James Robertson Justice; also Hammer starlets Yutte Stensgaard and

What is tills THING with the power of mind over matter?

...there beyond the stars your unspeakable fears.. .deepest desires

come alive... and you are trapped in a spectacle of terror...

your secret fearsypitred against youL...

ontftt GffTiiimsot wismukii WMmeMCH

Zsa Zsa Gabor (far right) waa not THE QUEEN OF OUT^R SPACE, but sha

was dafinitaly tha star and taatura attraction of IMs color/scopa tpic.

Valerie Leon (who tolled in English skinflicks as "Cardew Robinson" and
"Jar>e Cardew") were in the cast.

Secret agent James Word (Robin Hawdon) invites Ann Olson (Ms.

Stensgaard). (he secretary of his boss, to his flat (or an evening of supper

and strip poker. At Ann’s request. Word describes his most recent mission

He was assigned to investigate Major Bourdon (Justice) and his henchman
Swyne (Charles Hawirey). Bourdon wanted to exploit the power of the

Angvians, women who can travel freely through the third dimension. They
are more mobile that other societal space ladlea. Here, Earth girls are kid-

napped by other women instead oftheusual sex-starved male aliens whoare
without or havea deificient numberof females. Rather thart function as mere
baby factories - which is impossible since there are no Angvian men - the

girls are converted into other Angvians and given lull citizenship responsl-

Bourdon wants to know the dimensional movement technique. He and
Swyne follow a Soho stripper names "Ted" (Ylannde Del Mar), who is kid-

napped by the Angvians. Word follows them Into their dimension and
defeats Bourdon with the help of Clotho (Anna Gael), an Angvian ally. Her-

self an Angvian. Ann reports to Zeta One that Word knows too much.
Spirited away to Angvia, he submits to the enjoyable task of inseminating

every Angvian mother-to-be.

A Genre chameleon of loo many mismatched shades, ZETA ONE was

loo smutty for kid stuff, too immature (or respectable s-l, and too outre for

espionage. Mors professional than "cute" nudies, and loo lame for explicit

soft-core, It was the only general release space women movie at (hat time

with an "R " rating. The "bondage" of James Word was a masterly stroke of

retribution against the phallic over-security of 007. who thinks that his cock-

manship can let him write a blank check. Reduction to a captive stud doesn't

bother Word himself as his ammunition benefits the enemy without the least

resort on their part to coercion.

In FLESH GORDON (1972) when Dale Ardour (Suzanne Fields) refuses

to marry Emperor Wang (William Hunt), she is turned over to the lesbian Lib

women - one group of manlesa space women who prefer it that way.

Removal of the harder-breathing sex, alas, diminished the fleshy presence

of (heir metal-legged, hook-handed queen, Nellie, played by Candy
Samples.

To dale, no current "R" or ")r' films have reaurrected the original solar

sirens format, returning it to its virginal Fifties' roots. With nostalgia unearth-

ing so many long-burried chesnuls. it would be a porn natural The astro-

nauts, of course, would have to be NASA. Theplaneis they go to would have

to be new, owing to our Increased familiarity with the moon. Mars, and

Venus. The rest can take care of itself Imagine Kitten Natividad as Ailura,

or Marilyn Chambers as Hestia, or Georgina Spelvin as Lido, or Seka as

Taiieah. Knowir>g New World's penchant (or monslar-rape. even spiders

and rock men can gel in on the action,
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)

CINEMACA8RE *6, An Appreciation of the Fantastic, is now available and
includes coverage of the STAR WARS trilogy, SUPERMAN III, PSYCHO II.

THE SHINING, and NIGHTBEAST. Also featured is an interview with
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Long sgo before the days when Hollywood was more than tust the

television capital of the world, the major studios reighed supreme, owning

the vast complex of theater chains and, as such, were each obliged to crank

out well over 100 feature films a year to meet the demand of entertainment

hungry audiences. These were the years of the "B" picture: short, unpre-

tentios assembty-line fare which Invariably found its way to the bottom hall

of double-bills. This was the stomping ground of Edward Dein, a veteran

Hollywood writer whose output spanned practically every genre the screen

could devise, although most frequently dabbling in private eye melodramas

and "who-dunnits" such as THE FALCON'S ALIBI, THE FALCON STRIKES
BACK, NOTORIOUS LONE WOLF, THE LONE WOLF AND HIS LADY, as

well as a host of Boston Blackie thrillers. His other credits Include such
diversities as THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN. SWING OUT SISTER,

PISTOL PACKIN' MAMA, SLIGHTLY TERRIFIC, GALS INC,, THE PAY
OFF, BOSS OF THE TOWN, and THE GALLANT BLADE. Although many
of his films have been relegated to oblivion by television stations which now
spurn the black-and-white programmers of this period, most MIDNIGHT
MARQUEE readers should be familiar with Oeln’s horror credits which

include Val Lewlon's THE LEOPARD MAN, such Universal thrillers as THE
JUNGLEWOMAN, CALLING DOCTOR DEATH, THECATCREEPS, as well

as the seldom seen Columbia film THE SOUL OF A MONSTER with George
Macready.

It wasn't until the 1950'sthat Mr. Dein realized his life-long ambition to

become a feature film director In Europe as well as Mexico; in fact, he

directed Mexico's first S-O adventure. He made his U.S. directorial debut

with SHACK OUT (1955) which remains his proudest achievement, but

horror fans will probably best remember CURSE OF THE UNDEAD, a

unique fusion of the horror and western genres, which he directed and co-

wrote with his wife and frequent collaborator. Mildred. This was followed by

THE LEECH WOMAN ml 960, afilm which brought to aclose the major cycle

of low-budget, black-and-white horror and science fiction films of the

lasO's.

The Delns are still active in the movie business, producing screen-

plays including a black comedy called YOU CAN'TFOOL A BUZZARD and
THE PIGS, which Mr Dem insists "is about people, not ham." Mr. Dein Is

also actively employed as a television director and graciously consented to

chat with MIDNIGHT MARQUEE about his best-known horror hits

MM Perhaps you can tell us how you broke Into the movie business.

ED: I wasatapdancerto start with. From there, I started working In vaude-

ville. slate fairs, night clubs. I remember one dale with Ginger Rogers at

the Oriental Theatre In Chicago, another at the Sist Street Theatre In New
York with Gob Hope. I finally came out to California where I got myself a job
working as an actor, working with Bing Crosby's wife, Dixie Lae It was a

pretty good part, and six months later I saw myself at the preview I was so
horrified by my image on the screen that I decided that was the end of my
acting career and that I would Iry to gel behind the camera I went from
studio to studio, day and night, and nothing happened. These were Ihedays

of the Depression andyoucouldn'tget the right time, let along a job. Finally,

one night, at Schwab’s Drug Store, after I had written about 50 or 60 stories, I

was sitting next to MaeWest and we started to talk. I told her about oneofmy
stories and she bought it for $750. That was my first assignment.

MM: At what studiowereyou first employed’ Universal, RKO.orsomehwere
else?

ED: Isold a Story loan actor named Edward Ellis, a character actor at RKO.
He sold the story to the studio. I asked to do the screenplay, but the studio

did not want any part of me. The studio executive turned (he story over to

Nathanael West who. If you recall, wrote The Day ofthe Locust. A fine writer,

really very good, but In this case he completely ruined thesiory. It was called

ALL THIS AND MORE and wound up being a musical called NOVINA
SWINGS IT. Finally, I began to get writing assignments here and there for

independent studios. I could do a screenplay in live days and got $500 for it.

so if I sold two a month. I was very rich. A thousand dollars a month in

those days was fantastic!

MM: Among the pictures you worked on at RKO was a Val Lewton horror

film called THE LEOPARD MAN (or which you received an additional

dialogue credit.

ED: There were quite a lot of stories I wrote but did not receive screen credit

for When I worked with Val Lewton, I went to work writing on THE CAT
PEOPLE. No. I was not a dialogue director tor him. I worked on THE
LEOPARD MAN. but I would rather not tell this part of the story. It would
(ust hurt the writer who did receive credit. In those days there was no guild

to protect sceenwriiers. so the producers would come down and "make a

deal " He would say, "Now, you forget your screen credit and we will take

care of you - give you another screenplay or another story to do," which was
not always a facll We just hoped the producer would keep his word, and he

rarely kept It. It's a good lesson Never make a deal for credit. Take it and
hght lor itll

Regarding Vel Lewton, this was probably the finest man whoever lived

Gentle, understanding, considerate. Naturally, he had todie young because
people like this |ust don't go on. He didemploy cutters, editors (or directors

He thought that editors were more suited to be directors than anybody else
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William Gain ra«allt ttia aeonomy apparani In JUNGLE WOMAN.

By the way. Vsl Lawton never had a desk In his office. He had acoffee table.

We sat around it, drinking coffee, smoking, discussing the story. He
wouldn't put himself behtnd a desk In an executive capacity for fear that the

person standing In front of him would feel inferior.

UM: What was the Universal writing factory like? Wereyou acquainted with

some of the other prolific Universal horror writers?

ED 1 recall having a job there as a readerforatew weeks which was another

horror story. We called this The Snake Pit. When I finally began writing for

Universal. I got to know Brenda Weisburg. Dwight Babcock. George Bricker.

Bertram Mllhauser, and Bernie Scubert. In fact. Bernie and I were friends,

and Brenda and I would work together at other studios. In those days, we
were not considered to be prolific writers; we were hacks. That was the way
we made our living. There were "A” pictures and there were "B" pictures.

We were in the "B" group. So. we hacked them out as quickly as we could

and that was it. The "A” writers were the ones who sal with their feet on the

desks, enfoying life. The only place where we were considered humanat the

studio was the commissary
MU' Do you recall working onthescreenplayof I944'sJUNGLE WOMAN, a

sequel to CAPTIVE WILD WOMAN? Economy appears to have been the

watchword in preparing this film, considering its strikingly brief running

time of 54 minutes.

ED: I don't remember much about JUNGLE WOMAN, but the economy you
talk about was commonplace. Wealwaysusedofdsetsfromotherfllms. In

fact, many of the "B" films were written and designed for the set after an

A" film was finished with it. These "B" pictures, in order to sell them, had to

nave exploitative value, and these jungle pictures and horror films were
exploitable, so we did them. 54 minutes was about right tor a "B" film

because they were only used as filler, like a newsreel

Now. I want to clarify one thing. I have the feeling that you’ve got the

feeling that all I did was horror films. Actually, they were minimal. 1 did about

40 films and out of those only six or seven were horror films. These were

rough times. The only thing you cared about was paying the rent. I was
willing to do anythirtg and everything - musicals, horror films, jungle films.

MM Your script for CALLING DOCTOR DEATH was the first of the "Inner

Sanctum" melodramas at Universal. The film employed a sort of "stream of

cortsciousness" device that was used throughout the senes in which the

Lon Chaney. Jr. character read hts thoughts off-screen. Was this your
Invention^

ED: That was because Lon Chaney Jr. begged metoputthe dialogue on the

soundtrack because it was too technical, and although he played a doctor

in it. heiust couldn't say the words I seldom had anything to do with actors.

The only time I had anything to do with an actor at that time was when J.

Carroll Naish came to my dressing room at Universal. He had read the

screenplay tor CALLING DOCTOR DEATH and thought it was one of the

best examples of screenplay writing he had ever read, which was a great

compliment coming from this wonderful actor He wanted me todirect it, but

they preferred this other director, Reggie Le Borg, who had just come from

UGM (whose credits were two-reel musicals). Reggie turned out to be a

good friend and that was that.

MM SOUL OP A MONSTER was a very interesting film which is seldom

revived. The concept of the Rose Hobart character being an emissary from

Satan is very intriguing: in fact, the screenplay has been likened to the Faust

legend. How did the screenplay evolve?

ED I could not get a job at Columbia. My agent said they didn't want any

part of me. So one day at Schwab's again. I met one of the producers at

Columbia Studios. Ted Richmond, and asked him why I couldn't get a job.

"Well." he said, "it was very simple." All I hadtodo was tell himastorythathe

liked, and he would put me to work on the screenplay. I asked how much
would I make, and he said that they would not pay for an original story.

"You tell it to us and we'll pay you for wnting the screenplay."

I told Ted to forget it. I got out, drove my car up the Canyon, turned on

the radio, and thefirst music I heard wa$"The Faust Symphony. " It struck an

Idea so I turned the car around quickly, drove back to Schwab's. Ted was

The "Faust" legend becomes transformed Into THE SOUL OFA MONSTER.

still there and I told him the Faust story with trenchcoats. Ted loved it, and
I started writing the screenplay the next day which happened to be Monday.

While we were writing this, we had an executive producer come in and
look over our shoulders. His background was athletic coach at some high

school. He just despised the story. He didn't think it made sense: he didn't

think it was interesting. 1 couldn't very well tell him that he was cnticizing

the story of Faust for this would have been a reflection of his pinhead brain,

so we just had to take abuse until it was finished. SOUL OF A MONSTER
turned out to be a very interesting film. You must remember that when a

writer wrote a script in those days, he wasn't In control of his material. Many

times other writers were called in to add a line here or there so you didn’t

know if the material they used was yours until you actually saw the picture.

MM Rose Hobart contributed a fine performance.

ED: Since I was a writer and asecond class citizen at Columbia, Rose Hobart

wouldn't have anything to do with me. Her performance was good because

she was a Broadway actress and this was her profession.

MM: CURSE OF THE UNOEAD Is an extremely interesting film in that it is

the first film to combine horror elements with the western formula. How did

you come to lace your film in a Western setting’’

ED; This was the funny thing of all funny things. My wife and I were sitting

around doing nothing, and one day she said let's do a little writing, just for

practice. So I dove into the pool and came up with the craziest title in the world,

EAT ME GENTLY, a western horror story about a lag vampire running around

the desert eating little boys. We wrote it as a screenplay: It must have taken

about two weeks. We had a lot of fun with it. We had mimeographed copies

made with red eovera with thick letters which said EAT ME GENTLY. We
decided to hand these copies around to our friends for laughs.

We went into Schwab's Drug Store for a soda and the first person we saw

was Rose Gershenson. a friend of ours and a real doll. We told her withstraight

faces that we had just completed a sensational screenplay for a horror film

called EAT ME GENTLY, Everyone around the table looked at each other

There were no smiles, no laughs. They just thought it was tremendous.

What an intriguing title! So. Millie and I play^ it straight and Rose said. "Why

don't you let me give it to Joe?" We couldn't very well say no. Her husbartd,

Joseph Gershenson. was an executive and they were gods in those days.

The following morning Joe called us up and said, "Hey smartass. The good

stuff you don't give us. I want to make this picture. I'm not only going to

make It, but I'm going to give you a second screenplay to do. THE LEECH
WOMAN. How do you like that title?" I told him I loved it. He said. "Well

I don't like your title. We are changing it to CURSE OF THE UNDEAD "

So, we had Michael Pate play It straight and this becamea legitimate vampire

picture.

MM’ How was the effect of Pate disappearing and his clothes deflating al

the end of the film achieved?

ED: This was done because of the price. Itwasverycheapandwediditwith

dissolves Otherwise, the special effects department would have to spend

thousands of dollars.

MM: What was Joseph Gershenson like as your producer? And what were

your stars • Eric Fleming, Michael Pate and Kathleen Crowley - like to work

with? Pale, a long underrated actor, gives an exceptionally fine per-

formance.

ED: Joe was a doll. A good friend, very kind - he had a great sense of humor
I really enjoyed working with him. He got his start as a conductor Today,

Joe is retired, sits in his garden, and thinks of the many days he had to deal

with us idiotsi

By the way, it was a pleasure working with Michael Pate. He was very

cooperative, did everything Iwantsd.andaddedloit. Kathleen Crowleywas

a doll. At that lime, she wasn't feeling too wetl and it was an effort for her to

work, and she did a good job In spite of her feelings. CURSE OF THE
UNDEAO got a lot of publicity and made quite a bit of money for the studio.

For a small picture, it was excellent.

I went on to do THE LEECH WOMAN. I did not write this. Itwaswritten

by David Duncan. For these pictures, the producer would get a title like
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THE LEECH WOMAN ind call In a writer who would do It for order.

UM: Could you comment on the effective make-up worn by Coleen Gray

and Estelle Hemsely when seen as aged women in the film?

EO: THE LEECH WOMAN was a big joke. I remember when I was finishing

it. Joe Gershenson said, "Eddie, I can’t afford these special effects, so

figure something out.” Well, how to make her turn Into a monster was very

difficult, so I was walking down Hollywood Boulevard one night and I

looked into this shop where they sell tricks, horror laces, rubber masks; and

I saw this great hairy hand. This gave me an idea. I went in, bought the hand,

and we did the whole thing in cuts. In other words. Gray would be dancing

with this guy. looking very good, and then we would cut and stick this hairy

hand on her. and next shot would be this hand creeping up his shoulder.

This created the effect we wanted. So, from there, we did the rest in cuts,

her face, and all of the rest.

MM. What were Coleen Gray, Grant Williams, and Gloria Talbott like to work

with?

ED: CoDeen Gray was just wonderful to vrork with. She was very cooperative

and did anything we wanted just to help the film. Gloria Talbott was

excellent Grant Williams Is a priest now or something like that up In the

hills. John van Oreeian was also in the Him, I believe. Didn't we have ascene

where he falls Into this quicksand pfl? The funny part of the story Is that he

kept floundering around in this pit and nothing would happen. He just

couldn't go down, so we attached some pulleys to his leg and I pulled H and

hetd him down lor about dtree minutes. Wh^ the bubbles stopped coming

up. we pulled him up, nearly drowning himl He took himself a little seriously,

but he IS a really nice person.

MM: What is your conception of what horror film is and what is wrong with

today's horror films?

ED: Today's films aren't horror films at alll I think they're terror films and the

stars are the mechanical effects. These men who do the special effects

and the make-up effects are the geniuses of these films, it was nothing to

do with directors or writers.

I saw AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONEXJN the other day. Millie

had to leave the room. She just couldn’t look at it - the blood flowing and

the guts coming out all over. We had to create everything with illusion.

Pertormence doesn’t maRer anymore. Can you imagine Spertcer Tracy in

DR. JEKVLL AND MR. HYDE running around with Wood running down his

nose? The man hur^ched over, he had hair on his lace, and he went on from

there. So, it's another world. I’ve deaR with both sides and I like the past

Let me tell you my concept of a true, good horror film. Quite a time

back, Millie and I wrote a screenplay called HANG ME HIGH. It was a very

tragic story about three people, eat in the West around 1890. A crippled

lather who can't plow the fields becomes the hangman, a situation which
causes misery for his wile. This was so sad. really. The ultimate in horror

films. What this family of three goes through! The mother despising the

lather because of the attitude of the town's people toward them. If the

mother went past a blanket in a store, the town’s people would not buy the

blanket because she was the hangman's wife. Noorte would play with the

boy. He was only 14 or IS years old. and only the town whore would come
and sit and play with him. This, to me, was a unique horror film.

I peddled it and peddled it Br>d nothing happened and then, by accident,

Marion Brando read it. He called me up and I came over to his office and he
said. "Ed, you cut Tennessee Williams." Well, he could have had it for

nothing if he wanted my script. Hegaveme his own personal check. Hesald
he didn’t even want the company to have it. I said I wanted to direct it; he

Well, the years have passed. Have you seen the film? I haven't. Inever

directed it: he never made it. Too much money involved; too many different

things. People are no longer under any artistic pressure - it's now financial

pressure. It was better lor Mr. Brando to do 50meRiir>g else because it was
bener tor the studios and the bankers.

Now, If It were made, you would have seen a unique horror film. No
blood involved, no bats flying around, just the horror in the lives of three

innocent people. The horror • the monsters - was the civilization around
the family, and believe me. these monsters candestroy you when they want

Pictured above Is the Imaginative Belgium poster from William Deln's
effective bargaln-batemenl "B" filler, THE LEECH WOMAN with Colleen
Grey.
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In Hollywood, In the 1930’s, studios frightened audiences with the
creation of a new monster mythos • Frankenstein, the invisible Man. the
Mummy, and Dracula - amid off-beat acting (of the James Whale directed
variety) and studio set-piece designed mood. During the I940's studios
frightened audiences by further developing and refining what >t had created
ten years earlier By visually adding color, explicit blood, and a touch of
sexuality, the 1950’s and 1960's, best exempllfl^ by Hammer Film Produc-
tions of England, made audiences scream and squirm by making the visual
depiction of horror more graphic. Big budget special make-up effects and
increased reliance upon visceral gore and violence kept the chillers fresh
and gripping throughout the 1970’s with exceptional cinema (are such as
THE EXORCIST and TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE ripping through the
clenched fists of the white-knuckled audiences. But what about the I980’s!?
Hollywood and Europe have O.D.ed on slasher/fiend movies, zombies who
return from the dead to tear out and eat delicate organs; ultra-gore has
reached its logical extension propelling state of the art gore effects into

hum-drum tedium. Other than at neighborhood video shops where they
prosper, horror movies in the I980's are becoming less inspired and far less
visible than they were in the hey-day of the over-saturated late 1970’$.

But there exists one breed of horror film that Is flourishing today
artistically if not financially: (he new-breed independent movie-maker
who, having been a fan of the genre since his childhood, graduates to 16mm
Bolex or perhaps even 3Smm after doing a few shorts or industrial films

(the route George Romero took In the 1960's). We are talking about film-

makers in their twenties who have no studio backing, have a limited budget,
and literally must stretch the filming of their weekend horror films over a
period of months so that Investors may be solidified to raise the money to
continue the production. In this specific case we speak of writer/director
Fred Hener lotter (BASKET CASE) and Sam Raimi (THE EVIL DEAD) whose
respective films happen to beamong the best horror films of the decade thus

far. This article will attempt to analyze what exactly these two filmmakers

are doing right on minimal budgets that large corporate studios such as

Universal. Paramount, and Warner Bros, no longer are able to do. The
lessons taught by Henenlotter and Raimi must be heeded to rejuvenate an
over-saturated, repetitious, bland, and uninspired film genre that all of us
still love and wish to save.

Fronvthe beginning it must be made apparent that this article Is not
necessarily a defense of (he modern ultra-gore movie because explicit

eye-gouging, chest-puncturing, or (lesh-npping Is only one means to

achieve an ends. Modern horror movie classics such as CARRIE, HAL-
LOWEEN. THE HOWLING, or even THE EXORCIST feature visceral make-

up techniques as a means for making an artistic statement, telling a story,

revealing something about human relationships (admittedly, superficially at

times - but most people would agree that the essential message inherent m
horror films can be summed up in one word: Boo!) Films such as the

wretched MANIAC or the over-ripe FRIDAY THE 13TH senes feature mutila-

tion for gore’s sake. We have no story or relationships developed between

people: instead, we have one visually effective gore/murder sequence tied

loosely onto a tissue thin plot as an excuse for another gore sequence. The
sin IS no worse than (he science fiction film genre when it too forgets about
human motivation by over-playing meticulous special effects technology

(however, technology is never as offensive as gore, but in the long run, it can

be just as dehumanizing and destructive) tor its own sake Both BASKET
CASE and THE EVIL DEAD utilize ultra-gore (remember, both are at hearl

exploitation films which must conform to a set criteria of rules for financial

survival), but artistically they both transcend such genre trappings making

the use of blood and guts essential in making a statement Thus, in these

two films, ultra-gore becomes artistic statement which develops far beyond
the genre’s requirements of icing on the corpse bloodshed

Frank Henenlolier’s BASKET CASE Is a perverted gem operating

successfully on many different levels. The true horror of BASKET CASE
does not result from the gruesome, blood-drenched murders but from the

Strange, twisted relationship which exists between Siamese twin brothers.

Duane and Belial. Typical Siamese twins these brothers are not. because
Belial, as Duane once drunkenly describes him. resembles ”a squashed

octopus" witfwi normal sized monstrous human head connected to a dwar-
fish mass of misshapen flesh housing two over-sized arms with fiendishly

clawed hands. Belial is connected to Duane at his side near the waist. Their

mother died while giving birth, and the bereaved father only wants an

operation performed which will separate Belial, considered by him to be
almost like a large tumor, from the body of (he normally shaped brother

Duane (resulting in the probable death of Belial). The operation is per-

formed when the boy’s guardian aunt is away from town (a strangely odd
character, the aunt lovingly cares for both brothers accepting them for what

they are - human beings) by three doctors, at least one of whom Is a veteri-

narian! The screaming Duane Is bodily forced onto the dining room table
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where the make-shift operating room has been arranged. Belial Is drugged
Into unconsciousness and literally cut from Duane's side as blood spurts
everywhere on everything. At first blood-flow Duane screams then lapses
into unconsciousness. The brothers, who share telepathic communication
with each other, are drawn back to each other after the operation when the
healing and heavily bandaged Duane goes In back of his house where the
garbage cans are located only to see a lied plastic garbage bag wiggle.
Apparently thedoctors wrapped what they thought were the dead remains of

Belial in the garbage bag ready for the morning trash collection; however,
Belial Is still alive and his brother Duane keeps him alive In a wicker basket
which he pad-locks lor protection. After the death of the guardian aunt, the

young, naive Duane and his freakish brother Belial head out to the city to

avenge the attempted murder of Behai by the three doctors. Just from these
proceedings, told via flashback In the middle of the movie, the viewer can
recognize obvious tongue-in-cheek Intentions. The Idea of a vet operating
upon a human being on a dining room table Is absurd, but Henenlotter

makes these proceedings seem matter of fact. The sequence where Duane
finds Belial In a plastic garbage bag is hilarious - imagine how the garbage
men would have reacted when they unloaded their daily hauii But with one
fast image of the trash bag wiggling as one claw cuts through, Henenlotter
allows our Imagination to run wild. Similar examples of black humor
abound.

The major setting of the movie is Hotel Broslln located offASndStreet In

New York City whereby the innocent tragic hero comes looking for sanctu-

ary, always protectively carrying iha wicker basket housing his brother, who
instantly displays a large roll of bills In front of the hotel manager and a few

of the occupants, as he asks fora room. The hotel managerfa balding, squat
man] is a true delight, adding some Inspired humor to the sleazy pro-

ceedings. "You want a room fora couple hours or a couple weeks! Glvenve

a hint!" The strange occupants add local color to the tenement hotel - old

derelicts stagger zomble-llke, over-the-hlll black hookers hurry "johns"

info the rooms, and cheerful bag ladies walk past forcing the manager to

exclaim at one point, "Is this the nut house or a hotel!" Almost from the

beginning, the viewer is allowed to know and care about this sleazy white

underbelly of human dregs. By casting a slightly humorous aura around
this hole In the wall of society, these people and situations become more
eesy to accept and appreciate.

When Duane brings a bag of hamburgers up to room #7 for his brother

and himselt, the resulting eating sequence does more then remind the

viewer of Gorman's LITTLE SHOP OF HORFIOFIS with Belial, not yet visibly

seen by the audience, making loud, over-exaggerated munching and
smacking noises similar to the sound of Saturday morning cartoon

characters sloppily eating away. To add to this effect, the basket jitters and
shakes as Belial eats. You almost expect Belial, who never speaka verbally,

to yell, "Feed me!" Afterwards, when Ouane is lying restlessly in bed in the

middle of the night, he is awakened by the constant "conversing" of h>s

brother. "I’m not going to stay up half the night talking. You aren't going

to pace all night' You always wait til I’m asleep to start a conversation!" Of
course, the viewer only hears what Ouane says because after the operation

Duane lost the ability to communicate lelepaihically with Belial, but Belial

can communicate telepaihically with Duane.

After the first of three doctors is murdered at the very beginning of the

movie, Duane and Belial prepare to plot the destruction of the second
doctor. Dr. Needleman. While waiting In his office, Ouane becomes friendly

with the beautiful blonde receptionist who Offers to be Duane’s tour guide.

Duane, shy with other things on his mind, rejects the offer at first, then

agrees to an all-day date Wednesday when the receptionist, Sharon, has

the day off. For some ironic reason, the stranger Duane becomes, the more
Sharon seems to be attrecisd to him.

Or. Needleman recognizes Ouane from the past and telephones the

female Dr. Kuller. a bitchy 40-lsh shrew, who is wining and dining a very

young man In her apartment whom she calls Cuddles, and therefore, she
doesn't have the time to talk to Needleman or heed his warning. Duane
returns to Needieman's office after Sharon leaves, lets lose Belial, tells

him to hurry up. and warns him not to forget the address book (the means
to contact Dr. Kutter). As was true with the first on-screen murder but is

developed more thoroughly here, the cinematographer employs a shaky
hand-held camera technique cutting between close-ups of the frenzied

lace of (he terrified doctor and subjective shots of what the doctor sees.

Before we perceive Needleman, the sequence begins with the over-

exaggerated, heavy breathing of Belial and subjective shots of what he sees.

Once we cut to the lace of Needleman. the breathing ceases to be heard

because our perspective is from the point of view of the frightened doctor,

not the deformed beast. When Needleman turns the office lights on, the

viewer has the first prolonged clear shot of Iha monster hanging on the wall.

His throat, mouth, and eyes move as the creature jumps and attaches Itself

to the neck and upper chest of helpless Needleman as Belial’s mouth chews
at the human's neck and claws tear at his face and later nis chest. As the

doctor succumbs and slides slowly to the ground, the doctor’s face is a
canvas of red pulp with blood streaming from his mouth. As if this gore Is

not enough, the claws of Belial rip open the doctor's chest, and as the

viewer watches the doctor’s dying face, small rivulets of blood are thrust

upward from below the bottom frame line of the screen further drenching
this man's face In a torrential shower of crimson as he screams and strains

This scene playfully cuts to the next morning as Duane feeds Belial

(once again hidden safely Inside his basket) raw hotdogsas he again makes
cute, cartoon eating sounds - in direct contrast lo the more maniacal aspect
of his personality. Duane, who does not want Belial to know he has a date

with a beautiful female, presents his brother with a used portable TV set and
a newspaper to amuse himself while he is gone (telling Befial he is spying
on Dr. Kutter preparing lor the third murder). After Duane leaves, the arm
and claw of Belial protrude from the basket and attempt lo turn the TV
knob: however, the awkward size of his hand only managers to knock the
selector knob onto the floor. As Duane's date continues and the twosome
hit things off spectacularly, the moment of truth arrives; Sharon and Duane
kiss. Physically, Belial perceives exactly what is occurring and the editor

instantly cuts from the kiss lo Belial’s jealous screams back in the basket

The creature shoves the TV set on the floor and climbs down onto the floor.

Once there, Belial continues to pull out drawers In anger, knocks chairs

over, and generally wrecks the room. This entire short sequence is shot

using stop-motion animation for Belial. While the budge! limitations are

readily apparent, this shaky animation sequence is oddly effective. Finally,

in direct parody of THE EXORCIST, the stump-llke Belial sits at the end of

the bed taking the rear leg In his hand and shakes the bed rapidly up and
down. Because of all the racket, the degenerate landlord investigates, finds

the room a mess, but finds nothing else. In frustration, nemulters to himselt,

"I onty run the place. Why should I know anything!" When one derelict

tenant. Donovan, silently sneaks back Into Duane’s room to steal the wad
of money he saw lying on the shelf, he unfortunately peeps into the mys-
terious wicker basket and is torn apart by Belial. Far away in more beautiful

territory, Duane intuitively senses that something Is wrong and deserts his

confused date running back quickly to his seedy apartment. Ortce they
both arrive at the scene of the murder. Duane pushes Shsron away telling

her he doesn’t want anything to happen to her.

After the police are finished Investigating the apartment lor clues and
questioning Duane - at one point a policeman opens the wicker basket to

find it empty - one monstrous arm of Belial protrudes from the toilet bowl
where he has been hiding uncomfortably for some time (another allusion

to LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS).
From this point onward, things really grow weird - but also poignant'

Holding a psychic conversation with Belial, Duane screams. "I’m not

deserting you. I need time for myself!" And this odd human relationship

forms the core Qf the movie elevating it far beyond irlte exploitation fare. As
Is true with many horror thrillers, the destruction or disruption ol the basic

core family unit forms the heart of the conflict, the source from where the
creation of the "horror" begins. Who could ever love this squat, delormed
freak except a loving brother (and earlier, a rather wiggy aunt). If Befial

loses Duane he loseseverything -and Duane’sgrowing interest in this pretty

female threatens his relationship with his psthelic brother. Duane linally

mutters. "We’ll always be together."

Attempting to drink away the pain and Isolation and unresolvable

problem that both draws him to and alienates him from Behai. Ouane goes
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Bfllal, the human toad, brutally ript apart anothar halplata vlcllm In Frank

Hananlettar'a BASKET CASE. Notica tha ovar-uta of blood and pora.

to a bar where he soon becomes drunk sharing more than a lew drinks with

Casey, the friendly black hooker who rents a room in Duane's building. In

the midst of drunken abandonment after Casey asks what’s In the basket,

Duane seriously answers. "My brother. We're Siamese twins." Casey,

thinking this to be the intoxicated ravings of a jokster. retorts. "You don’t

look Oriental!” Duane then briefly shares hisentire life story, to which Casey
laughs hysterically not believing a word. Duane finishes, "We're both of

us messed up. I don't know which of us is worse.”

Later, when Casey returns to her apartment after putting Duane to bed,

she voyeuristicallyundressesfor bed wearinga''smiley lace” teeshirt. Once
she is sprawled out in bed, Belial, who has been hiding beneath one of

Casey’s pillows, starts to slowly fondle the "smiley lace" tee shirt only to

awaken Casey who screams holy living terror. Obviously. Belial is curious

to understand the ever more apparent sexual urges which have been

awakened in brother Duane. He too desires sexual fulfillment. Onelinalcut

shows Belial leverously sniffing at Casey’s long-abandoned red panties.

The murder of the third doctor. KuRer, becomes the most outrageous

and cleverly conceived of the movie. The sequence begins with Duane
sitting quietly in the vet's waiting room, wicker basket on his lap. as this

playful large dog faithfully sniffs away at the basket as other patients con-

tinue to wait unconcerned When Duane and the basket are admiRed to see

Dr. Kutter, Belial savagely pops out of his basket going for the jugular as

Duane quietly looks on. In an outrageous tribute to gore master Herschell

G Lewis, Belial ammalistically rips Kutter's tongue from her mouth as rivers

of blood flow. If this were not enough, Belial opens a medical drawer

which is full of scalpels and other sharp instruments. He forcers her lace

down into the drawer, and when her pin-cushioned face is pulled back up,

the screen is filled with one of the oddest, sickest, and most hilarious scenes

ever perpetuated on celluloid. KuRer's head fills the frame as her reception-

ist looks on. KuRer is bloody, wide-eyed, and has five strategically posi-

tioned scalpels ridiculously sticking out of her face. Near death. Kutter

appears to take the biggest breath she can muster, screams hammily trying

to stretch out the pain, and finally, when she is out of wind, just as un-

realistically, she all so carefully faints slowly dropping out of frame as her

exhausted screams fade to a whimper. Even though such a scene is visually

gratuitous and over-stated, it becomes wildly humorous and most carefully

choreographed.
In one of the most terrifying scenes of coitus /nterrupfus. Duarte is ready

to go for the deep meat as Sharon implores. "Take mel" when Belial rears

himself from his basket screaming fanatically. Duane instantly covers

Sharon in a blanket and throws her into the hall without explanation. Later

as Duane aRempts to sleep. Belial, sensitively, extends his hand toward the

unconscious Duane almost as though to apologize. Then In frustration, the

pathetic human load jumps onto the window ledge and repeatedly screams

(in sad. short bursts) out all his pent-up pain to a non-listening world. This

sequence, very short. Is emotionally charged. Duane, in the meantime. Is

having a dream where he is running completely naked and reaches the bed-

room of the sleeping Sharon who is nude beneath the covers. Using sub-
jective camera point of view, we, the audience, become trie sexually

frustrated Duane who pulls down the covers and strokes Sfiaron's breasts,

legs, and feet as she lies sleeping. His hands, the central image of the

sequence, act haltingly as though the hands embody the internal shyness

and inexperience that Duane possesses. Suddenly, as if awakening from

a nightmare. Duane's body suddenly sits upward. When we return to

Sharon's bedroom, we hear congested breathing as we now subjectively

see the creature's deformed hand stroke Sharon's nude body. Unfortunate-

ly. she awakens, screams: and Belial, in fright, chokes the life from her body.

In one of the most weirdly twisted scenes ever put to cinema. In medium
long-shot, the deformed body of Belial straddles the nude, fully exposed,

and quite dead body of Sharon. The pathetic creature quickly mouhts and
rapes the corpse as blood slowly flows from her genital area. The out-

raged Duane enters throwing his brother into the wicker basket. Duane
yells teary eyed. "She was good: site was pure . . .The first girl I ever kissed

and you destroyed herl” Hoping to destroy the aspect of Duane that has

separated the sexually Inquisitive brother from himself. Belial grabs Duane
In the gonads hoisting the pain-ridden boy several feet in the air. Employing

outrageous logic, perhaps Belial feels that by castrating his brother, by

destroying his sexual urges, that Duane once again will only care for Belial.

However, the two brothers struggle and fall sideways outside the hotel

window. Belial is on top, one claw hanging onto the Broslin Hotel sign, the

other claw wrapped around his brother Duane's neck - in this case ironically

trying to save his life as he slowly chokes the very life from him. Once

Duane expires from the fatal choke grasp, Belial's grip fails and the twosome
both fall to their death on the hardconcrelebelow. Sleazy onlookers scream

and gather around.

During the early 1970's, films such as BUTCH CASSIDY and MIDNIGHT
COWBOY developed the concept of male friendship and the brotherhood

that sometimes does exist between males. Scores of other films have

illustrated the relationship between brothers and the sibbling rivalry which

can result. BASKET CASE is not the first horror film to deal with these

concepts, but It does artistically explore these thematic considerations on

a very sympathetic level compelling the viewer to ask to what extant are we

our brother’s keeper? While BASKET CASE may admiRedly be viewed on

this more serious level, its primary purpose is to be exploitative, perverted

fun - so any analysis of this film dare not become too heavy-handed or

pretentious But any film that can be so repulsive, so perverted, so sick, so

thought-provoking, and so hilarious cannot be all bad. BASKET CASE is

a refreshing anomaly!

In quite a different vein we now turn to Sam Raimi’s THE EVIL DEAD,

probably the superior of the two movies discussed by virtue of its deadly

serious tone, its artistic expression and technique, its innovative camera

work. arKf its grim resolution to scare the audience at any coatl If BASKET
CASE Is weirdly, amusingly perverted: then THE EVIL DEAD is one film-

maker's nightmare brought to terrifying life. And on this level THE EVIL

DEAD may be one of the most ternfying movies ever made.

The primary aspect where THE EVIL DEAD deserves ment is In its

exceptional fluid cinematography. The film begins and ends by using

Raimi's economic answer to Steadicam (a gyroscopic means of producing

long, smooth, tracking shots through space). “Shaky-cam,” whereby the

camera is mounted on a IS toot two-by-four wrth two volunteers running like

hell over hill and dale. This initial use of "shaky-cam" involves a moody track-

ing shot through the fog, over a haunted looking stream, under and over

dangling tree branches and logs, ultimately leading to a high-angle position

following the car of "victims" toward the cabin where all the horror will

occur. Such a moody beginning - meshed with trie kids avoidirvg a head-on

collision and a near fatal fall through a decaying wooden bridge - immedi-

ately puts the audience on edge.

Once the college-age kids arrive at the cabin, various stereotypes are

developed (the total extent of character development). Cheryl, the quiet

and easily frightened artistic type, attempts to sketch a dangling pendulum

clock. As could be expected, the pendulum abruptly stops, the gong

sounds (not even on the hourf), and a gush of wind blows terrifyingty in

through the window as a trap door with two chains and shackles mounted

on top suddenly begins to MR itself up and bang several times. Seemingly

terrified and withdrawing into a trance-like state. Cheryt begins to scribble

violently a square-shaped demon face that cuts through several layers of

drawing paper. This square-shaped face, representing demonic posses-

sion. will be a recurring image.

Soon the people are toasting each other at the dinner table ("party

down!") as the trap door flies open revealing a fight of rickety wooden steps

that lead to the cellar below ("probably just some animal down there!').

Scotty, the more "macho" of the hvo males, volunteers to investigate solo.

When he descends and minutes pass without any sound from him. Ash. the

other mate, armed with a lantern, climbs down the stairs to Investigate

accompanied by the sound of drippiing water pipes. Once again ihe visual

fluid camera adds to the eerIness with many long pans and moody, some-

times hand-held, tracking shots. “Boo!" Scon suddenly rushes out in jest,

"I want to show you some stuff!" (In tribute, a dirty one-sheet poster to Wes

Craven's THE HILLS HAVE EYES lies in the background.) What ScoRy has

found Is the Sumerian Book of f/ie Dead, bound in human flesh and written

in human blood, which contains incantations which resurrect demons who

possess the bodies of the living. Also found is a tape recorder with spoken

explanation by an archaeologist who happens to read these all-powerful

Incantations aloud. Of course, the young people play the tape that night.

Everyone feels all this is a joke, but as Ihe tape is played Ihe camera cuts

outside as unearthly fog permeates from rotting leaf covered wooded
ground. Intact, moundsof this soil mysteriously begin to push upward and

outward. Suddenly, a tree branch snaps and breaks a cabin window as

Cheryl, the only person personally touched by Ihe evil, pleads. "Shut itoR!"

Someone remarks that Cheryl acts like a three-year old.

As mentioned m the analysis of BASKET CASE, Ihe bond of love

between human beings, the strength to be found in relationships, can both

be the cause and the cure of "horror." This theme Is explored in asomewhat

different manner by writer/director Sam Haimi here in THE EVIL DEAD
Ash, the ultimate hero/vIctim, wants to give his girl friend Linda a necklace

as a present, but he also wants to tease her. He pretends he has fallen asleep

with the box on his lap. Linda, on pins and needles with anticipation, con-

stantly checks Ash's eyes to make sure he is asleep before she tries to

snatch the box. This game of cat and mouse ends when Linda discovers

Ash with opened eyes. She claims her prize and wears it immediately This

same sequence will be replayed later with horrifying effect.
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tiara trtai to attand to hla good buddy Scotty, toon to dla, from THE EVIL

DEAD.
In a familiar horror film cliche. Cheryl senses she is being watched by a

presence outside the cabin, so she tightens her robe and goes out there to

investigate alone. "I know someone's out theref 8ut rromth^sclichesome•

thing novel develops. The entire woods themselves, every tree and every

branch, appear to be possessed by something evil. The over-exaggerated

soundtrack is filled with magnified effects of trees falling, branches snap-
ping. and footsteps crunching twigs. Once again unseen evil lakes the

shape of the subjective ‘ shaky-cam" where an ominous presence begins to

stalk Cheryl by smoothly flowing through rough terrain, soon the sound of

whips cutting through the air increases as twigs and small branches start

to reach out for and lasso Cheryl. Branches surround herneck. tie her hands
in front of her. as creeping vines grab her legs, stroke her thighs, and tear her

clothes off. Oneexposed breast IS modestly covered by the palm of her hand
when the vines snap that hand to the soil alongside her. almost as though
she were being drawn and quartered. The branches separate her bare legs

as one thick branch from overhead violently snaps down ramming Itself

between her legs as she screams, being totally Immobile. Soon all the

branches become dormant, no longer possessed by evil, and Cheryl's

continued struggle results in her snapping all the twigs, vines, and branches

as she frees herself and runs back toward the cabin subjectively being

pursued by our invisible menace As the subjective evil rushes the cabin

door, Cheryl - who has been yelling and crying, fumbles for the set of keys
lying above the door - is let inside at the last possible moment. "It was the

woods . . . they're alive." Tree rape seems absurd on paper, but as executed

by Raimi, It becomes a horrifying violation of the human species by nature
Itself

Fulfilling another cliche, Cheryl demands that Ash drive her to town this

very second. Of course the car will not start until Cheryl shouts, "It's not

going to let us leave," then the headlights abruptly flash as theenginestarts.

However, the duo only cuts through the fog-shrouded woods as far as the

wooden bridge which has now completely rotted out - the kids are trapped!

In tribute to CURSE OF THE DEMON (in itself a tribute to Val Lewton's

horror classics), as Cheryl tries to catch up to Ash, who is not to be seen in

the dense fog. she feels her way through tha woods as one long branch

suddenly snaps into place directly in front of her.

Returning to the cabin, Cheryl hopelessly gazes outsidethe window as

Ash listens to more of the tape to learn that dismemberment is the only way
to destroy the demons. The others, who are playing cards, slate the suits of

various playing cards aloud. Soon, Cheryl’s voice, which Is changing,

growing resonant, repeats these same suits of cards. She whips her head
around to reveal the extent of her possession - her face now gaunt white, her

features withered and distorted, her eye-balls totally white. Her body, now
a shell without a spiht, writhes and convulses as she is hoisted upward by
forces unknown As she floats a disembodied voice startles the assemblage.

"Why have you disturbed our sleep! One by one we will take you!!" Cheryl's

body then suddenly drops and returns to unconsciousness. Her face now
looks normal, but her hand, unnoticed by spectators. Is decayed. She

reaches for a sharpened pencil which she thrusts into Linda's ankle grinding

the stick into her further and further. Easily, she flings human bodies across

the room who. at first stunned, quickly recover trying to overtake the crazed

Cheryl. One of the men, using the handle of an axe. beats her down into the

cellar and locks shut the trap door with chains. Although safely contained

within, Cheryl, now horribly demonized, can lift the trap a few inches -

enough to free part of her arm and expose her face and to deliver frenzied

walls and accursed laughter.

II is not long before Shelly, the dark-haired girl, is the next victim of

demon possession. She stands inside the lighted cabin looking outward

feeling the eerie presence of invisible evil lurking afoot. Once again the

viewer becomes this subjective force of Sumarian evil as the viewer, looking

in from the outside, rapidly rushes the window where Shelly looks outward.

As our presence rushes toward her, she recoils in horror, the window glass

shatters, and her screams reverberate throughout the cabin. In one of the

moodiest and most carefully sculptured terror sequences. Scotty rushes

to investigate, closely examining the broken glass, the ares outside the

cabin window (whereby the viewer expects anything to attack from any-

where at anytime - we are hpe (or a fright!), and the dark cubbyholes behind

the closed doors. After checking out the bathtub which is empty. Scotty

turns as sharp red fingernails grasp his throat and tear open the right side of

his face drawing blood. The hand-held camera helps to deliver the ulti-

mate shock payoff after building up and stretching out the suspense for well

over two minutes. Here we have atmosphere with a minimum of gore.

When Shelly is knocked over and falls Into the fireplace catching fire,

something interesting occurs relating to our"intimate relationships" theme

mentioned earlier. When Scotty sees hisbelovedShelly afire, he instinctive-

ly grabs her feet and pulls her to safety She demonically utters, "I don’t

know what I would have done it I would have remained on those hot coals,

burning my pretty fleshf" Something unusual is happening here. The

woman whom Scotty loves has become a fiendish demon intent on killing

him. He fights to save his life by destroying her, but as soon as he sees his

babe in physical peril, he instinctively saves her llte without concern for his

own welfare. Immediately, Shelly rises up still possessed by intangible evil

and tries to ram a small sword down his throat and force his head down into

the very same fireplace. Scotty, luckily, is able to free hissheaihed knife and
stab the hand which holds the sword. Utilizing ultra-gore. Shelly starts

gnawing and chewing at her useless hand biting through muscles and
tendons until the hand is severed with bloody sinews dangling. Wisely, this

sword IS rammed Into Shelly's back (with the hand still attached) as white

froth forms at her mouth after which she vomits forth buckets of demonic
pus. Her corpse lias motionless. Not surprisingly, as Scotty walks past this

putrefaction, Shelly's hand grabs him. Scotty sees an axe in the hand of

petrified standerby Ash: Scott grabs the axe and immediately hacks the

struggling corpse to pieces After the grisley deed is completed, each
individual piece of corpse quivers and struggles to move. These pieces

are quickly burled.

Justly shaken, Scotty claims he Is getting the hell out of here, that a path

must exist allowing escapees to bypass the bridge. Ash. visibly concerned,

shouts that Linda Is still Injured and cannot be moved. Scotty coldly claims

he doesn't care what happens to Linda - she is his girl friend.

Just when tha viewer thinks he might have a breather. Ash goes In to

check on Linda who is lying peacefully asleep He uncovers her ankle,

investigates her ankle wound, and in utter amazement watches as the small

wound grows spider-web-like up her entire leg. She jerks awake to a sitting

position, white-eyed, demon possessed, and laughing hysterically like a

senile grandmother. In horror Ash backs out the cabin where the hall-dead

body of Scotty stumbles and collapses on his shoulder. "Cheryl was right ...

it won't let us leave. We’re gonna die!" Linda watchesthis spectacle sitting

cross-legged on the side steps. Her haunting hysterical laughter prompts

Ash to repeatedly punch her in the face with little effect -her laughter contin-

ues. Quickly producing a shot gun aimed directly at her head. Ash momen-

tarily pauses as the body of Linda assumes its regular appearance The

pathetic victim now pleads, "Ash, help me please!!" then, from down in the

pit. the trap door for the first time closed shut, the similar pleadings of the

now human-voiced Cheryl implore, "I'm all right now. Please unlock this

chain." Foolishly, Ash goes for the keys, lifts the trap door, and peers down
Intothedarkness. Suddenlyadecayed hand grabs him butheescapes Ina

childish sing-songy chorus, both possessed women now chant, "We're

gonna get youl" As Ash speaks with and feeds water to the motionless

mouth of Scotty, Ash finally realizes that Scotty Is dead - but in this movie

perhaps not for long. Linda abruptly stabs Ash in the arm, but he seemingly

destroys her by forcing a sword into her back as she vomits forth her life-

force and then lies motionless. Immediately chaining her body to a swork

table, Ash hoists a gas-dnven chainsaw (alluding to another horror classic

once again) above her motionless corpse remembering that dismember-

ment IS the only way to keep the dead at rest. However, he sees before him

the body of the woman he loves, and most touchingly, he sees the necklace

he recently gave her. He cannot mutilate the body: instead, he carnas it out-

side for burial. Then in a macabre reversal of the cat and mouse manner in

which Ash pretended to be asleep when originally giving Linda her present,

Cheryl, who use to be fragile and vulnerable and arlistfc. is now reduced

to being demonically evil, locked away under the trap door. In THE EVIL

DEAD.
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Top: An oorle publldly thol, u»«d •» the ba>i« for THE EVIL DEAD'* poster

publicity cwnpalgn, wet never utilized In the movie Itielf. Bottom: Lkida.

Aih't gin Irtend, here lies deed. Alludirtg to Tobe Hooper's clessic TEXAS
CHAIN SAW MASSACRE. Ash preperet to dismember Ihe corps*, which
he cennol do.
the lifeless eyes of Linda open and watch Ash as he digs a grave. Whenever
he pauses to look over her body, she plays dead. Once buried, her hand
thrusts upward through Ihe soil to grab the startled Ash ripping the flesh

from his shin and leg. He immediately produces a heavy wooden beam and
commences to break every bone of her undead body. She only laughs
refusing to stay dead. Utilizing hersuper-human strength, shegrabs hold of

the beam forcing Ash to Ihe ground. She flings her body through the air to

pounce atop her lover when Ash quickly reaches for the shovel and decapi-
tates Linda in mid-air. Her headless body falls on top of his, her arms
clenching for his throat. As her disembodied head twitches and makes nasty
faces, the body violently spews hydraulically pumped blood directly into

Ash's lace as Iw flees Inside Ihe confines of the cabin. Linda’s head con-
tinues to litter

Once inside the cabin, all hell literally breaks loose. Several corpses
from the vicinity charge the barricaded fortress as Ash. near a stale of utter

shock, savagely forces doors ar>d windows shut on dacaying corpse hands
(shades of Romero's NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD). Soon In the cellar,

blood freely flows from wall sockets as lit light bulbs screwed Into sockets
fill internally with blood and pop. A movie projector automatically turns

Itself on projecting images of dripping blood on Ihe wall behind Ash who Is

blinded by the bright light. An old record player starts to play a 1930's 76 rpm
record which is festive and jolly. Soon the record player slows down and
stops, the projector blows up as blood slowly drips from the end of Ihe lens,

and when Ash looks at hi$ Image In a wall mirror extending his arm outward
to convince himself that he Is still alive, his hand passes through what has
become a liquid pool of blood. As Ash withdraws his hand from the gore
pool and stares downward at It, he can only scream.

Without ever letting up, the climax of the movie features Ash standing
with his back against the wooden door, holding Ihe cherished necklace he
gave Linda, as two ghoulish arms bust through the door choking Ash. At
the same time Scotty, now horribly decayed, rises from the dead and bodily
lifts Ash off Ihe ground after he escapes from Ihe first zombie. Momentarily
freeing himself from Scotty by gouging both of his eye-balls into bloody
red pulp using his thumbs, Ash views the Soofr of Ihe Dead lying near the
fireplace He wisely tries to grasp the book to throw it into the fireplace, but
heisheld back bythe still fighting corpse of Scottywho holds him by the legs

as he tries to crawl toward the book. The other ghoul picks up a hot poker
from the fireplace and savagely beats Ash over his back with It. Ash's neck-
lace, now lying on the floor in the shape ot the square demon’s face that

Cheryl had originally been compelled to draw on her sketch pad, is grabbed

and used as a hook to snare the book which Is then Immediately thrown Into

the fire.

At this moment Ihe soundtrack becomes quiet and the demons become
stiff and motionless. The only sound that Ash hears Is the sound of crack-
ling, brittle bones and skeletonswhich collapse under their own weight. The
next sequence features stop-motion animation Involving Ihe decaying
process as lips turn todust, halrand flesh crumble and fall, and noses wither.
Clay animation is frequently used during this segment to depict tongues
which are extended and eyes that plop. Interestingly enough, one of the
decaying faces assumes Ihe horrible square countenance which has
symbolized demon possession throughout the movie. The final segment
of decay Is the VIDEOOROME-esque explosion of guts and blood as the
bodies of the dead rip themselves apart. Usually when guts explode from
stomachs, chests, or even legs, a horribly conceived demon hand also
extends itself from the same exposed body pan. Ash Is literally bathed in

blood. The corpses stumble and fall, skeletons crumble, and maggots
scurry on lha floor around this mass of decaying flesh. An ethereal cry
proclaims. “Join usll"

Suddenly Ihe sun is shining as Ash exhaustedly steps outside the cabin

to look at the beautiful sunrise. However, from the other side of the cabin,

further out in the woods, the invisible, Intangible demon has returned via

’’shaky-cam’’ thalfloats, swerves, and charges through the woods over dried

leaves toward the cabin. Continuing throughout the cabin the subiective

camera violently charges Ash who half turns around and screams. Rapid

cut to black as the credits flash by amid a replay of the I930’s jolly 76 rpm
record.

Absolutely relentless in its pacing Is theonly way to describe Ihe intense

rhythms and solemnity of THE EVIL DEAD. Similartoour worst nightmares,

THE EVIL DEAD never lets up or pauses tor a second. Even when the viewer

believes the ending sunrise spells release and an end to the horrors, the

demon returns to claim its final victim. Everyone dies in THE EVIL DEAD!
And one must remember that the neverendmg brutality does not only

involve ultra-gore, but It involves artistically executed cinematography and

well-crafted fright sequences which involve the creetion of atmosphere and
suspense. Sam Raimi, only 22 years old when he made THE EVIL DEAD, was
restricted by budget, resources, and acting talent; but he has managed to

do something that studios with prestigious names and unlimited resources

have not been able to do for a long time - scare the living hell out ot Ihe

audience. I first watched THE EVIL DEAD on video tape one evening alone,

and even In the confines of my living room, at age 33, 1 was terrified. That’s

the bottom line for any horror film!

Unfortunately, many horror genre fans have not seen either BASKET
CASE nor THE EVIL DEAD - even though both are available ’’uncut” for

rental or oui-rightsale at neighborhood video tape shops. Analysis Pictures,

the distributor which originally released BASKET CASE in 1M2, was then

on financially shaky legs and soon after went bankrupt. Not understanding
how to best present BASKET CASE to audiences throughout America, the

film was only selectively screened at a few grind houses on 42nd Street

presented via Ihe ROCKY HORROR route of a midnight cullclassic. Inolher

open markets the film was reportedly trimmed of some of Its ultra-gore in

order to emphasize its demented humor. Censorship of violence alienated

the film from the market it was financially marketed tor - teenagers and
young adults who want their gore undiluted. Therefore, because ot the

distribution strategy, the film wascommercially doomed from the start. Only

within the past months has a new outfit, Rugged Films, acquired theatrical

distribution rights (after the film already had received saturation distribu-

tion via home video cassettel).

THE EVIL DEAD was also made In 1962 but not released until the spring

of 1983 when it played some theaters again in New York City and received

national reviews which appeared in publications such as The Villege Voice

and others: its distributor. New Line Cinema, wisely chose to release thefllm

unrated thus avoiding the sure-fire “X" rating it would have been branded

for excessive violence. However, many theater chains across the nation will

not book unrated films, nor will many newspapers across the nation run

advertising for “X ” rated or even unrated movies. Word has circulated that

THE EVIL DEAD has been edited lor release in certain markets earning the

profitable “R" reling. The home video cassette rights brought the film uocen-

sored into national release via video shops by late 1983/early 1964 where

It immediately flourished In the winter of 1984. after the home video market

had long been saturated. THE EVIL DEAD had a very limited one-week run

here in Baltimore. The simple truth remains that distributors do not know
how to properly market excessively violent horror films to the American

public, even the artistic ultra-gore epics. Distributors are shackled by the

national UPAA rating system that requires an ’’R’’ rating for financial

success. Therefore director's "final cuts” often have to be re-edited by the

studios for commercial survival. Even if films are released with an "X" rating

or are left unrated by distributors, theater managers are leery of bookmg
films which have been statistlcatly shown will not make money. Theater
managers also receive pressure from concerned groups within the'com-

munity who otlen dictate what a theater may or may not show The bottom

line Is that most genre fans will never see either of these films in movie

theaters in their original, unedited formats.

But once we get past having the opportunity to view both of these ultra-

gore epics, we must deal with one other essential concern - why should we
bothertoseesuch ’’trashy’’ films? For a moment let usdealspecifically with

THE EVIL DEAD. What merit can be gained from viewing a moviathatisso

pessimistic, so nihilistic, so anti-humanIstIc. and so offensive? Certainly an

encounter with THE EVIL DEAD Is not a pleasant experience, but are any

nightmares a pleasant experience that one would want to cuddle up to?
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One* rh« Book oflh* 0«*d ha* baan thrown Into tha raging firaplaca. tha damon-potaataad bodlea ol lha daadinitanlly agaand dacay within two minulat.

At pant of tha corptat axploda outwardly tpawing forth buekata of blood and guti, horribly eoncalyad damon handa pop out of lha body parti at wall.

Most definitely THE EVIL DEAD l6 an excessive barrier-breaker. But so was
HOnROH OF DRACLILA when it showed chest-puncturing stakings In vivid

Technicolor; so was NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD when it depicted

zombies eating the still warm internal organs of the recently dead; and so

was THE EXORCIST when it showed a corrupted young Innocent mastur-

bating with a crucifix and shouting obscenities. Cinema history now looks

kindly upon such "excesses" realizing that sometimes artistic expression

must be offensive, over-stated, and even crude. One only has to look to

history's great literature lo see examples of excessive violence and gore •

the tragedies of Shakespeare come immediately to mind. What the dis-

criminating viewer must discern is whether or not the ultra-gore Is being

utilized as commercial "product" for its own ends, or Is It being employed as

sn artistic device -no mailer howunpleasant- tofurther the toneor message
of the movie’ Whether or not we believe the violence of THE EVIL DEAD
IS excessive, what we really need to ask Is how efficient is the film when
viewed holistically, not piecemeal. Today's audiences are more sophlsti-

caied when it comes to accepting special visual effects and special make-

up effects, so the filmmaker is forced to be even more cruel when It comes
to horrifying audiences. The understated, subtle, psychological horror film

(the ilk best represented by films such as CARNIVAL OF SOULS, THE
HAUNTING, and DON'T LOOK NOW) certainly still could be successful

today. But as staled earlier, the use of ultra-gore Is only one means of

achieving the ends of frightening movie audiences. Often times, the use of

ultra-gore may be the most effective means of gaining artistic attention when
rising up through the ranks of low-budget. Independent movie-maker. But

once the artist gains his audience's attention, the artist must effectively

utilize the talent of technique lo follow through and maintain the public's

attention

It is not with great glee that 1 have to admit that in another ten years we

will be viewing horror movies which will make BASKET CASEand THE EVIL

DEAD seem restrained. But once discriminating horror film buffs weed

through all the crap, I feel confident that a few "gems" will definitely make

their presence felt. Remember, In the future, ultra-gore will only becorTW

more "ullra"!

Even though the ultra-gore employed in making BASKET CASE and

THE EVIL DEAD has been the primary aspect that has won each of these

films notoriety in the press, this is certainly not the reason why in the

of 1984 I’m calling these two movies among the best the genre has produced

in the 1 980's. BASKET CASE blends graphic violence with twisted humor

and touching human relationships (a brother's love and responsibility for

another brother). Never taking itself too seriousfy as a drama. BASKET
CASE becomes Ihe logical extension of what Roger Corman and Charles B.

Griffith were attempting to do with such off-beat films as LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS and BUCKET OF BLOOD 20 years ago. Fred Henenfotter, by
assimilating all these influences from his past cinematic viewing, has
structured something perversely origins! - not for everyone’s taste. Like It or
not, BASKET CASE is energetic, innovative, and involving - certainly an
exemplary horror film!

Sam Raimi’s THE EVIL UNDEAD takes many of the old horror film

cliches and turns them around, adding lha element of surprise, lo create

something totally familiar yet totally new. By employing innovative fluid

camera work threaded to a never relenting rhythmic pace that hits the viewer
square between the eyes {and sometimes between the legs). THE EVIL
OEAO becomes the definitive horror film roller-coaster nde. The ideas and
story are simple enough; it's the total experience that makes THE EVIL
DEAD Ihe successful scare-fast that it Is. Perhaps Raimi may someday look
upon this movie as his exercise In scare fechnique. his thesis statement on
how to terrify movie audiences. But this is the work of an artist at the begin-
ning of his career. The mind boggles when I think of how Sam Raimi might
utilize his technique in a more sophisticated production, assuming that

Raimi remaina faithful to his art and does not sell-out to the "Big Studio"
play-it-safe doctrine.

Working within the confines ol the exploitation film genre. It has became
apparent that Henenlotter and Raimi are simply not making exploitative

"product," but they are trying to transcend the inflexible politiesof the studio
system (which attempts to control all film expression from initial conception
lo the marketing and final rating which affects a film’s financial chances of

survival) and make the films that are crying inside themselves to be made As
Henenlotter and Raimi achieve success, we can only hope that the powers
that be grant these and other young filmmakers the artistic freedom to
pursue their own personal visions and gram them Ihe powerio make movies
which are personal statements and are restricted only by Ihe confines of

each artist's imagination, not by studio politics or the close-minded morality
of some self-righteous zealots.

SUBMIT NOWI The majority of the articles appearing in this issue were
submitted as eerly as January or February of last winter. This allows time for

editing and the assigning of title page art. Therefore, the sooner you submit

your articles, the better chance that article will appear in MidMar *34.

New writers weicomell
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FORGOTTEN FACES OF
FANTASTIC FILMS:

BRANDON HURST
GENE ROTH

by Jim Coughlin
BRANDON HURST (1666- 1947)

One ol (he reesons that performers fall Info the realm of 'lorgotten

faces" is that their major portrayals occurred In films that are now lost, or

silent movies and other vintage pictures that are rarely screened anymore.
This Is the case with Brandon Hurst, a marvelously wicked villain of the

silent era. Hurst had a wonderfully expressive countenance with devious

eyes that would often gleam In anticipation of some havoc he was about
to wreak. Although reduced to playing butlers and English statesmen in the

sound era, Brandon Hurst made some evil, treacherous contributions to

fantasy films In major sllents like DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. THE
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME, and THE MAN WHO LAUGHS.

Brandon Hurst was born in London. England, on November 30, 1866.

Following his education at the Philological College In London. Brandon

became a riding master In the 1st Kings Dragoons. A growing interest In

theater arts, however, caused Hurst to embark on a stage career asan actor,

playwright, and producer. One of Hurst's noteworthy appearances on the

London stage was his portrayal of Charley in the original production of

Chtrley's Aunl. Charles Froman engaged Brandon to leave the English

(heater for that of the United States, where Hurst became a leading man (or

many of the prominent actresses of the time. Including Mrs. Fiske. Amelia

Bingham, and Maude Fealey. Two Women (1910) garnered Brandon

favorable reviews opposite Mrs. Leslie Carter. Hurst also madean early film

appearance (or Pathe in VIA WIRELESS (1915). Although nearing fifty

years of age, Hurst enlisted in the British Army In World War I and was made
a captain in the Remount Service.

DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE (1920), Starring John Barrymore In the

lead role(s), provided Brandon with his first substantial part Ina fantasy film.

AsSirGrcrge Carew. thefatherof Jekyll’s fiancee (Martha Mansfield), Hurst
served as Barrymore’s evil Influence. Sir George taunts Jekyll about being

afraid of temptation, which he later regrets as he Is killed when he discovers

the Jekyll/Hyde secret.

As LI Fu Yang, Hurst returned to the stage In Earl Carroll's fantasy of

ancient China, The Lady oHheLBmp{6/A6/2Q). Brandon helped to organize

the Player's Assembly In New York and produced and acted In two pro-

ductions with the group; Montmartre (^14/22). as Jean Tavernier, The
Night Cell (4/27/22), as Edward Howe.

Hurst's most famous horror role was that of Jehan, the evil brother of

Dorn Claude (Nigel de Bruller), In the classic. THE HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAME (1923). The screenwriters deviated from Hugo’s novel with

the character ol Jehan. the wicked master of the unfortunate Quasimodo
(Lon Chaney), as Hurst further embellished the part with his leers suggest-

ing dubious intentions. This Is particularly apparent in (he scene wherein

Jehan attempts to claim Esmeralda (Patsy Ruth Miller) lor his own, but she

states that she'd rather die than love him. Later, as Quasimodo fightsoff (he

hordes storming the cathedral, Jehan again tries to seize the Gypsy dancer.

Quasimodo turns on his former master, killing Jehan, but receivirrg a fatal

knife wound in the process. Chaney certainly steals the show, but Hurst's

performance has held up well over the years.

LEGALLY DEAD (1923) gave Hurst the interesting part of Dr. Qelzer,

who, near the film's conclusion, uses adrenaline to restore the life of the

wrongly-executed Milton Sills. THE THIEF OF BAGDAD (1924), Douglas
Fairbank’s extravaganza, included Hurst as Caliph. Again opposite Lon
Chaney, Brandon played a dovm In HE WHO GETS SLAPPED (1924). THE
LADY OF THE HMEM (1926), with Sojin as the sultan and Noble Johnson
as the tax collector had Hurst as a b^gar. Of his portrayal of Karenin.

(3arbo’s spouse, in LOVE (1927), The N.Y. Timas wrote, "Brandon Hurst

contributes an excellent character study as Anna’s husband." Hurst was
seen as Uncle George in the Janet Qaynor-Charles Farrell vehicle, 7TH
HEAVEN (1927).

Another Victor Hugo novel. THE MAN WHO LAUGHS (1928). gave
Hurst one of his meatiest roles of all • Barkllphedro, the jester, who knows
everyone's business and playsall the angles to gain the confidences of King
James II (Sam de Grasse). Queen Anne (Josephine Crowell), and Duchess
Joslana (Olga Baclanova). The tale centers on Gwynplairte (Conrad Veidt),

whose face was maimed as a child into a permanent smile because of his

father's politics. BarkilphedrodiscoversthatGwynplaineisheirtoa peerage

and, Inan attempt to avenge himself against (he beautiful Joslana, convinces

the Queen of the benefits of a wedding between Gwynplaine and the

Duchess. Although hiseffortsarethwarted.asarehiswlckeddesignsonthe

pure Dea (Mary Philbin), Barkllphedro chews up the screen with his eye
rolls, sneers, and grimaces. Hurst manages to pull off this emoting with-

out really being guilty of mugging as it was all very much in character

THE GREENE MURDER CASE (1929). with William Powell as Philo

Vance had Hurst as Sproot. Brandon was Or. Isaacs, an aged inventor

who is murdered by his butler, in THE VOICE OF THE STORM (1929). The

N.Y. Times claimed that Hurst, In MURDER AT MIDNIGHT (1931), was

"Interesting as the nonchalant Lawrence." Lawrence Is the butler who sus-

piciously sets a clock ahead after a murder, but dies on the phone to the

police before exonerating himself and exposing the actual killer

MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE (1932). starring Bela Lugosi as Dr.

Mirakle, Included Hurst as the prefect of police WHITE ZOMBIE (1932).

again headlining Lugosi as Murder Legendre, featured Brandon as Silver,

servant to Beaumont (Robert Frazer). Silver meets his demise when he is

thrown Into an underground river by Legendre’s zombie bodyguards

Hurst's roles were steadily decreasing in size in the early I930's. as bits

in the following testify: Erskine's secretary in SHERLOCK HOLMES (1932),

a Gilbert & Sullivan actor of CAVALCADE (1933), a stock trader m THE
HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD (1934), and a statemen in VIVA VILLA (1934).

Brandon met an early death as Corporal Bell in John Ford's line THE LOST
PATROL (1934). He was a threatening Hindu pnest in Monogram’s THE
HOUSE OF MYSTERY (1934). Prominent films including Hurst were. THE
PLOUGH AND THE STARS (1936), as Sgt. Tiniey; THE CHARGE OF THE
LIGHT BRIGADE (1936), as Lord Raglan; WEE WILLIE WINKIE (1937), as

Bagby; and STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE (1939). as Sir Henry Forrester.

THE BLUE BIRO (1940), Maeterlinck's fantasy starring Shtdey Temple

and Gale Sondergaard, had Brandon as a footman. Hurst had a minor bit

in THE GHOST OF FRANKENSTEIN (1942) 8S Hans. Although Brandon's

part of Dr. (Selssler in HOUSE OF FRANKENSTEIN (1944) was only slightly

more substantial. It did offer him theclassic line, "Thejugular vein la severed

- not cut, but tom apart as though by powerful teeth." Hurst was the ghost

of Chief Justice John Marshall, who, with other spirits of our forefathers,

tries to help courthouse clerk William Holden In THE REMARKABLE
ANDREW (1942). THE MAN IN HALF MOON STREET (1944) represented

Hurst's last fantasy film appearance. Brandon was Simpson, the butler,

whose master Julian Karell (Nils Asther) discovers the secret of staying

young by transferring the glands of medical students to himself.

By this time, Hurst was nearly 80 years old, but he continued to perform.

Brandon was seen as Lewellyn Powell in Emiyn William’s THE CORN IS

GREEN (1945), starring Bette Davis. THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE

(1945) with Bob Hope had Hurst humorously on hand as Mr. Pally. Another

Hope (A Crosby) vehicle. THE ROAD TO RIO (1947), marked Hurst's final

film. Brandon Hurst died in Hollywood, California, on July 15. 1947, at the

age of 81.

Brandon Hurst's film work might not be remembered by many film fans

Pictured Is a lobby card from 1928's THE MAN WHO LAUGHS featuring

Brandon Hurst as Barkllphedro. the (ester, who tries to gain the Royalty’s

confidence.
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of today, but those who have or do get a chance to observe some ot his

classic portrayals like Jehan and Barkitphedro, with the ever-expressive

eyes, will surely not forget his lace again.

GENE ROTH (a.k.a. EUGENE STUTENflOTH) - (1903 - 1976)
Many actors who are primarily associated with the fantasy film genre

have fallen victim to typecasting (e.g.. Owight Frye as a lunatic, Lionet Atwill

as a mad scientist), which may have provided them with colorful roles, but in

many cases, adversely affected their careers. Although usually a villain.

Gene Roth avoided the snare of typecasting due to his unique brand of

versatility which enanbled him, even within horror films, to play parts

ranging from henchman (A GAME OF DEATH, THE LOST PLANET. SHE
DEMONS) to moonman (BRICK BRADFORD) to extraterrestrial dictator

(CAPTAIN VIDEO) to lawman (THE SPIDER, ATTACK OF THE GIANT
LEECHES). On the whole, Roth was seen In many varied roles (e.g.,

detective, farmer, convict, miner, sea captain, masseur) of different nation*
allties (e.g., German, French, Russian, Swedish. English, Turkish. Spanish)
in excess of ISO feature films, 20 serials, and 2S0 television programs.

He was born Eugene Edgar Oliver Stutenroth on January 6, 1903, In

South Dakota. His father, a professional gambler, deserted the Stutenroth
family when Gene was only two. so his mother Anna was forced to raise

Gene and his two older brothers alone. Anna Stutenroth eventually moved
the family to Minneapolis, where Gene graduated from West High School In

1920. Taking a )ob as an assistant theater manager at the Orpheum Theater

in Duluth. Gene often would emcee the presentations and live acts pre-

ceding the films. In August of 1922, Roth heeded to California, landing a

position at Los Angelas’ Mission Theatre. While working in this area. Gene
landed some film extra work, making his screen debut in a Mack Senr>ett

two-reel comedy. Roth had a bit as one of the crowd during the flogging

scene of THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME (1923) and appeared as a

guard in MERRY-GO-ROUND (1923).

Following two brief failed marriages. Roth sought out his father in

Aberdeen, Washington, which proved a disappointment. Gene did, how-
ever. acquire a useful trade learning to build pipe organsfor the Estey Organ
Co. of Tacoma, before becoming a fight manager to Leo Lomski. In 1926,

Roth headed for New York, where, for four years, he built and installed pipe

organs for the Aeolian c:ompany. With the slock market crash slashing
production of luxury items, Roth again became a theater manager on the

Loew's circuit in New Yorkand Pennsylvania. Roth wonacontest sponsored
by Motion Picture Herald for the best stunt by an exhibitor for KING KONG
(1933). His gimmick involved the use of a fifty-foot mockupot Kong, with an
actual girl placed in an elevated box that was hidden in the ape's hand.

When his divorce from his third wife actress Helen Mack became final in

1934, Roth was married for the final time to Dorothy Biddle. Exhausted by
his work routine and seeking a change. Roth returned to the West Coast in

1943, where his cousin got him a job on the graveyard shift at Lockheed
Airport. An old acquaintance. Jack Pomeroy, now a talent agent, helped
Gene secure work in motion pictures.

Billed as Gene Stutenroth, his first major role was that of Nazi General
Oiebold in the STRANGE DEATH OF ADOLPH HITLER (1943). Gene
continued to use Stutenroth until 1949 when a director convinced him to

de-Germanize his name to Roth, which he was billed as thereafter. Other
Nazi roles followed in films like SONG OF RUSSIA (1944), THE HITLER
GANG (1944). and the serial ADVENTURES OF FLYING CADETS (1943).

Roth also became a regular in many Western features and serials, including

JESSE JAMES RIDES AGAIN (1947) and GHOST OF 20RR0 (1949).

Roth’s first contact with a sound era horror film was an unbilled bit in

THE SPIDER WOMAN (1944), which pitted Gale Sondergaard against Basil

Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes Other unbilled appearances for Gene in

fantasy-related films included THE MASTER KEY (1945) and STRANGE
ILLUSION (1945) Roth was credited as one of the servants of Count
Zaroff (Edgar Barrier), who hunts human prey, in A GAME OF DEATH
(1946), the inferior remake of THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME (1932)

LOST CITY OF THE JUNGLE (1946), the serial that marked Lionel

Atwill's last screen appearance, had Roth as Captain Hammond. Gene also

was seen in three 1947 fantasy/serials: THE BLACK WIDOW, as Walker;

JACK ARMSTRONG, as Dr Albour; and BRICK BRADFORD, as Akbar, the

evil Lunarian (for which Roth was ludicrously attired in a T-shirt, Bermuda
shorts, and white tennis shoes) In the 15 chapter SUPERMAN (1948),

starring Kirk Alyn, Gene had the small role of Conductor Carson.

A prominent villain’s part came Rolh’sway in theserial CAPTAIN VIDEO
(1951), based on the popular children’s TV show Roth was Vultura, the

dictator of the Planet Atoma, whose aspirations to become King of the Uni-

verse are thwarted by Captain Video (Judd Holdren). Vultura meets his

demise when his own ray-cannon is turned on him. An absurd costume and
poor production qualities didn’t help matters, but Roth was still an effective

menace. Another antagonistic serial portrayal at this time lor Roth was that

of Shard in MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (1951).

In the early iSSO’s, Roth gravitated moreand more to television, appear-

ing in virtually every Hollywood-based series at one time or another, from

Amos n' Andy to Wagon Train. Gens was seen In many fantasy-related TV
programs, IrKluding: Space Patrol, Mystery Theatre. Science Fiction

Theatre, The Men Called X, Out of Jules Verna (a presentation of Hallmark
Hall of Fame), and eventually. The Twilight Zone and The Man From
U.N.C.LE.

Roth continued to accept any work that came his way, Including un-

billed day-player jobs like his brief appearance as the President ot the United

Mine Workers back on Earth In RED PLANET MARS (1952). In the 1953
serial. THE LOST PLANET, Ger^e played Reckov, henchman to Dr. Qrood of
the Plant Ergro, who wants to conquer the Universe. The last of Roth’s many
serial roles came in PANTHER GIRL OFTHECONGO (1955).

ZOMBIES OF MORA TAU (1957) had Roth as a sinister chauffeur. He
was the Grand Zilch, ruler of the planet Zunev, In the Three Stooges short
OUTER SPACE JITTERS (1957). As the strongman-aide to Nazi doctor
Rudolph Anders In SHE DEMONS (1958), Roth watched over the mutated
victims of diabolical experiments. Bert I. Gordon’s THE SPIDER (1956)
Included Roth as the skeptical Sherri! Cagle who is predictably done in by
the monster. Gene had a similar part as Sheriff Kovis in Roger Carman’s
ATTACK OF THE GIANT LEECHES (1959). Another Gordon film,

TORMENTED (1961 ). featured Roth as a lunch stand operator.

Roth played the Governor of the Animals In George Pal's ATLANTIS.
THE LOST CONTINENT (1961) and was the Captain of the Royal Guards
In THE THREE STOOGES MEET HERCULES (1962). Smaller fantasy bits

for Roth were that of a professor in THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE
BROTHERS GRIMM (1962) and 8 tailor In Corman's remake of TOWER OF
LONDON (1962). TWICE TOLD TALES (1963), starring Vincent Price, had
Gene as a coachman in The House of the Seven Gables segment. The year
1963 saw Roth's fourth marriage, which lasted 29 years, end in divorce, and
saw Gene almost die from pernicious anemia. Roth lost over one hundred
pounds from his previously hulking six-foot-two, 250 pound frame and
had the highest while blood cell count of anyone who had survived that

disease as of that time. Despite his recovery. Gene could not regain his

lost weight and he became depressed, feeling that his image was ruined.

Roth’s last billed film role was in YOUNG DILLINGER (1965). but his last

actual appearance was a bit in ROSIE (1967), starring Roslland Russell.

O’Hara U.S. Treasury, David Janssen's series, included Gene's final

television appearance, although Roth did shoot scenes for The Cure"
episode of the Plane! of the Apes series which didn’t survive the final cut.

In the last tew years ot his life. Roth worked part-time at the liquor

counter of a Hollywood drugstore and enjoyed being recognized and
reminiscing about his career. On July 19. 1976, at the age of 73. Gene Roth
was killed by a hit-and-run driver while crossing a Los Angeles street,

although he heroically pushed a female companion to safety first

(With gratitude to my late friend and co-author Barry Brown, who
compiled most of the facts concerning Roth’s background ., .Jim Coughlin)

Pictured Is a standard publicity pose of actor Gene Roth from 1956. Roth’s
screen presence was defined In part by hit hulking sizeand welghi, which he
later lost.

Good friend and fellow MidMar contributor Bill George has recently seen his
first film book published by Imagine, Inc. EROTICISM IN THE FANTASY
CINEMA features Forewards by Christopher Lee, Caroline Munro, and
Bobbie Bresee. The large-size paperback contains 128 pages printed on
glossy stock. 230 photos appear, many of them rareand never before in print
(a total ot 30 in full-color!). Many interviews with the actresses involved are
includedi Only $17.45 (including shipping) from: Imagine, Inc., P.O. Box
9674, Pittsburgh, PA 15226. We wish Bill the best of luck.
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Only a tew years back, James Horner was a struggling unkown writing

music for student films and obscure independent features. Today, he has

become a composer for the kind of major films which seemed at one time to

be the sole property of John Williams and Jerry Goldsmith. It iss little mind-

boggling while listening to the London Symphony Orchestra perform his

scores lor KRULL or BRAINSTORM, to remember that as recently as 1980,

he was still working away at such New World quickies as UP FROM THE
DEPTHS and HUMANOIDS FROM THE DEEP. It was those early assign-

ments, however, which led to his first truly significant symphonic score,

BATTLE BEYOND THE STARS, also for Roger Corman.

Horner himself has said that on some of his earlier assignments he was

requested to copy the styles of some Other successful film scores. In a

recent interview in Randall Larson’s Cintmaacore magazine. Horner stated,

'Tve been told some very amazing things where they say they want exactly

that kind of score, we want that exact kind of a cue -just put in in your own
language, but that's exactly what we want. ”

It would seem that BATTLE
BEYOND THE STARS was one of those circumstances. Although a praise-

worthy, sweepingly broad symphonic work, it must be admitted that its

numerous ’’homages " to other film scores (and hence, lack of space for

much truly original Horner material) turns the score into somewhat of an

extended in-|Oke for film music enthusiasts The music abounds with

moments that are more than comfortably close to several themes from Jerry

Goldsmith’sSTARTHEK THEMOTION PICTURE. One sequence in parti-

cular, entitled "Malmori Rear Guard." probably brought a smirk to the lips

of a tew astute listeners with its thematic hybridism of STAR THEK’s

’’Klmgon Battle ” and the ’’Battle On the Ice" sequence from Serge Proko-

fiev’s score for ALEXANDER NEVSKY (1936)' The work as a whole hardly

eliciled much praise lor Horner as a new genius.

Horner’s own sound became much more apparent in his 1981 scores.

THE HAND. DEADLY BLESSING, and THE WOLFEN; in which the music

took on a heavier, more senous, and more complex sound Wes Craven’s

DEADLY BLESSING was aided by a score which included an eerie OMEN-
esque chanting choir and other unsettling choral effects. THE WOLFEN
proved a major step forward, with the music creating the appropriate atmos-

phere through murky orchestral passages dominated by a low rumbling

of tuba or basses, and a plaintive howl-like horn melody which is similar

to, if not borrowed from, Charles Ives’ 1908compositon. "The Unanswered

Question."

Horner’s biggest break, however, cams when he was signed to score

STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF KHAN The producers had been impressed

by Horner’s WOLFEN music. It also Is not hard to conceive that they might

also have heard his mock-Goldsmith BATTLE BEYOND THE STARS and

reckoned on getting a psuedo-Qoldsmith score at a fraction of the cost The

resulting score was quite original however; Horner kept in close contact

with director Nicholas Meyer and producer Harve Bennett throughout the

scoring to discuss exactly what kind of music they were looking for. (A far

cry from the New World days when Corman wouldn’t hear a note of the

music until the preview.) Agreeing with their advice. Horner imbued the

main theme with an almost seafaring flavor. A majestic, sweeping theme for

full orchestra, it captures not only the enormity and grace of the Enterprise,

but also the integrity of the main characters and the story's sense of bold

adventure. The score also included some exceptional action music for the

space battles, full of frenzied rhythms, acrobatic brass passages, and

various percussion effects.

His new score tor STAR TREK III. THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK is a fine

companion piece to the previous score, expanding the mam themes into

newer, well-developed variations Thescoreisbetter melded to the film than

its predecessor. Horner seems to have gotten in touch with the feelings of

the characters more in the new film, and some of the score’s more effective

moments are its softest; the soft-edged French horn solo of Spock’s theme

floating over a calm sea of hushed string and wind chords during the pre-

credit sequence showing a data tape playback of Spock’s death from the end

of the previous film; the troubled theme for Kirk’s sadness and emptiness

In the openirtg sequence which immediately sets the tone tor the story to

follow. It is to be a story which will concentrate more on personal beliefs

and responsibilities of the main characters than on intergaiactic enemies

AHhough the film assuredly has its share of Klingons and other assoned

uglies, as welt as the inevitable shoosh and zzztt of Phaser blasts and fight-

to-the-death violence (which are scored appropriately), the true core of the

story is based upon Kirk’s deep friendship with Spock and the overwhelming

loyalty of the few major crew members who follow Kirk on his unauthorized

mission to return to the Genesis planet and retrieve Spock's body leven

though this entails almost certain Starfleet penalties, the stealing of the

Enterprise, and not to mention the reliable standby - possible death)

After several years of the TV series and three feature films.tnecrew nave

become our old friends. A certain feeling of nostalgic emotion hovers over
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JamM Hom«r'( individual aound it bacoming apparent by the lime he
Korea DEADLY BLESSING, which featured an eerie OMEN-eaque chanting

choir.

the film. We have seen some of ourlnendsgrowolder, we have mourned the

death of another, hoped beyond hope for his possible return, and we have
witnessed the decidedly final destruction of that ever-present, seemingly

omnipotent faithful voyager, the U,S.S. Enterprise. The score certainly

reflects this fllm/audience interaction by using themes that the viewer can
also recognize and identify with. Besides the numerous transformations of

the Enterprise theme and especially the music for Spock, STAR TREK III

makes very good use of the original television series theme (written by

Alexander Courage). It pops up at several pivotal points In the film,

becoming one more emotional link with the audience. Especially grati-

fying IS the beautifully orchestrated statement during the story's final

moments The background orchestration gradually becomes fuller and
richer as the mam theme is gently passed from French horn to the trumpets
and finally to a soulful solo English horn, before triumphantly breaking into

the exuberant end title music.

1983 proved to be a truly outstanding year for Mr Horner, providing him
with such assignments as SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES.
KRULL. TESTAMENT, and BRAINSTORM. When the producers decided

that George Delerue's original Kore for SOMETHING WICKED was too

lame, they brought In Hornerto provide something a little more "bombastic."

What he gave them was nothing less than one ol his finest achievements.

The ominous title music Is one of the highlights of the scores It begins with a

single bell tolling, accompanied by synthesized wind, as the basses, strings,

and reeds begin a repeated swirling motif, hesitantly at first, then joining

into a continuous undercurrent of motion. Flutes and later a horn, play

the staccato mam theme, accented by gong rolls and constantly changing

patterns in the background strings. All of this accompanies the mam btle

shot of a locomotive slowly and ominously approaching in the night, a train

which carr«s Ihe evil Pandemonium Carnival.

At the root of the Kore. acting nicely as a foil to eerier portions of the

music. IS the theme lor Ihe small town of Graenlown, Illinois, in the t930's.

The carefree. Americans sound of this music perfectly captures "the past

remembered" feeling that is so important to many of Bradbury's stories.

An eerie touch in this Kore is the use of a small chorus subtly singing

dissonant chords. It's a particularly chilling effect. Horner is becoming

guile adept at writing interesting choral parts into his scores. In away which

rather eludes description, he utilizes the human voice as though it were an

instrument. It generally does not stand out as it would in such classical

works as operas or cantatas. It is used rather as an effect, as another orches-

strai texture Horner's choral writing seems to improve with each new score

in which il appears, and at this point. It is appearing in so many ol them, it Is

becoming somewhat of a Homer trademark. Take as another example his

"WidowoftheWeb "sequence in the fantasy epic KRULL, In which a group of

female voices glide ethereally from one gossamer chord to the next, mu-
sically depicting the strange selling - the web ol a giant crystal spider.

The film also features several battle Kenes using a heroic horn fanfare

lor the hero's theme, interspersed amongst energetic orchestral gym-

Oespite KRULL’s short-coming as a film, it possesses one of the hardest

things for a film to capture - atmosphere Generally, the music concentrates

on the broader aspects ol the story: the excitement of Ihe battles, the un-

familiarity of the settings, and more than adequately helps create this utterly

foreign world of crystal spiders, one-eyed giants, and gloomy swamps.

In TESTAMENT, Horner took a different approach, writing an under-

stated score which complements Ihe very personal nature of the film, which

concentrates on one family's efforts to survive after a nuclear attack. Jane
Alexander plays a mother in a small California town: a survivor who must

helplessly watch herfnends and most of her family die one by one of radia-

tion sickness. It Is an intensely disturbing and realistic portrayal of the

despair and hopelessness of the situation To this already emotionally

devastating audience experience is added Horner's lonely and desolate

main theme, featuring a particularly unhappy melody tor French horn.

Ironically, much more unsettling than that are the tender strains of music

expressing the mother's love lor her children It touches the audience and
forms an empathetic bond of love and desperation between them and the
characters.

Most effective is the recurring theme tor woodwinds, bells, and once
again, chorus (and later, piano and chorus). Oneot the saddest, most help-
less, and empty feelings one can feel Is remembering things now lost for-

ever: things which might have been inadvertantly taken for granted when
they were there, bul In the light of belated wisdom, suddenly become the

most precious and important things. This Idea Is proven to be the most
emotionally draining point of the film. When a family member dies, the

audience sees what looks like old home movies: flickering images of the

character at a happier bme, playing In the yard, riding his first bike, or
enjoying a birthday party. Over these wordless memones. the afore-
mentioned nostalgic and eerily pretty lullaby-hke theme for chorus is

played. As Ihe film goes on, the audience needs no longer to be shown the

progressive stages of Illness, death, and burial. The fades, flickering images,
and the chorus is enough to cause the audience to relive the sorrow ol me
first child's death, in these instances, themusic works with the film to create
the audlence/character empathy through Ihe common denominator of

irreversible loss

With these newer films, a maturation of Horner's style becomes
apparent The musical approach Is more subtle or more clever, and the

orchestral writing is more detailed and full. A landmark score for Horner,
showcasing his ever-improving skills is these areas, and especially in his

choral composition, is BRAINSTORM.
The plot of Douglas Trumbull's film deals with the development ol a

machine which can record physical and emotional sensations experienced

by one individual and transfer them to anyone who plays them back. The two

basic threads which run through the story are' a.) the realization of Ihe

powers and potentialities of the machine, and b.) the government infiltra-

tion and attempted takeover of Ihe project. When Dr. Lillian Reynolds

(Louise Fletcher). or>e of Ihe scientists who developed the device, suffers a

fatal heart attack and manages in her last moments to rKord the experience

of death, a major part of the plot structure Is set up: the attempts by her

partner, Dr Michael Brace (Chnslopher Walked), to play back the tape

against the orders ol (he government organization

For the scenes ol Dr. Brace gaming access to the restricted computer
files, and later lor his flight from the persuing government agents, Horner
provides a suspense motif Over a pulsating background of basses and/or
percussion, Ihe composer layers a variety of massed string chords, short

brass statements, and a quickly descending four-note theme This music is

basically non-melodlc and creates excitement and nervousness through its

repetition and variation Of these tiny musical phrases and its insistent

underlying beat.

In Ihe harrowing heart attack sequence, Horner musically translates

Louise Fletcher's excruciatingly real performance into a nervewrackmgly
brutal cue which begins with a powerful explosion from the lower depths ol

Despite KRULL's short-coming at a film, il posMsset one ol the hardest

things lor a Him to capture -atmosphere. The Kore creates this foreign
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MkchMl Caint ll** nMr death attar an accident teven hit right hand in THE
HAND. Homar'f score took on a heavier, more serious, more complex

sound.

the orchestra (tympani, gong, Dasses, trombones), which carries with it all

the force of a sudden punch In the stomach. There follows a series of

uncertain string phrases, rising and falling as if dazed • trying to get some-
where, but unable to - punctuated over and again either by the orchestral

thud or painful jabs from the brass. As the attack reaches its climax, the

musical bludgeonings increase to full orchestral power, expressing Lillian's

pain through massive fortissimo chords. Only in the last seconds of life

does the tumult cease, leaving but the reverberations of a gong and a soft

see-sawing theme played by violins, echoing Lillian’s final fading heart-

beats. As she dies, while the machine continues recording, a soft choir Is

heard intoning a brief melody. The choir is a very important part of this

score, and will be discussed in a moment.
In general, the heart attack sequence and the suspense theme are the

only pieces of background music linked with action solidly rooted In the

real, physical world. The remainder ol the score is closely related to the

powers of the machine, the courage it takes to face those powers, artd the

consequences of the machine’s usage. Two basic varieties of music are

used for this: a.) a cacophony of harsh orchestral sounds and phrases, full

of surging brass, and howling voices, and b.) a more conventionally melodic

style of writing lor orchestra and especially for chorus.

The former is used in a rather straightforward way to create the sensa-

tion of the nightmarish playback of Lillian's death tape, the viewer's

consequent journey through a frightening depiction of Hell, and ultimately,

the incomprehensive radiance ol Heaven.

The latter is a bit more complex in its usage. It is tied to a key theme

mentioned by the Christopher Walken character - that of a man always

having to take "the next step," no matter how great his fears. If he is ever

to progress. A boys’ choir wordlessly voicing angelic and mysteriouschords

Is used in scenes in which someone stands at the threshold of realizing a

new. possibly frightening capability of the machine. The main title music

begins with this choir, inviting the audience to "take the next step" along

with the characters. Into territories uncharted and unknown.
After the main title, the film remains unscored during the half-hour

duration of the expository sequences which sets up the basic components of

the story (Lillian’s heart condition, the crumbling relationship between
Michael Brace and his wile Karen, the government’s infiltration, and the

surface level capabilities of the machine). The music returns with the

discovery of the deeper underlying potentialities of the device, always

making use of the small choir, such as in the scene In which It is discovered

that amotions can be recorded.

Possibly the finest musical sequence comes as Dr. Brace uses the device

to record a tape which tries to explain his feelings toward his wife - the kind

of emotions which are virtually impossible to verbally describe, or are some-
times hidden behind the barriers of stubbornness or shyness. His relation-

ship with his wlla IS strained. His work continually takes up more of his time,

yet he is annoyed by her seeking companionship elsewhere, both of them
have become dominated by their work, their hobbies, their jealousies,

and have fallen out ol touch with the basic emotions which led them to each

other in the first place. As basses and celli gently intone a constant pulsing

A landmark score for Horitar, showcasing his ever Improving sklllslnctudkig

his Innovativs choral arrangements. Is BRAINSTORM. ChrfatopharWalkan

Is pictured standing.

ostinato. the upper strings play a slow, descending, twochord motif; Michael

Brace attempts to record his true feelings lor his wife. At first he succeeds
only in tapping his hostile feelings: the domestic arguments, the outbursts

of temperament. But as he allows himself to lower his own emotional
defenses, he begins to find the memories and emotions ol (he time love was
more important than work, and "we" took precedent over "I." The hushed
choir enters and hovers over Michael as he continues.

A brief Interlude for harp and possibly celesta (bell piano) follows,

expressing loneliness through a wandering senes ol notes, as Karen
momentarily reflects upon a picture of Michael she comes across while

packing. (The Braces have sold their home and intend to separate.)

"I made that for you. It’s a gift," Michael says as he enters and presents
the tape lo Karen (Natalie Wood) who asks, "What Is it?" He replies simply.

’’It’s me." A lighter version of the music used for Michael's recording ol the

tape Is played over the lonely harp motif, suggestingaray of hope. As Karen
dons the headsetof the portable unit Michael has brought with him, her mind
is filled with his memories of their love lor each other, and she experiences
and understands his emotions as she has never been able to before The
music begins a gradual crescendo, with the strings and chorus climbing

higher and higher, and leading into an unrestrained theme ol joy for full

orchestra and chorus, as Karen relives moments ol their early days together,

bits of their wedding, and things she may have forgotten all about. During
thia music (which resembles a minuet in form), great surges of massed
violins envelop and lift the audience into the same realm of eupnona that

Karen is feeling. II Is a classic example of the feeling of ihe music being so

In tune with the (oughts ol the visuals as lo create an overwhelming sensa-
tion of emotion which would not nave been present with either ol the

separate components.
When Ihe tape runs out, the "lonely" theme returns momentarily, this

time played by harp, triangle, and piano, and brings Ihe audience back to

reality. As Michael and Karen embrace in the hope of starting over, little

snippets of the strings enter, tentatively and limidly at first, then building

into another crescendo which leads back into the love theme, this lime

played by solo piano At this point, the theme becomes both background

score depicting their refound love, and source music for a scene which

shows Michael able to play a piano by playing back a tapeof Karen doing so.

Soon the strings re-enter playing unrestrained sweeps of passion lo

accompany a short montage of Michael and Karen's rediscovered hapi-

The love theme also returns during the ending credit music, a finely

crafted melange of that theme and the hovering disembodied boys' choir

Although darkened momentarily by some subdued dark-sounding

rumblings from the celli and basses, Ihe score and film come to a quiet

resolution as the choir has its last words and lades to silence

One of (he freshest and most ingenious scores logracea science fiction

film In years (perhaps one of Ihe finest scores lor any Mm in years), it

demonstrates how much Horner’s music has matured in |osi a few short

years. It can only be hoped that his fast and funousscheduteof assignments
doesn’t lead to premature creative bum-out There are those who still

believe, even after works such as KRULL and BRAINSTORM trial Homer
is only an imitative shooting star whose bright tail will soon lose iis glow.

But in this writer's opinion, he is a young star, still on the rise, whose extra-

ordinary recent works are only hints of a long period ol briCiiarKe that tias

only just begun. For the sake of film music, please don't make a liar out of

me, Mr Horner!

REMEMBER TO WRITE! MidMar contributor David McDaniel pnoned to tall

me that his latest installment and updating of his definitive reference guide,

"A Comprehensive Listing of Fantasy Movie Books, would be ready for

publication in next year’s issue. *34. This reference listing of titles and
publishers would lake up 4-6 pages. Does our readership want lo see this

feature continued in our pages, or doesn’t it'" Write us to lei us know'
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EXCELLENT
VERY GOOD
QOOD/UEDIOCRE
FAIR/BLAND
WORTHLESS

GREMLINS:
GREMLINS IS a movie ol ambiguities: the hedonistic, tun-loving Stripe

almost becomes art evil. touMhinking demon bent on destruction. This
very same chasm also divides my feelings toward the movie. On the one
hand GREMLINS offers such incredible highs: the art direction which
depicts the small town of Kingston Falls entirely on studio sound stages,

the movie's tone of mischievous fun combined with horror, the confrontation

between the mother and the Gremlins in the kitchen (with the marvelously

kinky microwave massacre'), the SNOW WHITE theater party sing-along.

and the outrageous humor of the Gremlin bar sequence featuring flashers

and break-dancers. Even If the Gremlins themselves sometimes become
too Muppet-like lor their own good, they are indeed endearing marvels of

special effects wizardry

The film's chief disappointment comes from its lack of personal identity.

Director Joe Dante, the master of practical in-jokes, became the master of

this style In his best film to date. THE HOWLING. To horror movie buffs,

recognizing that almost every character name In the production was the
name of a horror film producer/dlreetor associated with werewolf movies
from the past was clever Buffs immediately noticed the tribute, but it never

interfered with the movie experience. But now in GREMLINS Dante alludes

to so many other classic fantasy films: WIZARD OF OZ. IT'S A WONDER-
FUL LIFE, and SNOW WHITE, that orve is constantly reminded of the fact

that all those other films were done so much better and that GREMLINS
lacks its own sense of unique fantasy. This lack of personality carries over
to the two lead performers, Zach Galligan and Phoebe Cates, who fail to

spark any sort ol electricity and remain non-entities throughout the film.

Only the stereotyped and humorous character roles turned in by Hoyt Axton,
the delightful Dick Miller, and the over-blown Polly Holliday give the pro-

duction any life (outside of the mechanical Gremlins whose performances
outshine their human counterparts - never a good sign).

But one can almost forgive these serious flaws when one gets caught
up in the high energy which this movie oozes making GREMLINS one of the

most involving audience participation films in a long time. The laughs far

outweigh the terror, but seldom have I found myself laughing out loud so

boisterously in a movie theater Simply stated, GREMLINS is a flawed

movie, yes; but it's also one hell of a lot of fun with Its strengths outweighing
Its flaws.

GHOSTBUSTERS. ***
Humor IS very personal and what makes one person laugh may leave

another person bored As t watch GHOSTBUSTERS break 100 million

dollars in sales I sit amazed I like Bill Murray and find him and the others of

his Ilk funny, but GHOSTBUSTERS to me was not very funny. The story was
slow in developing and I found myself becoming a little bored near the

middle. I enjoyed Sigourney Weaver's performance parodying the demon
possession movies initiated by THE EXORCIST, and during these scenes.
I found the humor effective. I loved thestale-of-lhe-arl special visual effects

supervised by Richard Edlund, formerly of Industrial Light and Magic. And I

enjoyed the goofy glob-spirit who "slimed" Bill Murray. The film's final 20
minutes were for me the high point of the production simply because this

final segment featured the pinnacle of special effects technology. I kept

thinking how incredibly great this entire sequence would be if it were
property utilized in a decent horror movie, not as the icing on the cake of a
mediocre comedy GHOSTBUSTERS becomes the mostextreme sample of

special effects technology creating the substance of the movie, but why
can't the public see beyond this transparent magic and light show and see
that the patron himself has been "slimed"!

STAR TREK III THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK *•••
I was grievously bored and disappointed bySTAR TREK; THE MOTION

PICTURE, but I sang the high praises of STAR TREK II; THE WRATH OF
KHAN Very fortunately. STAR TREK ill is a continuation of the style

created by WRATH OF KHAN, however, the feature film directorial debut of

Leonard Nimoy is not up to the standards set by the emotional manipulator
Nicholas Meyer with WRATH OF KHAN. Think back to the ehding of

WRATH OF KHAN when Spock dies. Didn't a tear come to your eye? Now,
think back to the destruction of the Enterprise or the death of Kirk's son
David in SEARCH FOR SPOCK - did the viewer feel even a portion of the

emotion generated by director Meyer in the last feature? Probably not. and
this IS not a weakness m the script, but it Is a weakness in the direction of

Nimoy For this specific reason, SEARCH FOR SPOCK is still light years
ahead ol the first feature film, but it sags slightly betow lha second.

What does admirably succeed in SEARCH FOR SPOCK is thecharacter
interplay between members ol the crew, especially Kirk, McCoy, and Scotty
And this only reinforces Leonard Nimoy's chief strength - he does under-
stand the subtleties and complexities inherent in each Sfar Trek character
Thus, SEARCH FOR SPOCK becomes most like the original TV series with
less emphasis being placed on special effects and more emphasis being
placed upon character This creates a movie more appealing to those
legions of dedicated fans who flock to conventions, appealing less to the
fan who enjoys lots of action and special effects in his science fiction. As a
whole, this third feature film entry is not as profound, not as splashy, or not
as emotionally gripping as WRATH OF KHAN, but it is none-the-less
excellent entertainment true to the spirit of the Star Trek family.

THE NEVERENDING STORY
Economic times in the Eighties are not the best, so just like during the

posl-Oepression period of the Thirties, people are going to the movies to

forget about their problems at home (if they can afford to own one. that

is!). Certainly the fantasy films of Ray Harryhausen have a distinctive look

as do the fantasy films of George Lucas or Jim Henson Now from Germany
comes THE NEVERENDING STORY, a movie whose visual style is unique

and IS delightfully different from the styles ol the other masters named
Director Wolfgang Petersen's ability to create such a distinctive fantasy

world IS this movie's strongest asset. The giant, mechanical creatures with

their soft eyes project warmth and realism. Even the basic plot isallergorical

and becomes meaningful for adults as well as children, focusing on the

problem of maintaining imagination in one's life in order to survive and

avoid The Nothing.

However, just like DARKCRYSTALbeforeil. the wonderful fantasy land

created by Petersen and his crew of technicians cannot make up for what is.

unfortunately, a very dull plot where very little happens. The production

attempts to be so "chiU-proof" that the basic conflict between good and evil

becomes so antiseptic and utterly undramatic simply because no violence is

to be observed. Even In the Ray Harryhausen Sinbad epics our hero would
fight skeletons, torch the eye of the giant Cyclops, and stab villains with

bloody swords THE NEVERENDING STORY is too sterile for itsown good
Doesn't anyone read the fairy tales written by the Brothers Grimm anymore?

THE EVIL DEAD: *****
Hands down, this year's winner of the Mid-Marvelous Award for best

movie. Operating independently against a very limited budget, youthful
writer/director Sam Raimi has concocted a living nightmare that turns our
cherished loved ones into demon possessed zombies that can only be killed

through dismemberment. Raimi utilizes excessive gore and violence as it

has never been employed on the screen thus far, yet THE EVIL DEAD also
generates slowly mounted mood/suspense sequences of the classic horror
film variety relying upon exceptional camera work that only adds to the

demon itself that rapes, invades, or even kills young innocents. Never has a
horror film elicited such strong response m critical circles The truth is.

THE EVIL DEAD may be too intense for many adults with its unrelenting

visceral punch to the groin Certainty THE EVIL DEAD is never a pleasant
experience, but it may very well be the horror standard of the 19B0'S Only
time will tell!

Alreyu. in hit quest to save Fantasia, faces the Sphinxes, creatures that
destroy those with self-doubL In Petersen's THE NEVERENDING STORY.
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INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPLE OF DOOM *••••
TEMPLE OF DOOM, like GREMLINS. Is fluff; but unlike GREMLINS.

It is consistently effective fluff. The adventures and stunts to be found here
are never new, but instead thayare embellishments and extensions of stunts

to be found In serials from by-gone years. TEMPLE OF DOOM contains

even less character development than RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, but

Lucas and Spielberg showed us all we needed to know about Indy in the first

feature - certainly Indy Jones is a man of action, not character.

Even the film's plot is minimal, stripped to the bare bones so the movie-
makers do not have to waste time tilling In narrative detail. TEMPLE OF
DOOM IS non-stop action, delicious and involving, unfurling itself in majes-
tic, visual grandeur utilizing an epic budget that allows Lucas and Spielberg

to produce the definitive serial-adventure. This Is superficial, surface

cinema at its best TEMPLE OF DOOM does not try to do too many things,

but the cinematic tasks it endeavors to tackle it does do with excellence and
style all its own. Unfortunately, the world Is full of many sour-pusses who
demand that every movie contain substance and deep ideas. We can only

feel sorry for Qtose among us who have lost the ability to have fun, which is

exactly the stale of perfection that TEMPLE OF DOOM accomplishes!

THE LAST STAHFIGHTEfi: ***
Nick Castle, a protege of John Carpenter. Isa derivative filmmaker being

heavily influenced by TRON and Steven Spielberg'sCLOSE ENCOUNTERS
which becomes rapidly apparent when viewing THE LAST STARFIGHTER.
THE LAST STARFIGHTER tries to be poignant and uplifting by agein

appealing to that young boy that exists in all males, dealing with youthful

aspirations and dreams using the setting of a trailer park that could have

come out of a Frank Capra movie. Nick Castle's heart is obviously in the

right place, but can't anybody in the Eighties make an original movie any-

more' The science fiction film genre is becomingas stale and unimaginative

as the horror film genre.

What makes THE LAST STARFIGHTER rise above the mediocre is Its

Spieiberg-asque ending showing the excited faces of the townspeople

bathed in starlight and rocket-fire as the young hero returns to Earth to ask

his girl fnend to accompany him to the stars. After the rocket lands amid

the startled expressions of quaint older neighbors, a pubescent voice

intones, "Mom, I'm home!" Derivative certainly, but there is enough honest

emotion and cleverness inherent in this sequence to make It memorable and

a true delight The computer generated special effects are good, but they

pale alongside the superior work of ILM and Douglas Trumbull.

America, wake up! Stephen King, perhaps the best-selling American

author of the '70's and '80's, is little more than a modern pulp writer of

popular fiction His stories probably work better as novels or short stories

than as scripts translated to the screen. The truth is, there is little original

in King's ideas. He has artistically borrowed Irom other literary sources and

other cinematic sources. Granted his early fiction through The Slerxi was

generally excellent, but for the last several years King has been riding his

bucks to the bank by churning out product, not art Cuie. one of King's

recent products, translates to the screen as well as could be expected -

mediocrely. The first half of the movie is pure tedium and soap-opera

melodrama. When the rabid dog starts terrorizing people and holds a tight

rein on Dee Wallace and her sick child in the car at the farmhouse, the

movie finally, and all too late, kicks Into gear. The most interesting aspect

of the production for me was watching this poor innocent Saint Bernard

dog having to bear pounds of gooey, runny, latex makeup lor his starring

performance I wonder what the dog was thinking when the makeup was

applied and then suddenly he had to run out under hot keg lighting.

Granted, the film’s final half-hour Is suspenseful and gripping, but the rest

of the production only serves as the tease lor one long extended shock

sequence. At least the child is allowed to live at the film’s end.

CHRISTINE:
After John Carpenter's brilliant THE THING, CHRISTINE, another

iranalaKon of a Stephen King novel, comes off as Carpenter's weakest

film, along with ESCAFiE FROM NEW YORK. CHRISTINE is a much belter

film than CUJO, but CHRISTINE strikes me as an inferior version of

CARRIE, Brian DePalma's classic teen horror picture The movie has ton

showing the denied car rebuild itself and pursue victims down dark alleys,

bul the latter has been done before in such films as DUEL and THE CAR

Carpenter needed to vindicate himself after the commercial failing of THE

THING by turning CHRISTINE into a money-maker. Now that he's been

punished and paid his dues, let us hope that Carpenter gets the financial

backing to again do the caliber of film he is capable of making instead of

this assembly-line, metallic rehash.

CHILDREN OF THE CORN; •*

CARRIE Is one of the best screen transistionsof a Stephen King novel,

and part of the reason for its cinematic success is the tact ihal Brian

DePlama radically changed/rewrote the story. Today, filmmakers treat

the word of King as though it were written by God - something not to tamper

withi Therefore, now that filmmakers are making fealure films Irom King's

short stories, the resulting movie, in this case CHILDREN OF THE CORN,

seems as though it would make a tight half-hour TV pilot, but unfortunately,

it has been padded out to 90 minutes! The bulk oi Die movie features people

silently walking through deserted corn fields, deserted rural streets, and

deserted houses. The film's director may claim to be generating suspense

At times, such is true. Bul when the suspense is allowed to stretch out

beyond the point of tedium or advancing the plot, the movie is then in

trouble

CHILDREN OF THE CORN does open with an unexpectedly vioieni

massacre at a small-town luncheonette whereby Satanic children butcher

almost everyone In the restaurant. There is a second haunting sequence

whereby a body that has bean hit by a car and lies dead alongside the

road near the com fields suddenly jerks upward with hornfying affect.

The film's climax, at the other end of the spectrum, is pathetic simply

because the producers did not have the budget to properly animate the

Lovecraftian monster which is ridiculously shown at the movies end

CHILDREN OF THE CORN has several minutes of mentsmid more than an

hour of tedium.

HHtb I AM I cm;

Many of Stephen King's fans consider the novel Fireslarter to be the

first of the inferior King works bearing more than a passing resemblance to

his earlier novel, Came. However, as cinema, FIRESTARTEH happens to

be a superior fantasy adventure due primarily to the sensitive and in-deoth

characterizations of the featured players- David Keith, Drew Barrymore,

and George C. Scott. It is especially Scott’s crazed mierpreiaiion of the

spiritually corrupted government hit-man that brings the movie to life In

the hands of a lesser talent this pony-taited, one-eyed piece of human filth

could easily go over the top. And while Scott's interpretation is anything

bul subtle, it is so very effective. Drew Barrymore, not quite the infant cuiey-

pie she was in ET, la growing Into quite an effective aciress

The special effects consisting ot Barrymore's combustibility and mind

propelled tire-balls are quite spectacular but never over-shadow the human

aspect of the dramatic core. First and loremosi, FIRESTARTER is a movie

about loneliness, isolation, and living with a pc^ier which is not yei fully

developed nor fully understood. This is gripping, suspense cinema ai its

best

THE DEAD ZONE:
Without a doubt, even suipasslng the excellent FIRESTARTER. THE

DEAD ZONE, along with CARRIE, happens to be the best movie made from

a Stephen King novel. Director David Cronenberg has at last realized the

commercial success that failed to materialize when lasi years VIDEO-

DROME played a few of America's theaters lor one week and men dis-

appeared While Cronenberg had far less creative license when it came
to making THE DEAD ZONE, and while this movie lacks the direclor's

personal philosophies and idiosyncratic cinematic style (this is Cronen-

berg's first genre feature film where he has not written the script), THE
DEAD ZONE ultimately becomes totally satisfying and reflects a new side

of Cronenberg’s creativity. Think ot Cronenberg as me Picasso style

artist painting something completely abstract and undefined - redefining

the world through his art as he sees it. Now imagine Dmo De Laurentiis

and Debra Hill as the people who go up to this artist and say, "Wow, that's

great weird stuff - but can you paint a farm house during the spring with a

little boy running through the pastures?" Wilh THE DEAD ZONE Cronen-

berg is not so much compromising his talents as stretching them into new

venues of expression (albeit ones which do limit his creative eccentncilies.

but some would call this maintaining creative discipline)

What Cronenberg has forsaken by way of personal and creative free-

doms. he has more than gamed In mis artistic switch-off by way of the

biggest budget he ever had to operate wilh and the most gifted and abied

cast of professionals he ever had the opportunity to work with in a feature

film. In tact, Christopher Walken as the lead, psychic character, turns m
his best characterization since THE DEER HUNTER, and a few critics even
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thought it might have been ot Academy Award nomination caliber. But the

fact remaina that Walken's sensitive, In-depth portrayal of this tortured

human being makes one wonder how much more satisfying Cronenberg's

SCANNERS might have been If Walken had essayed the title role.

It Is surprising that many people who haled Cronenberg's tour-de-force

productions such as THE BROOD, THEY CAME FROM WITHIN, and
VIOEODROMEsimplyloveTHE DEAD ZONE. Although. THE DEADZONE
Is definitely an example of the director's wings being clipped, this movie is

an emotionally and thought-provoklngly powerful horror drama that allows

the viewer to feel the pain of being "gifted" and doomed and morally

committted to specific Ideals, all at the same time.

THE KEEP- ••••
Many people considered THE KEEP to be the winner of this year's

THE HUNGER award, being superficially beautiful to look at, but finally

meaningless fluff once we penetrate the surface. I heartily disagree. THE
KEEP does indeed have a tendency to be over-blown and does take Itself a

little loo seriously, but I found the movie's themes of the corruptive and

seductive powers of evil to be the stuff of what classic horror movies are

made of The caliber of the acting Is almost consistently excellent, with the

exception of star Scott Glenn's undefined characterization of the hero/

savior who ultimately destroys theevil Golem. The fault here is not Glenn's

lor the script has been weak in defining the essence of Glenn's role, and this

alone becomes the major reason why THE KEEP does not warrant five stars.

Perhaps the special effects at times are a little loo splashy for a dark,

foreboding horror film (part of this problem probably lies with the sudden

death of special effects supervisor Wally Veevers before he had time lo

complete his work), but the atmosphere, set decoration, cinematography

are all well above the usual standards (or horror productions. The movie

Itself is slow-moving because the plot becomes an allegorical quest ot man's

redemption after succumbing to the forces of evil (the (act that all the

characters are either Nazisor Jews fils right intothedesign)- mother words.

It IS a mood piece and a quick pace would prove to be counter-productive.

Likewise, the creation of the Golem-demon Is very slow In materializing; at

first It exists as a translucent, disembodied glowing brain and eyes In thick

clouds Of smoke. Finally, when the demon assumes a more tangible form. It

becomes a Golem-llke giant ot supernatural strength.

Granted, THE KEEP Is not everyone's cup of lea. but if horror movies

such as Mario Bava's BLACK SUNDAY appeal lo you whereby mood
becomes the prevalent mode of artistic expression, then THE KEEP will

be a movie you will long cherish.

DREAMSCAPE. *•*
A film very much inspired by Doug Trumbull's BRAINSTORM, DREAM-

SCAPE succeeds where BRAINSTORM failed by nalure of its more fully

realized, innovative plot. Instead ol dealing with a machine that can record

human emotion and later be played back, we have a machine that allowsone

person to enter the dreams of another person. This person can simply act

as observer and not interfere, or this person can physically intervene lo

attempt to solve or cure the nightmare, or on a more diabolical note, can add

to the horrors of the nightmare ultimately leading to the death of the person

who is dreaming. A very interesting premise, and the movie's plot generally

lives up lo that premise and delivers the goods with interesting per-

formances, novel but not overdone special effects sequences, and effective-

ly directed tension and suspense.

The climax ot the film, dealing with the enemy's attempt to murder the

President ol IheU.S. via his dreams, leads loaclassiccontllct between the

hero and villain who fight to the death in the President's nightmare.

Interestingly enough, the President's recurring nightmare involves riding

a trolley car through Washington D.C. which has been destroyed by a

nuclear explosion The other worldliness ot the art direction is most

effective In showcasing the dream-world which Is inhabited by the corpses

of the dead who return zombie-like to punish the living. Most effective.

Oavid Patrick Kelly, once again cast as a villain in DREAMSCAPE. here

pulls a David Cronenberg by Hpping out a sllll-beatlng human heart.

THRILLER: ****
John Landis and Michael Jackson have produced the horror Mm oddity

ol the decade, the world's first horror movie musical short. Indeed,

THRILLER is one cliche piled upon another, but the film's artistic power

develops from at first establishing weli-worn traditions and then spoofing

them by adding dissonant artistic flourishes - such as the high point of the

production. Michael Jackson and Ola Ray walking past the graveyard when
Ihecorpses re-animate coming to shockingly horrific life and suddenly start

to dance in perfect synchronization In what has to be one of the best choreo-
graphed production numbers in many years. Here, the Hollywood musical

and the horror film seem to be a natural together. Besides the artistry

inherent in the choreographed dance numbers, we have the equally

striking contributions of Rick Baker and his team ol make-up technicians

who deliver some of the greatest decomposed ghoul make-up ever Be
sure to notice the cameo appearance of Forrest J Ackerman wearing

glasses and leisure suit and munching on pop-corn in the movie theater

In the row behind Michael Jackson.

(Editor's Remarks continued from Page 3 . . .)

been preferable. But only six weeks later I am laughing about all this.

Unfortunately, it might lake Sue about 20 years to reach the same state of

mindl We are very happy though, and that's the main thing!!

Last August was a special lime for me. A few days before the World
Science Fiction Convention was lo be held In Baltimore, I received a very

special guest lor the day: Forrest J Ackerman, Mr. Monster himself After

corresponding with ForrytorZO years and speaking briefly lo him at various

conventions, I always wanted to Invite him over to see my vast poster/

lobby collection, take him out to dinner, and chat. It was a beautiful day
and a wonderful time spent by all. Approaching 70 years of age, Forry Is

an institution, always spinning personal remembrances of visits with stars

such as Lugosi and Karloff. And not lo tarnish the image of a legend, but

Forry can be pleasantly and charmingly nbald during dinner conversation.

Today, with great joy, I can make the following announcement. Forrest

Ackerman is returning to the world of magazine publication with the rebirth

of Famous Monsters as Monsierland, due to hit the newsstands shortly

after this issue ol MIdMar hits the mailboxes. Ackerman hopes to produce

a more mature, serious journal ol the world of horror/science fiction films.

To subscribe for nine Issues, send $13.25 to New Media Publishing. Inc.,

ISte E. Fowler Avenue, Tampa, FL 33612. I have to admit. MidMar was
gunning (or the record set by famous Monsters of being the longest running

horror magazine ever published, but we would rather have Forry back where

he belongs - as editor of the magazine that inspired so many young fans

Lastly. If any of our readers have not rented (or bought) their video

copy of NIGHT BEAST (Paragon Video), dosoimm^lately’ NIGHT BEAST
Is certainly not the pinnacle of state-of-the-art special eftecis. scripting, or

acting, but It is a pleasant low-budget production produced and directed

here in Baltimore by a veteran of two other feature films, Don Dohler (THE
ALIEN FACTOR and FIEND), a dedicated and highly-dnven (ilmmaker

About two-thirds through the movie, after fellow magazine publisher and

friend George Stover drives the Night Beast away employing electrical

apparatus in the cellar, two good men drive up in a camel-colored Chevy
Monza, open the trunk, and carry out the corpse of the beautiful Monica
Neff, the savagely murdered girl friend of the hero One has to look closely

at these two men. Oneman states. "Wewsresearchingthehouses.DOC. and

we found her like this." That manismy falher, Richard, the managing editor

of MidMar. The other younger fellow who quickly exits the car while

muttering "Doc!" Is yours truly. I was supposed to lilt Monica's dead body
from my natch, but my father, always the trooper, literally forces me out ot

the way as he alone hoists the delicate body. At least I got lo carry part of

one leg and a shoulder. But in Don Dohler's next production perhaps my
cameo will be expanded"

All in ell, 1963/1984 has not been avery good year for the horror/science

fiction film genre. Far (ewer exploitative "8" films are being released

(Instead, most arrive In corner video shops well before they see theatrical

distribution), and more and more ol the big-budget genre productions are

becoming blander and blander. I fail to understand why daring, imaginative

films such as VIDEOOROME bomb at the box-office, while six months later

they become outrageous, profitable bonanzas when released on home video

cassette Expect to see more and more ol the exploitation lilm tare released

directly to Cable or video cassette by-passing theaters altogether And
aren't the manners of audiences m movie theaters becoming atrocious'

More and more often |ust as the feature is beginninga small group ol people,

frequently middle-aged or older, sit directly alongside Sue and me or

directly In back ot us. And then the conversation begins "Now in this

scene ..." or "I think this means that " or linally "I've read that this

Sue has a theory that movie theater audiences today are soused lo watching
leature films at home either on Cable TV or on video cassettes that they

bring this "living room etiquette" lothe public movie houses. On more than

one occasion our movie experience was ruined by chattering, rude people

Something fgr all of us lo consider. Remember lo write and let us know what

you liked or didn't like about this issue (within the last yearwe have received

fewer letters than ever before') Expect MidMar *34 the same time

(Halloween) next year Thanks lor your support!
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book review—Gary J. Svehia

SCIENCE FICTION, HORROR & FANTASY FILM AND TELEVISION
CREDITS. VOL. t and 2 by Harris M. Lentz. III. 1374 pages, digest>size,

Cloth. McFarland & Company, Inc,. Box 61 1 . Jefferson. NC 28640, $72.20
(including shipping).

This two-volume set is the ultimate, indispensable reference work for

all lovers of the horror/science fictiqn/fantasy film genre. Volume 1 Is

divided into "Actors and Actresses" (where else couldyou find the complete
horror/science fiction filmography of Baltimore actor George Stover Inter-

spersed between the more recognizable names of Mllbum Stor>e and Glenn
Strange? The point here is that Lentz has left no stone unturned, not even
the pebbles.) and "Directors. Producers, Screenwriters, Artists, etc."

What a treat it is for a genre buff or writer to look up the name of director

John Brahm and not only gel all his fanlasy film titles, but also gel the
individual names and premier show dates for individual episodes of his

genre television work.

Volume 2 primarily contains a "Film Index" that Hats the title, director,

and complete cast list of every horror/science fiction/faniasy film ever
made (with some omissions). Not wanting to retread the similar waters
traversed by Walt Lee or Don Willis, Lentz' credits are principally limited

to cast lists (an area that Lee and Willis did not delve Into with as much
depth). But the most impressive aspect of the second volume Is the "Tele-
vision Index" that lists the Individual episode title and premier air dale for

the complete run of The Twilight Zone, Outer Limits, Thriller, One Step
Beyond, Allred Hitchcock Presents/Hour, etc., as well as one-shot TV
productions and individual episodes of non-genre series that contain
interest to genre lovers. In this aspect Lentz really shines and provides an
invaluable service.

In Its 1374 page text (no photos, no art), numerous small errors exist.

However, Lentz Is to be commended lor the excellence in cataloguing
and cross-indexing this constantly expanding mass of information which
amounts loalaborof love. Every genre buffshould have a copy in his library!

THE AMAZING HERSCHELL GORDON LEWIS AND HIS WORLD OF
EXPLOITATION FILMS by Daniel Krogh with John McCarty, 167 pages,
full-size, paper. FantaCo Enterprises Inc., 21 Central Avenue, Albany.
New York 12210. $14.95.

Since the birth of the Splatter movie in the late 1970's, much interest

has been generated about the career of the Godfather of Gore, Herschell
Gordon Lewis, the initial creator of what he called the "Gore" movie in

1963 when he directed the Infamous BLOOD FEAST. Lewis Is the film-

maker responsible for such steazold treats as 2000 MANIACS, COLOR ME
BLOOD RED, THE GORE-GORE GIRLS, and GRUESOME TWOSOME,
among many others. Lewis also directed other nudie and non-gore exploi-
tation film (are which this book investigates In great depth.

The (act remains that whether you love his work or hate IL that Lewis
has had a great affect on the direction that horror movies look In the mld-
to-late Sixties, and probably the current wave of ultra-gore horror cinema
can be traced back to Lewis’ early Florida produced productions.

This book, with its sleazy black-and-white covers and its cheesy interior

layout, faithfully captures the spirit that is Herschell 6. Lewis. The book is

over-stuffed with classic, rare newspaper ads of his lurid productions, jam-
packed with photos (some even in color) that illustrate Lewis' variety of
explicit violence. Besides having a complete filmography with complete
credits, the writers have interviewed Lewis himself who is finally revealed
as a modest filmmaker who realized exactly what he was creating. He
offers no excuses, nor does he claim his films are great art. A former college
English professor and the author of many books about advertising, Lewis
IS revealed to be an intelligent entrepreneur who knew how to make a buck -

all with a sense of humor. Whether or not you feel the films of Herschell
Lewis deserve credit or not. the volume Is essential because so little has
been written about the man himself or his films. And most certainly Lewis'
influence on the stale of the horror film is most definitely profound and
makes enjoyable reading.

THE GREAT CARTOON DIRECTORS by Jeff Lenburg, 147 pages, digest-
size, cloth, McFarland & Company. Inc., Box 611. Jefferson NC 26640,
$16.45 (Including shipping).

When people speak of the great fantasy films of all time, movie buffs

seldom mention the great cartoons produced primarily by Warner Brothers
(Looney Tunes, Merrie Melodies) during their artistic peak during the
I940's and I950’s. This comprehensive book spotlights cartoon directing
geniuses such as Friz Freleng, Ub Iwerks, Chuck Jones. Hanna and Barbers,
Bob Clampett, Tex Avery. Waiter Lantz, and Dave Fleischer, the names
most responsible for producing classic cartoon animation in movie shorts
less than ten minutes in length.

Besides featuring chapter biographies stressing the specific classic
characters that each of the directors above created, the book offers critical

analyses of an Individual body of work or, at times, specific cartoons. A
complete filmography of cartoons made by individual directors is also
included. A glossy-photo center section rounds out this tasty volume. If

you are ignorant of the sub-genre or wish to learn more about this often
ignored area of the fantasy film, this book is a must. Even If you are
knowledgeable about cartoons, this volume is very thorough and goes
into detail about the Individual styles of the directors themselves and
describes how this style shaped the cartoon characters they came to work
with. A joy to read’

SPLATTER MOVIES by John McCarty, 157 pages, full-size, paper.

FantaCo Enterprises Inc., 21 Central Avenue, Albany, New York 12210,

$1 2.95 (for the new edition).

Unlike many of the horror film books which have been released in

the last few years which are heavy on photos and short on text, Spfaffer

Movies, a book i wes expecting to to shallow, turns out to to a delight. The
book Itself is printed on expensive glossy paper and does feature many
photos as complement to the text, but the lexi itself definitely shows an

expansion of ideas and fresh interpretations about the pros and cons of

splatter cinema.

Chapters highlightartists such as directors Herschell G. Lewis, George
Romero, and David Cronenberg. But the volume also features Insight into

makeup effects ace Tom Savini, the Hammer Horror, as well as the roots

of splatter to to found In the French "Grand Guignol" theater and In early

silent movies.

McCarty finally tries to deal with the controversy which splatter cinema

has created, and in his own way. attempts to defend these modem horror

films. Splatter Movies is well documented and is obviously written by a
person who knows what he is writing about. This book makes very Interest-

ing reading. Note: A new. updated 2nd edition (featuring a color section)

of this book is now available from the publisher.

Tom SavanI, unlike Houdinl, Is a teacher who tells all • and shows aHI

dledrn-b\ \,imptequiik’to
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THE CREATURE FEATURES MOVIE GUIDE by John Stanely, 208 pages,

digest-size, paper, FarttaCo Enterprises Inc., 21 Central Avenue, Albany.

New Vork 12210, $7.95

Another one of those movie rating guides from A-thru-Z whereby John
Stanley, a well-loved "Creature Feature" television movie host, personally

reviews a great majority of the horror/science fiction films released to

television Myself, I love reading these personalized mini-reviews and never

grow tired of them. Unlike the definitive masterpiece of this style. Keep
Watching the Skies!, Stanley’s reviews are too brief and actually reveal

little that Is relevant. Most horror movie tans will read the mini-reviews and

agree/disagree - which is fine. However, no one will come away from

reading this book feeling they have learned something or gained new
Insight Into any of the movies mentioned. Butthlswas not Stanley's purpose

in writing the book, at least let's hope nott This book is light fluff arid is

pleasant reading - no more, no less! Note: An expanded, updated volume

of this book has just been released by the publisher.

VIDEO SCREAMS (1963 EDITION) by John McCarty, 253 pages, digest-

size. paper, FantaCo Enterprises Inc., 21 Central Avenue, Albany. New
York 12210, $7.96.

Another book which attempts to review all the current horror movies

which are legally available on home video cassette. Each film is listed by

title and release date with the running lime and major credits, followed by

a short critique arrd a listing of the company that sells the tape. McCarty

wisely admits that he has not seen all the films that are detailed and rated

m the volume. The movie listing section Is proceeded by sections detailing

the care of video cassette recorders and cassette tapes, where to buy tapes,

the names and addresses of video publications that run ads for video tapes,

etc. Since this knowledge Is already Known by the buff, the purpose of

Video Screams is to appeal to the neophyte who knows little about the

emerging hobby. As with Creature Features. McCarty's A-lhru-Z mini-

reviews are fun to read but contain far less depth than Stanley's similar

reviews did. McCarty attempts to describe the basic plot and then adds his

rating and a short comment such as. "Weak." If you are the definitive

collector of genre books Video Screams is a must-have. If not, the book
would only be interesting to people who don't have the viewing experience

to differentiate Lucio Fulci from Mario Bava.

THE FILMS OF THE SEVENTIES by Marc Sigoloff. 436 pages, digest-size,

cloth. McFarland & Company, Inc.. Box 611. Jefferson, NC 28640, $31.45

(including shipping).

Why review s book which chronicles the films of the Seventies?

Because the decade of the Seventies highlighted an explosion of titles

related to the horror/science fiction/fantasy film genre. Besides, The
Films ol the Seventies is a very valuable reference source that Is fun to read

because, once agein, Marc Sigoloff lists and rates and reviews 942 films

released from 1970-1979 (unfortunately, his emphasis is on "mainstream"

features staling that many independent and exploitation movies have been

omitted) thus Including scores of popular genre productions. However,

the fact that Sigoloff's listing is not definitive la a definite drawback and

weakens the impact of Sigoloffs endeavor. This is the only complaint

because the author's credits and cast listings are thorough, and his critical

documentation and personal comments Illustrate his depth of critical

thought about each movie discussed. Better yet. Sigoloffs comments linger

long alter the book Is put down. Again, this is certainly not exclusively a

horror/science fiction film book, but it is a book that genre fans will really

enjoy and appreciate. Well worth the Investment!

THE FRANKENSTEIN CATALOG by Donald F. Glut, 540 pages, dIgest-sIze.

Cloth, McFarland & Company, Inc., Box 611. Jefferson, NC 28640. $31.45

(Including shipping).

While many reference books can be read and enjoyed by the average

movie-lover, Don Glut's massive and most impressive reference work.

The Frankenstein Carafog, will appeal primarily to Frankenstein fanatics

and writers/collectors, for this Is most positively the definitive work on
Frankenstein irt print, on film, on the stage, or on record. Even (hough the

text, being a reference work, is sometimes dry: the text is Illustrated with

85 photographs, all of which are interesting and seldom seen, even the

photos used from movies are extremely rare.

The chapter headings include: alt the published versions of the novel,

fiction based upon the original novel, Frankenstein on Stage, Frankenstein

on Film. Frankenstein on Radio and Television. Frankenstein in the Comics,

and Frankenstein Recordings. Music, and Lyrics. All in all. Glut offers the

final word on Frankenstein, and this work Is once again an impressive labor

of love. Of primary interest to readers of MidMar would be the section

dealing with Frankenstein on Film, whereby Glut fists all the movie versions

of Frankenstein, listing as many credits as are possible, and he often gives

lengthy synopses of the major works that have reached the silver screen.

The chapter on film alone is 84 pages long, but many of the other chapters

make Interesting reading for the average horror movie fan.

More a reference work than a book that people will read from cover to

cover. The Frankenstein Catalog Is definitely a must-have for most, and
while pages of lists and documentation is not everyone's cup of tea, there

are enough sections that feature Interesting reading and media critiques

that the investment is well worth the money spent. Hopefully Glut will next

tackle Oraculal

BIZARROI by TomSavinI, 136 pages, full-size, paper. Harmony Books, One
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016, $9.95.

Originally published as Grande Illusions, Sizarro.', containing an
introduction by Stephen King and a preface by George Romero, Is make-
up effects artist Tom Savlnl's pictorial journal detailing the full range of his

work from early productions such as DEATHDREAM and DERANGED to
more recent works on DAWN OF THE DEAD. FRIDAY THE 13lh, and
CREEPSHOW. The book is exceptional and one that every fan ol horror
movies would love to have. Besides the large amount ol photos published -

many ol which are In color, and most of which have never been published

before (being behind-the-scenes production shots or stills ol the makeup
being created or applied) - the text by SavinI is fascinating. He tells ol ihe
problems involving effects makeup that he had to face In every production
he worked on, and how he set out and finally solved Ihe artistic problems.

In each chapter Savinl includes a technical section where he tells "how
to" create movie blood and other creative areas of interest lor the budding
gore-effects makeup arTlst. As Ihe cover of Ihe book states, this is a "learn-

by-example guide to the art and technique of special make-up effects."

But the text offers so much more than this. Unlike Houdini, Savini is a
teacher who "tellsall." Even if the final result of his art is not to create beauty,
alter reading Bizarro! the reader will come away with Ihe sense that Tom
Savini Is Indeed a very dedicated and hard-working creative artist who has
been responsible for creating some of Ihe greatest makeup seen in the
modern horror movie.

BACK ISSUE DEPARTMENT GORE CREATURES #17. #19, MIDNIGHT
MARQUEE #28. *31. #32 are available at the regular price of $3.25 per copy
We have only a few copies left of the following "out of print" issues which

are available for $10.00 per copy: GORE CREATURES #16. #16. *20. *21.

#23, #24, MIDNIGHT MARQUEE *26, *27, #29, *30.

ISSUE #34: Available next October Order your copies now' Still only

$3.25 per copy if ordered by June 1, 1985. Copies ordered after this date

may be subject to a price Increase.

Artist Mark Robinson, 112 Michelle Street, Garden City. GA 31408. phone
912-964-8135, wishes to sell his drawing fromALTERED STATES for $50.00

This original pencil drawing is size 6',^ by 11 inches.

The Editor still has an original 1931 Universal DRACULA Pressbook for

trade for original poster material (I am looking for Reissue 1947 Universal

posters on both FRANKENSTEIN and DRACULA)'

TTie Frankenstein Cetefog, an excellent reference book by Donald F, Glut,

hopefully will bring lorth a sequel. The Dracule Cetalegl
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GRAVE DIGGINGS . . . (letters!)
Hello, Gary:

Nelson's cover was, as always, fantastic; and the green ink is perfect. I

wish that he would do some different kind of cover one of these days, some-
thtng scenic rather than portrait. I love the way Allen KoszowskI takes a

common, oft-seen photo and adds to It. as he did with the Inside front cover.

Very atmospheric; very fine.

I noticed that you dedicatedthe issue to your parents. When I was doing
FANTASIA, I lived in fear that my parents would know what I was doing. I

told my mom that I had lots of pen-pals, and that I was writing for fanzines.

My father knew nothing about any of It. else I would have been stopped.

Once he found where I was hiding my old FAMOUS MONSTERS, and put

them In the fir^lace, making me strike the match. Alll’msayingis.youwere

a very lucky kid.

I was very happy to see the coverage of Una O'Connor.as she has given

me many moments of delight. She has the same attraction for me as does
Maria Ouspenskaya. I look forward so much to their portions of the film.

Coughlin's series continues to be one of the more fascinating features of

MidMar, so I hope you keep running them.

Wllum Pugmyr
Seattle. Washington

Gary:

Once again MIDNIGHT MARQUEE (almost typed GORE CREATURES)
has appeared in my mall from nowhere. It amazesmethat you can profit with

that type of honor system. I remember my days of being an editor

(JAPANESE GIANTS) and profit definitely wasn’t in the plans. Ah. but it was
fun. Never lonely when the mailman came. Typical story. I became busy
with life and disappeared from fandom. Hello Ed. Bill, Mark, and all others!

Sorry I disappeared so suddenly, but - zoom. Things change.
MidMar was one of those zines that editors like me emulate. It was an

example of how a fanzine should be. Twenty years? Holy cow. You and
Mick dagger

I am a sentimental fool. I still have a chest stored In the closet filled

with my favorite zines and movie material that I could never sell. My
favorite poster, the one-sheet from GODZILLA, KING OFTHE MONSTERS,
still adorns my wall.

Blubberings from the Beehive State. Anyway. I appreciate this issue.

Very nice. MidMar's topics are always diverse and interesting - none of the
typical rehash that fills most fanzines. The Bill Nelson cover Is excellent,

as his work always has been. I look forward to next year and another Issue.

Brad Boyle
Salt Lake City, Utah

Dear Gary-
I think I enjoyed the Martin Kosleck article and the David Buttolph

section of the film music article the most. These two careers have been sadly
neglected. I believe Kosleck also worked lor a time as a dialogue director,

at one point teaching George Peppard to sound German in TOBRUK.
Kosleck also appeared in the Night Gallery episode called "The Devil is

not Mocked" with Francis Lederer as Dracula. Keep up the fine work'

Dan Erwine

San Diego, California

Dear Gary;

I am a fairly new MidMar reader ... in fact, I just got copies of issues 30-

32 last week In a shipment from distributor Bud Plant. I just wanted to thank

you for this magazine and to offer you my (belated) congratulations on your
20in anniversary.

I have long been a fan of films of (he fantastic. I can still remember the

good old days of WOR-TV in New York, with "Shock Theater"andZach0rley
and "Million Dollar Movie," when you could. If so Inclined, watch things like

ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS twice a day for a week (which I did

when I had the mumps). I worked in a drlve-m theater for four summers,
and so was able to see all sons of great (and not sogreat) horror and science

fiction films.

MidMar brings back something 1 thought that film fan publications had
lost., a sense of fun, CfNEFANTASTiQUE and Its "sense of wonder" Is

all very good and Informative, but, let’s face it, CF has always been more
than a bit stuffy. STARLOG and FANTASTIC FILMS are decent enough, if

too trendy. MidMar however, and I imagine because of the once-yearly

publishing schedule, lakes a much broader view of the genre. And unlike

many other publications. It does not seem to take either itself or horror

films too seriously.

MidMar reminds me of nothing so much as a grown up version of

FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND. This is particularly true Of the

"Forgotten Faces" feature and similar articles. I lor one am glad to find

articles that present something other than the latest behind-the-scenes
look at Industrial Light and Magic. Many of the genre film magazines on
the stands today are too enamoured of the technology of film and ignore

the Una O’Connors and Montagu Loves that often give these films their

special quality. MidMar not only acknowledges but celebrates the

human contritMJtiona to film.

George Kish

North Brunswick. New Jersey

Dear Gary:
Congratulations on another fine issue of MIDNIGHT MARQUEE, and

also on your upcoming marriage. I knew I had a winner when I pulled the

Issue out and Bill Nelson’s rendering of the alien from THE THING was
staring at me. It is an outstanding drawing and makes an eye-catching

I enjoyed all the articles in MidMar *32. but my favorite one is yours

written about David Cronenberg. I have always been fascinated by his

films, and your article helped me to understand (and enjOy) his lilms much
more. I remember that I saw THE BROOD at a drive-ln here, and I didn’t

understand It. After reading your views on that movie I am hoping that I

get a chance to view it again with a clearer idea of what it means
My second favorite article as "A Monstrous Minority." It was a well

researched and interesting piece.

Mike Phillips

St Albans. West Virginia

Gary:

What a beautiful package MidMar *32 is. Youreally went all out for your
20th anniversary issue. Nelson’s cover was an excellent choice Although

THE THING was not the big hit everyone wished for. it was my favoriie film

of 1982. I have been reading your publication since GORE CREATURES
*22, which means that I've been a privileged reader for half of your 20 years.

I found your editorial most interesting. Isn’t it weird how letter writing

friends can (ust disappear. Who hasn't had this experience in fandom'

Although I enjoyed Dean Chambers' article on Blaxploilation films.

I’ve seen very few. In fact, the only ones I have seen were on (he Black

Entertainment Channel. Dennis Fischer’s fine overview of the cinema-

tography of Karl Struss revealed much about this artist His connection
with LOST WOMEN is as interesting as Stanley Cortez’s with THEY SAVED
HITLER’S BRAIN.

Thanks for your review of The Films ol Christopher Lee I picked up a

copy, and I was not disappointed. As usual your reviews were either right

on with my opinions or exactly opposite. XTRO I dearly hated due to its

cheesihess and lack of humor. MAUSOLEUM I enjoyed and not (ust

because of Bresee's exposed talents TWILIGHT ZONE was not a lavonie

either as Dante’s segment was by far the worst. I look forward to the next
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Craig Ledbetter

Richardson. Texas






